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INTRODUCTION 
J.HOORWEG 
The East African Coast stretches from the Horn of Africa 'in Somalia to halfway down 
Mozambique; extending north and south of the equator it covers an approximate distance 
of 3000km. The continental shelf is fairly narrow with gentle slopes and variations in sea 
w~ter level, have profoundly influenced the coastline relief. The sea floor is characterised 
by sandy bottoms and rugged formations of old coral rock; the lands ide has limestone cliffs 
and outcroppings with elevations of 30m and more (FraZier, 1993). The ecologico!.l 
variation along the coastline is perhaps less than expected over such a long distance. The 
semi-desert in Somalia is followed by forests, scrub- and grasslands in Kenya and Tanzania 
interspersed by the estuaries of the large rivers reaching .the Indian Ocean. Most of this, 
coastline is lightly inhabited with less than 10 persons!km2 (Stuart & Stuart, 1995). large 
parts in Kenya, Tanzania and Mozambique have higher densities and have been populous 
for centuries. 
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Coral reefs, wetlands, mangroves-, and coastal forests are important ecosystems of the 
East African Coast that have received different degrees of attention from conservationists 
-and ecologists. Coral reefs are among the most complex marine systems with great biodi-
versity that are found offshore of all East -African countries. Mangrove forests are 
widespread; except in Somalia, and they provide nurseries for fish and crustaceans and 
protect the coastline from erosion. Coastal wetlands are meeting grounds of marine and 
terrestrial species.-Important estuaries are those of the Juba, Tana and Rufiji Rivers. The 
coastal forests, fmally, have seasonal rainfall with a prolonged dry season; they contain 
relatively large numbers of endemic species. 
Kenyan Coast 
Kenya has had a reputation for natural beauty and its conservation since the last century, 
particularly in respect to the highland s~vannah and its large mammals. Many areas are now 
protected. According to its recent list the Kenya Wildlife Service manages 25 National 
Parks, 29 National Reserves and three sanctuaries covering more than 40,OOOkm2 and it is 
also responsible for game control elsewhere (KWS, 1996). In addition, there are Forest 
Reserves and areas that have been designated as National Monuments.1 To maintain this 
heritage requires dedication and effort but also financial resources, manpower and 
expertise. The need for ecological conservation versus population pressure and economic 
exploitation is a recurrent theme in nature and wildlife management. Recent ideas about 
community participation are an attempt to combine conservation and exploitation. To 
guide and assist these efforts has created even greater need for environmental expertise. 
Coast. Province offers a mix of topographical and agro-ecological zones quite different 
from those of the highland areas. The coast~l plai~ reaches la~d inward to the foot plateau 
which is followed, in turn, by the coastal range risingto 200-300nl altitude and, finally, the 
dry hinterland, the Nyika plateau. Different agro-ecoiogical zones alternate over relatively 
short distances Oaetzold & Schmidt, 1983). The coconut-cassava zone is generally close to 
the coastline~ followed by the cashewnut-cassava zone and the livestock-millet zone in the 
hinterland. The so-called coastal strip, an area extending 15-20km inland, has a distinct 
social and cultural heritage. Historically it belonged to the OmaniSultanate and has a 
strong Islamic presence. Today it is still the most populated part of the coast. The impor-
tant ecosystems, mentioned above,' are all found there~ 
The coastal strip extends over an aerial distance of some 450km but the actual length of 
l. Forest Reserves resort under the Depaltment of Forestry; National Monuments under the National 
Museums of Kenya. 
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thes~front is around 600km.lt consists of coral reefs, bays, estuaries, creeks, rocky cliffs, 
sandy beaches and dunes. In the far south at the border with Tanzania, ther(! are extensive 
mangroves and coralreefs with near-shore islands such as WasinL About 50km n~rth, the 
frrst concentration of tourist rote~s is found in Diani. Mombasa Island lies in a creek system 
with natural.harbours on both sides.'.More hotel concentration stretches for about 20 km 
. . - , . . . " . : . '~.' -,.,' . . . .~:. '.. 
to the north of Mombasa. Rugged,cQastand the deep water creeks of Mtwapa and Kilifi 
follow. The shallow Mida creek is the n~xt landmark, ~alfwayup the~oast"the reef ends 
in Malindi, the second largesttownin th~coastal strip. Geologically and ecologically, the 
region north of Malindi is quite, different from: that to the south. Along Ungwana Bay, 
lan,dscape and habitation change sig~ificantly. The bea~hes are long and sandy, open to 
the sea with Tollingbreakers;t~e coa~tal plain which has been narrow until now, widens 
and along the Tana. River extenqs r:n~ch ~rther inland~ The coastline consists of dunes and 
scrub vegetation and is sparsely jn~abited, only interru pted by what. is known as the Tana 
River Delta with wetlands and t:nangroves and the limestone cliffs of Ras Shaka (Frazi~r, 
1993).To the:nonh, the remote I.amuarchipelago;is little developed andconsists of near-
shore islands; coral reefs, bays, creeks andlafge mangrqveforests. 
The coral reefs of Kenya are mainly of the fringing type; closely following the. coastline 
:md often linked to the mainland at low tide. The reefs are interrupted where rivers are 
discharging into thesea,but there is·a more or less continuous stretch of200km between 
Shimoni and Malindi. Reefs'also exist north.of the Tana River in the I.amu-Kiunga area. 
There are, few corals between the Sabaki and Tana Rivers as a result of the discharge of 
freshwater and sediments. The Kenya~ reefs provide examples of the abundant 
productivity of these marine ecosystemswit~ many coral speCies, and a· great variety of fish 
and other reef animals. Of the four ecosystems mentioned earlier, the coral reefs are 
probably threatened most because they suffer the combined effects of different factors. 
They are affected by siltation of the ll.1ain rivers but are also being attacked by natural 
enemies, notably sea urchins (McClanahan &Obura, 1996). They are also· affected by 
pollution of unprocessed sewage from beach hotels and urban areas. They suffer the 
effects of shell and coral collection and intense exploitatipn by fisheries of different types. 
Finally, they are inevitably damaged by tourist trips to coral gardens. . 
Coastal wetlands are associated with rivers and other outlets. They experience a daily 
cycle of wet/dry conditions in creeks and bays or seasonal flooding in deltas and estuaries 
and combinations of the two. Wetlands are productive ecosystems particularly where fresh 
and salt water meet with rich plant and animal communities. They provide breeding and 
feeding habitats for wildlife, including birds following migration routes from Europe and 
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Asia. The major wetlands are the swamps of the Taria Delta, roughly 30x20kffi in' size', 
whichexperlence strong seasomil expansion after the rains in the highlands; the area and 
its ecosystems have recei'vedlittle study so far. The Tanaand Sabaki Riversarelhe only 
rivers~ that originate in "the highlands; they experience the effects of upstream 
deforestation and sedimentation,but also' pollutiohfrom agricultural and industrial waste. 
The other rivers, such as the Ramisi, draw their water from within the coastal region, 
catchments that appear less 'affected by these factors, so fat (see chapter 4). However, 
some rivers that used to be permanent have now become seasonal in nature, probablyasa 
resultdfthe: upstream felllng of trees and Cultivatiohof"river bo~ders. The major creeks, 
such as Mombasa, Mtwapa, and Kilifi have deepwater anchorage. Other creeks such as 
Mida and Takaungu are shallow and fall largely dry at ebb tide. The brackishbottbms of 
the creekS-and bays (such as in Gazi) offer suitable habiiatfor mangroves; , 
The mangrove ecosystem consists of tree canopy, mud environment and flood channels. 
There are eight mangrove species in' Kenya which occur in fringe mangroves or as'devel-
oped forests' in creeks or bays; in the latter case, often with zonation by species (Ruwa; 
1996). By 1980, Kenya had an estimated 53,000 ha of mangrove forest according to an 
often quoted estimate (Do ute et al., 1981). The major concentration is in the remote 
Lamu District where two-thirds to three-quarters of the mangrove forest is situated 
although there is uncertainty about the actual areal. Ferguson (1996) estimated that the 
mangrove hectarage existent in Lamu District is larger, by about a third. By all accounts 
the mangrove forests are in decline because of loss of areal (see chapter 8) but also by a 
decrease in density and maturity of mangrove stands (see chapter 7). Mangroves are of 
ecolegical and economic importance and offer suitable habitat' for fish, shellfish, insects, 
birds and mammals. It also produces fuelwood and timber for bUilding and boat 
'constructIon. Mangroves are in decline because of reclamation of land for 'other purposes 
(such as salt ponds; shrimp farms and tourist facilities); because of increased subsistence 
use as building matertll and firewood; and because of commercial, often indiscriminate, 
felling. Mangrove forests are gazetted under the Forest Act and permits are needed for 
exploitation. The surveillance capacity of the government, however, is limited and 
ineffective and, as a result, theteisa lot of abuse of these regulations. 
Remaining coastal forests in EastAfrica are estimated at about 3000km2 of which about 
660km2 is' situated in Kenya (Burgess et al., 1996). The latter includes the Arabuko-
Sokoke forest whIch covers some 420km2 and is the largest single block of indigenous for-
est remaining in the East African lowlands. It consists of forest and woodland and mixed 
forest of different types and has great biodiversity, both as regards flora and fauniNearly 
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600 'higher plant species hav~ been identified together with many butterfly species and 
there is a concentratiQn ()f:rare birds (KIFCON, 1995). Shimba Hills Forest has an even 
greater biodiversity. The _smaller kaya forests vary from a few hectares to over 400ha in 
size and their c;:urrent number is estimated at 40 (Githitho, 1997). In the past they have 
been pro~ected as sacred plac~s:and burial grounds by the local popula~ion. Because of the 
demandJorar.able land and forest products both the large forests and the kayas are under 
thr:eat. Also threa~ened are some of the rare birds that find a habitat there (see chapter 9). 
History and ;Population 
The coastal region has a long cultural history. Arab trade and settlements were already un-
der way around the millennium. Arab and Swahili settlement have left traces all along the 
Coast. There are ruins in Gede and Jumbe; settlements that were probably deserted be-
cause ()f shortages of drinking water. A Chinese envoy Visited Malindi early in the 15th 
century (Martiri, 1973). Portuguese explorers reached Mombasa in 1498 leading to inteF-
mittent occupation until the cndof the 18th century. At the beginning of the 19th 
century the Sultan of Oman moved his 'court to Zanzibar and established suzerainty over a 
narrow strip along the East African Coast. The coastal strip in Kenya remained nominally 
under the Sultan of Zanzibar but effectively the British administered this part of the 
, ' 
country since the end of the 19th century. In 1963 this special status came to an erid and 
the region joined the rest of Kenya at Independence. 
Coast Province has the third area of population concentration in' Kenya, after the 
Central and Western regions of the country, with 1.8 million 'inhabitants in 1989 (CBS, 
1994). Kwale, Kilifi, Malindi anrlMombasa Districts account for almost 80 per cent of the 
population. Together with the lower part of the Tana River and the sparsely popuiated 
Lamu District, they form the ~oastal region. Taita-Taveta and the upper part of Tana River 
. " 
are situated inland. The economic development of the region has not kept pace with 
other parts of K~nya. Coast Province scores comparatively low on development h1dicators 
such as child mortality, childhood malnutrition and literacy rate. Living conditions in large 
parts of the province are harsh and estimates place the incidence of rural poverty at forty 
per cent which is higher than in Kenya as a whole (Hoorweg et al., 1995). 
-The main Afrlcanpop'ulation, the Mijikenda, originate from southern Somalia. According 
" 
to oral'tradition, they started to ~ove into the region at the turn of the 17th century al-
though there now appear to be indications that their presence dates -Crom much earlier 
(Helm, personal communication). Settling in fortified hill-top vill~ges, kayas, they 
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changed to arriore dispersed form of habitation in the nineteenth' tentUlY (Spear, 1978). 
By that time, the lahdsin the coastal plain were mainly in the hands of resident Arabs and 
Swahilhvho had developed large plantations (Cooper, 1981). After the abolition of slavery, 
this plaritationecbnomy declined and many Mijikenda joined ex·slaves living on unprodiJc· 
tiveplantations. As part of t~e transfer arrangements <leading to Independente,the 
existing- often dormant- land rights of-the Omani and Zanzibari owners were folly 
recognised by the newly independent government. Migration to the coastal plain 
increased further in the 1960s and many people settled on un,used parts of estates or on 
state·owned land. Some of these lands later became official settlement schemes. where 
land ,adjtidication was done by the Government. Many people, however, remain squatters 
or are uncertain about the status of the land on which they live. At the Same time there 
was in-migration' fromup,countrygroups such as . Luo, Kamba and Kikuyu seeking 
employment and business opportunities. Effectively, there is also a floating population of 
European an<i American tourists numbering an estimated 50,000 annually (CBS, 1994) . 
. ' As a resu!t, th~ southern half of the Kenyan Coast consists of a mixed population, more 
varied than elsewhere in Kenya with .exception of the major towns, made up of Arabs, 
Swahili, Shirazi, Indians, Mijikenda (who are themselves divided in nine s~b-tribes 2 as the 
name says), oth~r gro\,!ps from the Northern Coast (such as the Bajun), up~coun~ry 
Kenyans, and foreign r~sidents. Apart from economic and cultural differences, there exist 
profound religious and educational differences between these groups. Many observers 
.' . : ". . . . 
have speculated about the causes of the lag in economic development of the region and 
the locaf attitudes toward's economic initiatives and employment. Different causes have 
been postulated such as detrimental health conditions; poor educational I~vels that persist 
. : . _. 
today; ~eglect by successive' central governments; lack of economic drive;. and cultural 
. . . . . . 
attitudes towards achievement. Another factor that is less often mentioned is nevertheless 
~ .' . 
i!llportant in the coastal strip. Although . the native Africans are the largest gro~p, their 
settlement in the coastai strip post·dates that of some of the other g'roupsand large 
numbers of them have no security of tenure. A transient attitude towards land is further 
. -,' ::':, .' '.'
enhanced by the extravagant prices that are being paid for land near the seafront or other 
places 'suitable for tourist development.. Many people have no legal tenure and as'~*eiyas 
not have a family history of land dispossession. This has resulted in communities that are' 
.' . . . . ~ " ,': 
less cohesive than those situated inland, where kayas are good examples of community 
conservation although even here control appears to be breaking down (see p.10). By and 
2. The.most populous Subgroups are the Giriama, Durumaand Digo followed by the Chonyi.and Rabai. Quite 
small in number, yet culttinilly distinct, are the Kauma,Jibana, Kambe, Ribe. 
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large, in Illany parts of the coastal strip; community control over common resources is poor 
and this allows. all kinds of political and economic manipulation. 
Because ofthis,.Combinationofpolitical, educational and other factors, the local popula~ 
tion has,onthe one hand, a deep rooted sIJspicion of outsiders, particularly outsiders who 
take economic: or, Jor that matter, envkonmental' initiatives. On the other hand, ifap-
proached convi,ncinglyenough by, their leaders, they are easily swayed into exploitative 
ventures for relatively little reward often against their own long-term interest. This·has led 
toa curious state ·of suspicion and apathy on one hand, and political manipulation and 
economic exploitation. on, the other hand. Mostly, however, a state of indifference prevails, 
in which neither economic opportunities are taken up, nor strong forces are developed for 
resourceconservation.3 
Environmental· Priorities 
The coastal environment is. threatened by naturally occurring processes, growing subsis-
tenceneeds of the population, and increased economic exploitation. ·The'national plan 
lists the following coastal and marine issues for environmental action: silt and sewage 
threats to reefs; overexploitation of reef fisheries; overharvesting of mangrove trees; .do-
mestic and indust(~al pollution; sewage and waste disposal; management of fresh water 
supply;andsalination of groundwater (MENR, 1994). 
Coastal: erosion and increased sedimentation (particularly of theSabaki River, the last 
stage of theAthi-Galana river system which flowsthro\Jgh some major population areas) 
are examples of natural processes that affect the coastal environment.·The increasedim-
pact'of sediments and pollution are having adverse impacts on marine flora and 'fauna, in 
particular; the coral reefs are being threatened by siltation. The increased sedimentation 
load, onthe.other,hand,.has also resulted in the expansion of the dune fields near the 
mouth of the Sabaki River (see chapters 2 and 3). Coastal erosion affects man-madestruc-
tures butalso threatens habitats of certain marine organisms. Together these factors pose 
. threats to the biodiversity of the estuarine and coral reef ecosystems . 
. The coastal region lacks adequate water resources and is a net importer of water; there 
. is scarcity for domestiC, industrial and agricultural use. Piped water is drawn from Mzima 
Sprljn"gs and the Sabaki River but the infrastructure is obsolete and suffers frequent break-
downs.As a resultj.many boreholes have been sunk with heavy consumption of groundwa-
ter. Water quaiityJs threatened from at least two sides, namely overexploitation (see chap-
3 . This was written before the reiw'.nt outburst of violence in August '97. 
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tet 6) .and increase in population combined with poor sanitation (see chapter 7); As a re-
sult, where water is present it is often contaminated, polluted or saline. Microbialcontam-
illation is one of the main causes of water borne diseases. Pollution of surface water is also 
a-conceen.The national scarcity of energy also affects the coastal areas with. frequent 
breakdowns and even rationing of electricity and consequent environmental problems aris· 
ing from the use of conventional energy sources. The high rate of charcoal production that 
reportedly exists in the hinterland requires attention. 
··pomesticand industrial waste pose increasing problems .. Domestic sewage coritributes 
about 10-20 per cent to' pollution loads, and industrial effluents account· for 50-60 per 
cent Most sewage is produced in Mombasa which accounts formore than 70 per;cent of 
pollution . loads. Waste management systems in Mombasa are largely dysfunctional: it is 
estimated that only 60 per cent of domestic garbage is collected; the sewage treatment 
system is absent or non-operational (Munga et al., 1993). There is also the impact of 
industrialisation inthe~ rural areas. For example, mining and extraction industries are 
heavily polluting or damaging e.g.,.a local cement factory with severe aerial emissions; a 
local calcium factory using mangrove wood as energy source; and local S?nd mining which 
threatens the water table. . 
. In the inland areas, households rely on crop cultivation, livestock and off-farm employ.: 
ment; and environmental issues centre around problems arising from rural development in 
marginal areas. The effects of heavy land use are increasing, notably the high rate of char· 
coal production, overgrazing and erosion. In the coastal strip, apart from agriculture and 
,employment,a substantial though unknown amoUnt of income is derived from exploitation 
of coastal resources; notably fishing, other aquatic activities, mangrove harvesting and the 
tourist industry. Because of its· combination of tropical.dimate, natural treasures and 
historical sites, the region attracts heavy tourism. In 1993, beach hotels accounted for 
more than 60 per cent of all bed-nights in the country and this figure has been increasing 
(CBS, 1994). Coastal tourism is mainly limited to the coastal strip and the seafront which 
places a ~eavy burden on the reefs and beaches (Visser & Njuguna; 1992). Tourism-related 
activities such as hotel construction, furniture making and curio production use large 
numbers of hardwood trees and mangroves. 
Population increase is tied in with growing commercial exploitation. This,concerns, par-
ticularly, mangrove forests that are being overexploited; overfishing With the result that, 
atthe very least; individual catches are going down; logging and cutting of saplings which 
threaten forest resources; and sand and soil harvesting without sub<;,~quent rehabilitation. 
Although these activities may provide a source of -income Of employment for the local 
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population, the main proceeds of these economic activities are probably going elsewhere: 
Several of these resources are finite and if current trends of exploitation continue 
unchecked they will not onlybe exhausted but certain· aspects of the coastal environment 
will suffer irreparable damage. 
Environmental Management and Research .. 
Over the past decades, there has been an increased environmental concern for coastal 
areas everywhere. Coastal zone management, the sustainable use of.coastal resources, is 
now high on the international agenda~ In. Kenya, the. first integrated. management and 
. . 
actiol) strategy was developed in. 1996 for Nyali-Bamburi, ~n area of heavy tourist 
concentration, north of Mombasa. The plan was drafted by a. te-am consisting of six 
govemme~tal and non-governmental organisations and identified a number of priori~y 
areas requiring action: land use; water supply; fisheries; and critical habitats such as 
mangroves, coral reefs and beaches (ICAM, 1996). Because of the nature of the selected 
area, this plan focused on· containing the environmental effects of heavy touris~. 
Environmental concerns elsewhere in the Coast are the r~sponsibility of t~e Provincial 
Administration, the Ministry of Environment and Natural Resources, various line ministries, 
local authority and parastatal organisations. A number of research organisations have an 
. . 
active pres~nceas well. The main actors are briefly outlined below; smaller organisations 
and projects also exist which have more restricted objectives.4 
The District Environment Officers come under the Office of the President. They are 
. District Officers charged with the environmental co-ordination of government depart-
ments, non-governmental organisations and various interest groups. They are also ex-
pected to organise action in case of environmental problems that come to the fore. This 
requires mobility and expertise to be able to monitor ongoing issues but reality is differ-
ent. The Environment Officers are often ill-equipped, particular as regaras transport 
(Munga'sia, 1997); Sometimes, they are responsible for more than one district. They need 
training buttheyare also in need of neutral advisors as well as supporting research. 
The Coast Development Authority (COA) is a parastatal corporation charged with 
development planning and co-ordination for the region but also facilitating individual 
projects. One important responsibility is the monitoring of extraction and use of natural 
resources, especially mining, water catchment and soikonservation. COA has taken a lead 
role in the first attempt at integrated coastal management (Mwandotto, 1997). 
Kenya Wildlife Service (KWS) is an important organisation since there are five Marine 
4. More information about environmental management, research and training is presented in Hoorweg 
(1997). 
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Parks and siX Marine Reserves that cover about lOOkm,sea front in al1.5 It also plays a major 
role in raising public awareness of conservation and protection, issues. KWS has recently 
established a marine research' unit in Mombasa that has as priority subjects marine re-
sources, endangered species, pollution and resource exploitation (Muthiga,1997). 
Kenya Marine and Fisheries Research Institute (KMFRI) is also a national organisation; 
it has a mandate to undertake research and adVise on 'the 'state of aquatic resources and 
the environment. It has "established eight research centres throughout'the countty with 
the largest, for marine and coastal waters, in MOnibasa. The prynarf IocusiSori aSsessment 
of existing fish stocks and determination of sustainable exploitation levels. Apart from fish~ 
eries,' subject areaS are marine organisms, mangroves,' resourceexploitatioo, and marine 
pollution (Wakwabi, 1997). Mention also can be 'made of the Coral Reef Conservation 
ProjeCt-which focuses particularly on the impact of human actiVities on coral reds and thilt 
has a iesearc~ andtraihing programme in plate. 
The National Museums of Kenya (NMK) have an irUerest and expertise in biodiversity 
research. Together with KwS' and the Forest Department, tIleyare involved in research 
arid conservation of the lowland forests. TheNational Museums have hosted, insome form 
Or other, activities such as .the Kenya Indigenous Forest Conservation Programme, Centre 
of Biodiversity, Kenya Resource Centre for Indigenous Knowledge, Birdlife International 
and other individual projects (Robertson, 1997) .Of late, the traditional conservation of the 
kayas by the elders appears to be faltering and these forest patches are threatened by 
l()gging activities and encroachment by the population. The Coastal Forest 'Conservation 
Unit, is a recent NMK:project to protect the kayas by means of gatettement of these 
forests as' National Monuments as well as strengthening traditional p"rotection and offering 
alternatives to ov~r exploitation (Githitho, 'i997). ""' 
School of Environmental Studies 
MOiUniversity, School of Environmental Studies (MUSES), has a national mandate for re-
search on sustainable ,resources in Kenya and to assist in policy formulation that encour~ 
ages friendly exploitation of resources, At the start, in 1984, the emphasis was on 
postgraduate teaching atM.Phil. 'level, but in 1995 the programme expanded the number 
of M.PhlL admissions and started a D.Phil. programme: Research activities will focus on 
three"areas: (i) Moi University campus surroundings, south of Eldoret; (ii) HomaHills Field 
Research Centre near Lake Victoria; and (iii) Coast Environment Research Station, in 
5. Marine Parks are situated at Malindi, Watamu, Mombasa, Kisite and Mpunguti.Marine Reserves are at 
Kiunga, Malipdi, Wakamu, Mombasa,DianVChale and Mpunguti. Terrestrial Parks and ReselVes in the 
coastal area are: Shimba Hills, Dodori, Boni, and Tana River Primate Reserve. 
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Malindi. For its coastal programme, MUSES has identified eight:researclHhemes thabhave 
to provide scientific information for planning and management purposes: water & energy 
resources; land use & human settlement; coastal resources exploitation; public' health & 
~nvironment; tourism & environment; biOdiversity & ecosystem dynamics; oceanography; 
. and environmental legislation & enforcement (MUSES, 1997a). 
The Coast Environment Research Station (CERS) in Malindi was started inl99(i toliais~ 
, ." .... ' 0.:," . 
with other coastal organisations. concerned with environmental issues (MUSES; 1997b); 
The main objectives of the station are facilitating research, organjsing ~9nfet~nces/semi­
nars, and publishing and documentation. Malindi was selectepas a base 'for-activities for 
~everal reasons. Firstly, because of the environmental richness withlnlheMaiindi vicinity: 
Malindi & Watamu Marine N?"tional Park with extensive coral reef f6rm~tions; the.S:ibaki 
River eStuary including the Mambrui sand dunes; the Afa'bukb-Sdkoke Forest harbourihg 
!Jnique'. plant and animal species;' and the Mida Creek Marine National Reserve with ex~ 
tensive;~mangrove forests. Secondly, Malindi is situated at the edge of the fertile and popu-
lated coastal strip and the drier north,' along Ungwana Bay and the Tana River, giving easy 
kccess to different h~bitats. Thirdly, land has been acquired on the southern bank of the 
Sabaki River. This land has a varied habItat consisting of sandy dunes, mangroves, low lying 
riverside and higher old dunes. Construction of a field station is in progress that will prer 
vide accommodation for visiting scholars together with modest laboratory and lecture facil~ 
ities. 
Post-Graduate Research 
Research before 1996 wa~ concerned with sedimentology, dune vegetation, groundwater, 
mangroves and birdlife indjfferent locations in the coastal strip ~rea:s' of .I(wale, Kilifi and 
Malindi District (Fig l.1) ... So far, seven M.Phil. studies andbne Ph.D. study" havebe~~ 
completed. Abuodha and MiJsila ~orke,d on sediments and dunes of the Sabaki River; 
Munyao studied sediments in ,the Shirazi-Funzi Lagoon in the far south. Anyarigo and 
Mzuga studied groundwater in Kwale District; the former in relation to sea water 
. intrusion, the latter in respect of wate~ quality and contamination. Ouko and Kamau were 
concerned with· mangroves, the first assessed the condition of mangrove swamps with 
different degrees of exposure to human e~ploit.tion, the latter studied biological aspects 
of mangrove conservation and regeneratib~in Ngomeni. Matiku selected Arabuko-Sokoke 
Forest where he studied one of the threatened bird species. The respective theses were 
rewritten during a workshop in Mombasa from 7-15 August, 1996, organised for that 
purpose and the resulting papers constitute this monograph. 
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The physical characteristics of MaHndi Bay are reviewed by Abuodha (Chapter 2). 
Oceanographic and meteorological factors are discussed, notably the effects of the;a1ter-
hating monsoons in conjunctiOn with the East African and Somali Currents as well as the 
tidal· patterns. Geographical and geomorphological characteristics are reviewed and the 
major coastal events and morphological developments are·dated against Holocene and 
.Pleistocene periods. The chapter pays particular attention to dune formation and coastline 
movements; Since the 1960s, the coast of Malindi Bay has experienced considerable shore-
line movement and a large dune field has developed. The most likely cause is an increase 
in sediinentation of the SabakiRiver.As a consequence, the agricultural lands, recreational . 
facilities, and settlements next to the mobile sand dunes are threatened. The process is 
furthered by devegetation of stabilised dunes through overgrazing and dearing .. 
'. ··Coastal dunes receive, store and release excess beach sand. The dunes act as a buffer 
against storm waves and winds. In addition to absorbing the force of the waves, the. dunes 
ishelter communities Hmd inward and assist in ;the retention of freshwater tables ,against 
saltwater intrusion. They are also important as nature reserves. Dune vegetation plays a vi· 
tal role in· the growth and stabilisation oCdunes since it grows with the developing dune 
and regenerates when the dune is.damaged. The root system and vegetation is capable of 
binding loose sand but when the mantle of vegetation is broken, dune movement can be 
accelerated to a point where plant growth cannot keep pace with the shifting sand. The 
study by Musila describes the composition, structure and distribution of the dune 
vegetation and the factors which affect its distribution (Chapter 3). More than 150 plant 
species were recorded on the dunes next to the Sabaki River. Fifteen plantcommunities 
were identified in nine geomorphological units with a distinct zonal distribution of the 
plant communities. 
The Shirazi·Funzi Lagoon, in the South, is one of the shallow bays along the Kenyan 
Coast.' It is fed by the Ramisi River and has important mangroves and fish breeding 
grounds. Cliffs, beaches, channels, sandbars and mangrove islands are the main features of 
the lagoon which is dominated by terrigenous sediments, comprising mostlyof fine quartz 
sand. Munyao studied the extent to which sedimentation poses an environmental threat to 
this particular ecosystem (Chapter 4). This study also assessed the main socio-economic 
activities in the lagoon, fisheries and mangrove exploitation. 
Due to regular water shortages from the main water system there is increasing use of 
groundwater with a danger of overexploitation and possible seawater intrusion. Anyango 
studied this issue in Kwale District in an area which hosts many tourist hotels but where 
there is also an extensive network of shallow boreholes for the rural population and he did 
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fihdconflimation that sea water is intruding; further (Chapter 5). Extraction, however, is 
. not the only darfgerto water quality. Another danger follows from increased. population 
density and poor. sanitation. Mzuga studied thepollutiort· of groundwater in a.sandstolle 
aquifer and coral stone aquifer, comparing samples from boreholes,. wells and springs 
{Chapter 6). The waters found in the sandstone area are still potable and generally useable 
for most domestic and livestock purposes but this is not the case for the coral stone area. 
All the . wells and'springs that were sampled were contaminated toa greate'r or lesser 
extent, something which needs urgent attention. BoreholeshaQ the least contamination 
buttherewas a relation between degree of contamination and nearness of pit latrines. 
Mangrove forests playa significant role in the coastal e<:onomy. Human exploitation, 
however, accelerated by·a growing population, is 'causing changes in the.biologicaldiver-
sity, -zonation and structure of the natural-ecosystem; Oukostudi~d the mangrove' situation 
in foupriu~jormangrovestands inrelatioil to nearby habitation and human exploitation 
(Chapter;?); Biological indicators; such as mangrove complexity and stand diameter, reveal 
a clear"Ctlt order of mangrove development and maturity, starting from Shimoni' whichap-
pearsJ~ulffected, to Mida .Creek, Ngomeni and Gazl which is mosu~ffected. Different 
species of mangroves, however, appear differently affected. by the harvesting by local peo-
ple and by licensed operators. The latter; whether licensed or unlicensed, increasingly re-
soit to uncontrolled cutting and even clear-felling. 
' ... Kamau compared. the current status and extent of mangrove forests vis~a-yis that in the 
1960s.and further focused on the biological aspects of mangrove conservation and regen-
eration:(Chapter 8). He studied. macro flora and macro fauna of mangrove forests at 
Ngo'meni, arid the physical and chemical properties of the soils. His conclusion is· that 
mangrove forests are being over-exploited, and that the hectarage has been decreasing 
he:causeof the. expansion of aquaculture and saltworks, and because of uncontrolled ex- . 
ploitatiohrto provide timber, poles, and firewood. This has led to a decline in forestry pro-
:ductivityandmacroinvertebrate species diversity"and has led to changes in physical aQd 
'dhemical- properties of the soil. Rehabilitation conservation, and sustainable utilisation of 
the mangrove forest resources is still possible. 
Terrestrial forests, like the mangroves; are also threatened by overcutting and logging. 
Matiku studied how this threatens the fauna, in this case the East African Akalat,a bird that 
is restricted toa few sites .on the: East African Coast (Chapter 9). The, best predictors for 
Akalatpresence were mossy logs and vegetation cover at low height; while sites without 
Akalat had higher numbers of cut stems. This indicates that human activities (Le., logging 
,artdcollectionof dead wood) affect the population density and distribution of the Akalat 
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by affecting vegetationstructtire suitable for this bird~ Urgent measures to provide alter-
natives to fuelwood need to be addressed to lower ~he illegal exploitation bf trees which 
continues largely unhindered. 
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GEOLOGY, GEOMORPHOLOGY, OCEANOGRAPHY AND 
METEOROLOGY OFMALINDI BAY * 
J.ABUODHA 
IntrOduction 
Malindi Bay covers the area between Ras NgomeiniPeninsula in the north and Leopard 
Point in the south, a shoreline of about 45 km. It encompasses the townships of Malindi 
and Mambrui and the Sabaki River estuary. The earliest geological work in the Malindi area 
involved geological mapping by Thompson (1956). In 1968, the United Nations assigned 
the Delft Hydraulics Laboratory (Delft Hydraulics, 1970) to investigate the causes of the 
increased siltation from--the Sabaki river in Malindi- Bay and on the beaches of Malindi. 
Their main aim was to propose-measures for counteraction and protection of the Malindi 
beach. They conducted echo sounding to determine-reef.levels anddepth in the offshore 
* This ~per is a reviSed version of a Chapter in the forthcoming Ph.D. thesis by the author. 
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area. The data collected were on near shore currents and wave patterns. This study also 
included feasibility site investigations for the propos~d harbour at Malindi. Schroeder 
(1974) conducted reconnaissance fieldwork on the sedimentology of the Malindi coast and 
shelf environments. 
During the survey trips of RV Ujuzi, in the period between 1979 and 1981, oceano-
graphic data were collected by the Kenya Marine and Fisheries Research Institute (KMFRI) 
in the area covering Malindi Bay and Ungwana Bay. These investigations were performed 
to determine the nature of the Somali Current. Extensive data on ocean current speed and 
direction were collected. These data have been given in project work reports no. 1, 2 and 
3, respectively for the survey activities in 1979, 1980 and 1981 (KMFRI, 1981). Besides the 
data on"current:movements, climatological'dati with regard. t6 wind direction ;and speed 
are also included; part ofthe data futsbeenpublished bYJo~nson etaL(1982). 
Hove (1980a) conducted some preliminary studies on seJlmentation in the modem de-
positional environments of Malindi which included beaches and the Sabaki estuary. A brief 
description of the submarine geomorphology of the submerged continental margins was 
also incorporated. Halse (1980), a consultant geologist, was contracted by the Government 
of Kenya, Ministry of Environment and Natural Resources to determine the locations of 
heavy mineral deposits in the area stretching from Malindi to Lamu, and assess the viability 
of their exploitation. During the period ranging from 1974 to 1988, Oosterom (1988) car-
ried out investigations on the soils and geomorphology of the south-eastern part of Kenya, 
induding Malindi. 
In the 1980s, a number of geological investigations were carried out, especially on the 
southern coast of Kenya. They are mentioned here because similar rock outcrops are pre. 
sent in the Malindi area. The studies mainly involved stratigraphy, palaeontology, structural 
geology; . and . coastal terraces in the context. of the geologk:al history of this area starting 
with, the,;break~up of Gondwanaland to:Quaternary·events. Notable literature on. these 
lopicsare Hove (1980b), Cannon et al.(1981), Ase (1981), Braithwaite (1984) and'Eais~ 
ASsa' (1988). 
, Information on seasonal movement of the suspended sediment plume from the Tana 
andSabaki'Rivers into Malindi Bay and northward to Ungwana Bay was presented by Brakel 
(1984). The decline of the Malindi reef complex mainly due to siltation was studied by 
Blom et al. (1985). This topic has recently been revisited by Obura (1996) who detected a 
correlation between the suspended sediment load of ~he Sabaki and the thickness of silt 
accumulation on the coral reefs. Abuodha (1989) studied the morphodynamics and sedi-
ment dispersion patterns in the near shore area causing the segregation and deposition of 
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heavy minerals in the beach area between'Malindi-and Fundisa: 
In 1993, during the'Kehya~putch Expedition aboard the RV Tyro' (in which this author 
participated) in the western Indian Ocean, the physical, chemical, biological and geological 
~pects of the marine environment were documented. Wave climate chatacteristics based 
on information gathered by ~hips of passage ftom 1949 'can be retrieved from the 
Meteorological Office and Main Marine Data Bank (1990) in London: 
, . 
Data on the Sabaki river flow discharge 'rates has been collected by the Ministry ofWa-
ter Development from the 1960s. More recerttly, Mwongela (1996) has done studies on 
the physical-chemical parameters that' control vegetation distribution, in the Malindi Bay 
sand dunes. Besides the aforementioned; some pertinent· fnformation 'on the historical 
ch~nges of the coastline overthe past 40 years can be obtained from a series of aer~al pho-
tographsdating from 1954 to 1994. 
Oceanographic, and Meteorological Factors 
The coastal belt of Kenya experiences an equatorhll (tropical) monsoon climate with south-
. ~ -, 
east trades prevailing from April to October and north-east monsoon from November to 
March (Kenya Meteorological Department, 1984). The. duration of the transition period 
varies from year to year although Johnson et al. (198~) have suggested that the switching 
. . 
takes place within 10 days during which the directions are variable. KMFRI (1981) 
. -" 
recorded that wind direction, both in 1979 and 1981 changed in March to a southerly di-
rection while in 1980 this happened in April. In Novernber, 'at lhe start of the north-east 
monsoon period, the wind changed its direction to north-ea.sterly. Gales are rare, but trop-
ical storms may occasionally reach the coast. Findlater (1973) c.oncluded that the winds are 
controlled in the main bylow-Ievel air current with a well-defined core in the V(estern pe-
riphery of the Indian Ocean. Charts prepared by -the Meteorological Office and Main Ma-
rine Data Bank (1990) based on long-term ()bservations show that the winds blowing from 
the sea develop a dominant component that is, almost parallel to th~ coastline and that the 
average strength of the south-east monsoon is greater· than .the north-east monsoon (Fig 
, . 
2.1). The coastal wind system is influenced by a land breeze which develops at nightand a 
moderate sea breeze towards midday, reaching its maximum during the afternoon. Wind 
speeds seldom exceed 14 m/s during both monsoon seasons. Gusts of 16 m/s occur locally. 
and are most frequent in the transition months of March/April and October/ November 
(Mahoney, 1980). 
A noteworthy feature of the offshore circulati,on are the major currents running parallel 
and close to the Kenyan coast, dominated by a constant northerly flowing (Fig 2.2) East 
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Figure 2.1 WindroseJorKenya coostbased onobservation$* by RVlfiuzi (KMFRl, 1981) .. 
~ O.G-tO ..... 1 %.1-4.0 __ 1 U~OIlll-I 6.1-6.0 ..... 1 . • 8.1-10.0 .... 1 
. . 
* Wind direction and force in Beaufort units. Beaufort force has been converted to ms) using a sCale by Mcilven (1992) 
. . 
.. 
Figure 2.2 Currents off tbe Kenya coast based on observations* by RV Ujuzi (KMFRl, 1981). 
* Current speeds in knots have been converted to msJ 
Figure 2.3 Wave characteristics and current movement off the Malindi coast, 1119-89. 
A OJl-lOm 1.1-2.0m l.l-3.0m 3.1-4.0m H-5.0m 7110_. 
(Source: Meteoro[ogial Office and Maritime Data Bank, 1990) 
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African Coastal Current (EAC.C.). The sQuth-east monsoon wind regime reinforces the 
northerly flow of E.A.C.C. which may attain speeds of about 1 mls inshore and about Zrn/s 
offshore.Ihe north-east winds not only work against the E.A.C.C. direction but also aug-
:ment:asoutherly flowing current from the north, called the Somali Current. Though fre-
quently strong,.these currents are concentrated into narrow flows so that at more than 150 
km from the shore, they are often quite weak. The annual variations in the' speed and 
thickness of the coastal currents are only slight to the south of about 2°S. To the north, 
however, the Somali Current reverses .in direction during the year in accordance with the 
monsoon winrlregime and is therefore an example of a wind-driven western boundary tur~ 
rent. In a model ofthe dynamics of western boundary currents, Johnson et aI. (1982) have 
shown that the Somali Current penetrates some distance south before turning seaward ata 
zone also characterised by up welling. During unusuallystrongnorth~east monsoon it may 
penetrateasfar.south as Mombasa situated at approximate latitude 4°S (Williams, 1970) .. ' 
From where the reversing Somali Current and the northward' flowing East Mrican 
Coastal Current meet . (approximately tS) originates a seaward· flowing current. called the 
Equatorial Counter Current (E.c.c.). The position and timing of the switching action is 
probably triggered by a doming shelf topography known as the North Kenya Banks besides 
theactual.influence of the wind field. It has been determined, however, that the switching 
of winds and currents is not exactly synchronous (Mahoney, 1980; Brakel, 1984). It was also 
observed that closer to the shore off Malindi Bay, at shallow depths of less than 100 m, the 
current direction was variable throughout the year, with a 'dominating southerly. flow 
tendency (KMFRI, 1981). The author noted that monsoon winds did not seem to affect the 
current direction at the shallow part of the shelf and concluded. that the water movement 
here is probably a mixture of the "escaping waters" out of Ungwana Bay, tidal currents and 
the flow of the Sabaki River. 
The tides are semi-diurnal, falling within the meso-tidal range of 3-4 m. There seems to 
beasignifitant,correlation between the occurrence of spring tide and neap tide on one 
hand, and on the other, the southerly and northerly drift of sediment plume.which imply 
that the tidal currents may be effective within the littoral transport system. The strongest 
winds (8~14 m/s) are induced by the sOl!th-east trades. These generate large waves and 
swells. During this period, April to October, the coastal zone is also subjected to rare tropi-
cal storms with strength greater than 14 m/s. The dominant direction of waves breaking 
upon the beach is southerly (Fig 2.3), and about 70 per cent of the deep-water wave 
height at the breaker point is· over 1 m (Bertlin, 1977). This season is also associated with 
cloudy and overcast skies. It is also noteworthy that during this period erosional scarps are 
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invariably evident over large sections of the coast. Ught winds with speeds ranging from 4:-
6 mls :ind,smooth calm seas are representative of the north-east monsoon: Therefore, from 
November to March, the dominant direction of the breaking waves is from north-east (Fig 
2;3) and about 45 'per cent of them attaiI? wave heights higher than 1m. This is not 
surprising; because the winds are much weaker during the north-east monsQon. Based on 
ship data, Turyahikayo' (1987) concluded that four wave regimes existwhich include the 
two transition regimes when the wave directions aretatherconfused. Also importantirt 
this observation is that the March/April and November'transitionsinvolve a-clockwise and 
anti-clockwise shifts respectively with significant reduction in wave strength~ ObselVations 
froni 1949 to 1989 show that heights above 1: mare the'most frequent:withan annual 
average of about 64 per cent (Meteorological Office and Main Marine Data Bank, 1990). 
The waves; carrying: the sediment, release their energy at the breaker point and transmit 
shmilirigwavestowards the beach; this factor has important implications on the supply of 
sediment to thebeath. 
" 'Thecoastalarecrhas a humid-climate with average rainfall of 1058 mmlyear (Kenya Me-
teorological- Department, 1984). There are two 'rainy seasons respectively referred to as 
the :long rains and the shOrt rains., The first wet months are AprillMay with over half the 
annual precipitation' falling 'between April and June, during the south-east monsoon. This 
coinCides with the penetration of a narrow zone of higher wind speeds across the Kenyan 
coast (Findlater, 1973). A study of statistical relationships between tropospheric winds and 
occurtenceof rainfall over the western half of the Indian Ocean and East Africa has shown 
(Parker"1973) that reduced wind strength due to upward advection is associated with the 
rainfall during May-October. The precipitation is usually concentrated in storms and show-
ers. The second wet spell occurs duringOctober!November when,the air current begins to 
retract into the southern hemisphere and becomes markedly weaker. The total precipita-
tion during:this season is relatively small. There is no real dry season (with zero precipita-
tion as long-term average) due to the effect of the' Indian Ocean,' although the potential 
evaporation averages about 1904 mm/year which is neatly twice the mean annual precipi-
tation. The driest months accotding to climatological data (Kenya, Meteorologital Depart-
ment, 1984)-for-the years 1949-1980 were January and February, With an average monthly 
rainfall 'of .less than 20 mm and number of rainy days averaging two. The amount of rainfall 
seems t-o increase from north to south. 
Monthly variations in air temperature from normal are slight, and closely related to the 
seawater temperature. From July to September the temperature average is 25°C, while in 
other months, it is from 27-28°C.'Oiurnal temperature variations are usually within the 
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range .of 7-9°Cij although the maximum· and. minin}um temperatures crecordedat the. four 
coastal stations {tamu; Malind~Mombasa and Shimoni) are 36eC and 19°C. 
The wind-wave enVironment and ocean currentS ~e related to the beach~surfzOn~ and. 
dune morphology (Short & Hesp, 1982) andsliould be regarded as: one unit and not in iso-
lation.Additionally;,wave-energyreaching,the shore was determined in.: the main by the 
strength; duration and fetch of wind blowing overthe seasurface,andJurtherinfluenced 
by attenuatioriand refractioriacross the continental shelf and near shorezQnes, 
Continental.· Shelf: 
The continental shelf of East Mrica is commonly narrow and its features areScantilydbcli-
men ted. While some ,data on sounding'are available ~onoldbathymetricchartsand: even 
more recently by Johnson et.·al. (1982),adetaileddescriptionof thesheIHeatures:is·not 
yet possible. During the RV TYRO Expedition covering the western Indian Ocean in 1993, 
the continental shelf topography was determined using seismic.prbfilingandsedimentdis~ 
tribution on the ocean floor mapp(~d (Abuodha, inprep.). In the MalindiBayarea the_width 
of the shelf is between 3 ,and2S.:kmj attaining its maximum widthpffUngwanaBay;·The 
shelf edge lies' at comparatively shallow. depths , mainly between 60-100 m. ' 
_The development of this shelLis connected: with glacio-eustatic events and . tectonic 
episodes 'sincethe Permo-Triassic period (HoveJ980a). It has been classified as an Afro-
trailing edge. type by Inman & Ndrdstrom (1971) and Shepard (1973). Along certain 
straight segments ofthecoastj:~he shelf is markedly:·absent, suggesting a fault origin~ This . 
occurrence is supported bya sudden drop ofthe sea-floor topography off the-Kenyan coast 
which is attributed to the postulated Ruvu.Mombasa fault. This faultapparently~maintait)s a 
NNE~SSW orientation throughout. Examination of bathymetric charts -for the Kenyan coast 
indicate that· indentations along the coast.such as around the UngwanaBay area are related 
to widening of the' shelf, . whereas narrow zones, aregeneraHyassociated with headlands 
and islands, for example, ;in the vicinity of Mombasa Island .. 
. :The continental slope is generally characterised by gentle gradients of abouH::20 to the 
shelf edge and shows dissected. appearance probably due to previous:sub~aeriat fluvial 
. action. This means that the continental slope was exposed when the sea level was solow 
(about 100 m below present} thatfluviaLactioncould affect the continental shelf, perhaps 
during the Mindel glaciation; Le:, Kamasian Pluvial· using the East African pluvialterminol-
ogy .. This, in addition to 'coral reefs. give ita rugged relieL In . the northern sections,:,off-
shore sand bars or submerged ridges elongate paraliel to the shoreline are superimposed 
on the gentle· relief.· The. crestS of theSe ridges may be partially exposed during low :tide; 
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Also characteristic of the continental slope morphology are the marine terraces at about -8 
m, and -35 m (fhompson, 1956) and -5 m and-IS m (Read, 1981) which probably corre­
spond to levels of the shoreline during the various stages of eustatic decline. 
Investigation of sediment distribution off the Kenyan coast during the Tyro Expedition 
of 1993 (Abuodha, in prep.) showed that in general, sand appears to be the principle con­
stituent of the shelf floor, with mud dominant in the deeper water. In addition to bioclastic 
and authigenic carbonate accumulation, the Sabaki and Tana rivers also supply terrigenous 
material to the continental shelf, representing a wne of high sedimentation rates. The 
bioclastic component is mainly derived from the break-up of coral reefs. Thus the Malindi 
shelf with its bioclastic and terrigenous sources could provide a model for sediment mixing 
on a narrow continental shelf, which in combination with information on wind and wave 
climate would explain sediment budgets in the littoral and dune systems. 
Sediment Sources and Supply 
The Sabaki and Tana Rivers have a considerable discharge, 3.0 x lOS m3/year and 4.7 x 109 
m3/year (Brakel, 1984) respectively and the terrigenous sediment load has dominated the 
development of the coast (Delft Hydraulics, 1970; Ojany, 1984; Abuodha, 1989; Arthurton, 
1992). Recent reports suggest that the influx of sediment, particularly from the Sabaki 
River, has been on the increase and that sediment is spreading southward leading to active 
accumulation (Bird, 1985). The inlet in front of the Sabaki is characterised by the occur­
rence of spits, bars and offshore plume. In addition large submarine deltas have been 
formed which Hove (1980b) believed to be related to the salt-wedge effect. 
Two sedimentological provinces are recognised along the Kenyan coast: north of 
Malindi the beaches and dunes consist of medium to fine terrigenous sand with small quan­
tities of carbonate; from the Silversands Beach southward to Mombasa-Diani area the beach 
sands are mainly biogenic (Abuodha, 1992). The source of the terrigenous deposits 
composing the Malindi shores is the Sabaki river, in the south and probably the Tana river, 
in the north. Their mineral assemblage characterises the sediments as residues of disinte­
gration of the Mozambican Belt metamorphic rocks drained by the upper courses of these 
rivers. 
The Sabaki and Tana Rivers approach the coast in a narrow channel and a broad flood 
plain, respectively. The sandy shores near Malindi have their major part of the deposits de­
rived from the Sabaki River (Abucx:iha, 1989; Abucx:iha & Nyambok, 1991) resulting from 
weathering of rocks inland. The Tana River system is connected with widespread deltaic 
environments dominated by silt/clay deposition (Ojany, 1984). It is also possible that the 
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ancient coastal formations such as the Mazeras and Mariakani sandstones which are incised 
by the Sabaki River channel provide an additional supply of sediments. Thompson (1956) 
and Williams (1962) have reported the presence of heavy minerals in these older forma­
tions which are also concentrated in modern-day beaches and dunes. 
A recent study by Abuodha (1992) of beach deposits between Malindi and Shimoni in 
the south revealed that a great deal of carbonate sediments making up the beaches is de­
rived from the adjacent reefs and cliffs. This is particularly so where the shoreline is bor­
dered by fringing reefs. At Kilifi, Mtwapa and Mombasa creeks, the reef is interrupted by 
the outflow of fresh water and sediments from the local-streams, the valleys of which are 
deeply incised into the coral limestone. The only minimal contribution of terrigenous ma­
terial into the littoral system is these small streams which originate from the coastal 
Shimba Hills (Munyao, 1992). In the vicinity of the river mouths and creeks, the beaches 
consist predominantly of clastic materials but further away, carbonate content increases 
rapidly. 
The clastic material transported by the Athi-Galana-Sabaki system is entrained by waves 
and currents which sort the material mainly according to size and density, such that the 
beach receives only the sand-size fraction and silt/clay-size fraction is transported offshore 
to form part of muddy shelf deposits. The sorting action by waves further causes enrich­
ment of heavy minerals on the upper shore face (Abucxlha & Nyambok j 1991). Micas are 
transported further than are quartz sands. The alternating tidal streams, in combination 
with the ocean currents and wave-induced long shore current is the major factor in sand 
distribution near the Sabaki delta. The contribution of each of these factors is a subject of 
further research, although initial observations show a dominance of tidal currents (Munyao, 
1996). The winds are also affecting additional sorting on the berm and dune environments 
by the selective removal and redeposition of the lighter fraction in the prevailing wind di­
rection. 
Observations around Leopard Point reefs near Malindi and Watamu show that terrige­
nous sediment dispersal in the near shore area adversely affects coral reef development 
(Blom et aI., 1985; Delft Hydraulics, 1970; Obura, 1996). Hove (1980b) attributed the sil­
tation problem of Malindi Bay to the southward sediment drift during the north-east mon­
soon coinciding with the main Sabaki flocxls. Analysis of Landsat imagery to depict seasonal 
dynamics of suspended sediment plumes from the Tana and Sabaki Rivers was carried out 
by Brakel (1984) who showed that a southward plume from the Sabaki River predominated 
during the north-east monsoons, while a northward plume dominated during the south­
east monsoons. 
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Clusters of heavy mineral placers containing economically valuable minerals are located 
north of Malindi, in the Sabaki River delta, in the neighbourhood ofRas Ngomeni Peninsula 
and on the beaches of Ungwana Bay barrier islands (Thompson, 1956; Abuodha & 
Nyambok, 1991). The detrital heavy minerals of Malindi and Ungwana Bay shores consist 
predominantly of titaniferous species (he~atite,ilmenite and magnetitetwith subordinate 
amounts of garnet, zircon and ruti.le~ Monazite, augite, tourmaline and hornblende are 
present in negligible quantities. 
Geological Setting 
The East African coast is an Afro-~Uir1g edgetypeQIiinan & Nor~trom, 1971)' which has 
experienced a general uplift since the ,Pli~PleistQCene. The southern Kenya coast consists 
of an assemblage of geoinorphologkalandsedi~eritological features oflitt~ral'and aeolian 
origin, which show its past development through erosional ~nd depositional sequences. In 
a broad sense, these fossil elements recorded suggest eustatic sea level oscillations and/or 
climatic change. Furthermore, isostatic and differential tectontc movements haveconsid-
erably influenced the coastal configuration. 
JlAIAEOZOIC- MESOWI~ ROCKS 
The Paleozoic-Mesozoic outcrops (Fig 2.4), stratigraphy and plate tectonic processes of 
coastal Kenya have been described byCannon et al. (1981) and Rais-Assa (1988) in relation 
to the rifting along the north-eastern part of Gondwanaland and the genesis of the proto-
Indian Ocean. The vertical and horizontal movements associated with the break-up of 
Gondwanaland took place ~uring the Permo-Triassic times an? the ultimate marine' incu~­
sion took place during the Jurassic (l\ent, 1974). The underlying sedimentary sequence 
, consists of the Upper Carboniferous Taro Grits overlain by the Permo-Triassic Karroo rep-
resented by the Duruma Sandstone Series (Caswell, 1956; Thompson, 1956). The Tertiary 
sediments are represented by the Baratumu Beds (sandstones with subordinate shales and 
limestones) of the Miocene and the Marafa Beds of the ,Pliocene and (Fig 2.4). The latter 
comprises sands and sandstones with subordinate s~es at1d marls. Thompson (1956) dated 
them as Pliocene to Early Pleistocene based on the determination of fossil foramini~era. 
'The Magarini Sands comprise tihcon.solidated quartzose sands which locally inciude grayels 
or clays and can broadly be subdivided into two different stratigraphic m'embers. The 
Lower Member is :formed by Plio-Pleistocene fluviatile sal1ds (Caswell, 1953; Williams, 
1962; Oosterom, 1988). The Upper Member was ,distinguished in the Malindi area by 
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Thompson (1956) as sands of aeolian origin. Both Caswell (1953) and Thompson (1956) 
considered them to be of Pleistocene age. 
PLEISTOCENE AND HoLOCENE DEPOSITS 
During the Pleistocene the Malindicoastwas :aff.ectedby- global eustatic sea level oscilla-
tions which. are reflected in its geomorphologiCal and sedimentological features. The se-
quence of events that operated along the Kenyan coast and their equivalents in the Alpine 
glacial hist()ry of Europe arepr~sentedin_Table 2'.1. Theexisting cbrrebtions of Pleis-
. i 
tocene sediments with particular sea l~vel stands have been neither satisfactory nor unan-
imouslyaccepted. The following account is based on Caswell (1956), Thompson (1956), 
)Vtll~s (1962), Braithwaite (1984) arid Oosterom (1988). 
Brief descriptions of the Pleistocene lithological units-are given by Oosterom (1988) for 
the coastal rocks and unconsolidated depOsits. In this stratigraphy three main types of 
Pleistocene formations are identified along the coastal plain froin the west 'to the east. 
They are known as the Fossil Reef Complex, Lagoonal Sands and Clays, and Wind-blown 
Sarids. The basement is' probably a narrow wave cut platform paved on the underlying 
c:retaceous and Jurassic formations during the Early Pleistocene. 
The Fossil Reef Complex consist~ of an assemblage of coral limestone, calcarenites and 
'intercalations of quartz sands, sandstone pebbles, silt and calcareous algae. Outcrops of a 
-Fossil Reef Complex formation are found between Shimoni in the south and the ~s 
Ngomeni peninsula' in the north, a coastline distance of approximately 200 km. This reef 
formation extends 3-5 kill from the present shoreline, underlying the coastal plain, and at-
tains elevations of up to 30 m above sea leveL However, Caswell (1956) determined from 
borehole records that the lim~stone may reach to a depth of 60 m below sea level, hence a 
maximum of about 90 m· may be assumed for their thickness. The North Mombasa Crag, 
comprising of calcareous sand, shelly sands and clays (marls) are the sediments. which form 
the foundation of the Fossil Reef Complex. This 'basal' unit has been interpreted by. 
Braithwaite (1984) to be a product of mid-Pliocene cIiistal. movements and considered to 
be of sub-aerial origin during a'period of low sea level stand. Caswell (1953) recommended 
a Middle Pleistocene age for the Fossil Reef Corriplex by connecting the reefbuild-up with 
the second interpluvial (Table 2.2). ~n a later study of the Pleistocene limestones of the 
Kenyan coast, Braithwaite (1984) concluded that these deposits formed about 125,000 
years ago when sea level ultimately stood J5-20 m above. its present position. 
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In the Malindiarea, the Lagoonal Sands and Clays (Fig 2.4)' correlates with the Kiliridini 
. Sands of caswell (1953), the Pleistocene Sands' of Thompson (1956) and the red sandy lat-
enteofBraithwaite (1984)., The sands comprise mainly quartz sands with subordinate silts 
and clays: WIlliams (1962) proposed a lower Upper Pleistocene age based on the presumed 
age ora terrace he identified ;at + 12 m. The quartzose Lagoonal Sands and Clays 'deposits 
, are 'considered to be contemporaneous with the Fossil Reef Complex; based oritheir fossil 
faufl~;:(Casw'ell,1953;Thompson/1956). Due to the small extent of the local drainage 
basin, only covering the coastal zone, Caswell' (1953)conc1uded that clastic sediments 
were derived from the nearbyDuruma Sandstones of the Perrn6-Triassic and from the Early 
PleiStocene Magarirti '&inds. The fact that the lagoorial Sands and Clays' and' coral reef for-
matiorisare regardedasmbre or lesstontemporaneous suggests,that the rate ofclastie 
sedimentation was rather low since the cbralsflourished despite the siltation. 
'The:Wmd-blowri Sands correlate with the Gedi Beacon Sands of Thompson (1956) and 
Pleistocene Dune Sarids of Williams (1962). The latter has equated the three 'dune genera-
tionshe recognised as isochronous with the cutting of the corresponding platforms on top 
of which they are placed, at 60 m, 36 m and 9 m respectively. Thompson (1956) alsore~ 
gards the Upper Pleistocene Sands and Gedi Beacon Sands in his sequence to becdntem~ 
poraneous and coincident with the 36 m terrace. The suggested age or Upper Pleistocene 
by Thompson was based on the assumption that aeolian sands were derived from the con-
tinentalshelf when sea level dropped from the 36 m terrace during that time. The 
cocquinasarepromirientlyexposed at Watamu Beach, Vasco da Gama Pillar at Malindi and 
Ras Ngomeni Peninsula (Fig.2.4) and consists of wind-blown, carbonate-rich deposits, de-
rived from beach materials, mainly shells. These aeolian deposits are strongly cross-bedded 
which led Thonlpson (1956) to misinterpret them as offshore bar deposits. A sporadic dis~ 
tribution ofrelat¢<:tdunes are present along the southern coast of Kenya. Ase (1981) has il-
lustrated tbat the system continues northward into southern Somalia, a coastline distance 
of approxiniately 2000 km. Recent deposits comprise Recent Dune'Sands,' RecentBeach 
Sands and Tidal-Flat Deposits, and Recent Alluvium. ' 
TIiEIATE QUATERNARY DUNE;SEQUENCE 
Williams (1962) and Oosterom (1988) have correlated' the timing for the development of 
. dune ridges in the Malindi area with that bf marine terraces. Table 2.2 gives postulated 
episodes of dune development in the context of the Pleistocene ahd Holocene events, 
based on earlier studies. ThePlib-Pleistocene Magarini Sands, whose Upper Member was 
distinguished by Thompson (1956) as aeolian deposits, is added to the three dune genera-
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tions that· were recognised by Williams (1962). According toa recent das~lfication by 
Oosterom (1988) there are two additional dune generations which occupy the two 
Holocene levels. At Malindi,·these dune generations aree.xemplified bya dUl1e ridge.with 
gr~y water repellent soils and the cocquinas between Wa,tamu and Ras Ngomeni Peninsula. 
It is noteworthy that two of the du~egenerations overlie Williams' (1962) shore platfOrmS 
at36 m and 9 m. These shore platforms are equivalent in age and height tosimU~ ~hore 
features where fossil corals at the base of dunes have separately been dated.py Th230-Jj234 
to 240;000 BPand 130,000 BP (Braithwaite et al., 1973) . 
. Jnview of the above classification, recognition of at least six main phases of dUl1e a(tiyity 
.(dune geperations) is possible. Quaternazy eustati<: sea level ()sdllations qmlp triggerd~l1e 
form~tion by increasing the mobility of shelf sediments whereas during low sea levels tQere 
would be a surplus of sand for feeding of the aeolian system. As mentiol1ed before, d~ne 
formation is related to sea level fluctuations and sediment supply by rivers: Human 
activities, reactivation of existing dunes and morphodynamic transformations have also 
been cited in this regard. Both Hesp & Nordstrom (1990) and Orme (1990) have con-
clu~ed that -in Late Pleistocene' and early Holocene times large amounts of sediment were 
exposed on the continental shelf. Then the disequilibrium conditions created by the post-
glacial marine transgression, in combination with aeolian reworking, resulted in theaccu-
mUlation of sand dunes. It is further speculated that when the sea level stabilised at about 
7000 BP and a simultaneous reduction in sand supply prevailed, the dunes were stabilised 
by vegetation. If the radiocarbon dates given by Ase (1981) for the shore levels below 10 
m datum are correct, then all Holocene dunes could be considered younger than 3000 BP. 
There is -sufficient evidence in. the present area of dune remobilization during the 
Holocene to make them .comparable with other studied cases world-wide (Pye,.1983 .and 
. Onne, 1990). However, there is also little consensus on the.spatial and temporal effects of 
reactivation related to the Holocene. Data presented by Oosterom (1988) argues from ev-
idence of aeolian reworking of beach ridges and foredunes that a dry phase is likely to have 
occurred at about 2200 BP. The falling sea level concept for terrace development could 
also relate dune formation to the same events. Retreating sea level exposes shelf deposits 
to aeolian activity, which may result in the consequent accumulation of coastal dunes. In 
this model, lower-emergence rates are indicated by higher dune formations. 
The youngest dune ridges are underlain by depOsits of the Flandrian Transgression 
(Abuodha, .1989). A relict spit connecting. the southern reach of the former extensive 
Ungwana _Bay to form the Ras Ngomeni tombalo is actually the foundation upon wbich 
these aeolian sediments were depOsited. The Sabaki River channel; incised into the Pleis~ 
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tocene coral reef, can be considered to predate the formation of the terraces and their as-
sociateddunes:Froin·this·assumption, it is therefore inferred' that this river has been the 
major source of beach and aeolian sand. 
0'_ .' • " •••• ",_";. • • 
", : ...• ,,-.': < 
Geomorphotrigt(aiSetting . 
'The Kenyanc~t.show~great;diversity in the configuration, of the shoreline conSisting .of 
~andy beaches,Qunes,c;reeks, muddy tidal flats and roclgr shores bordered by cliffs. In the 
Matindi area a; detailed ~nterpre~atio~ ;f s~quential a~rial photographs reveals that th~ 
'coast here is deposltiomilly emergent Iri particular; th~ area has ~xperienced a prograda;-
tion of up to 750 m,Qvedhe last 40Yem. Ata location next toa seaside resort (most likely 
the GUani Beach), Bitd.(1985) reported beach progradation of up to 150 m between 1975 
and 1981 alone, and~~ributedthis to .asou~hward long shore driftfrom the Sabaki delta in 
~ontrast to previous' obserVations. thatindicat~d sedim'entsdrifted north' towardRas 
. Ngomeni. Further n()rth, ()jany (1984) has rep(jrted~ thafthe TanaRiver sediments have 
resulted in a progradation of the c()asdinen~r Kipinl, and there has been an advance of 
.: . .. 
the mangrove shores in the sheltered bays· b~h!:I1~ the Lamuarchipelago.The northefll 
coast is also characterised by aprbm~rience:qf sand dqnes and tombolos, exemplified at Ra.s 
Ngomeni, in addition to recognised higherland uplift and arching,all being features that 
indicate a shoreline Qfemergence. This is also supported by the fact that features like. 
creeks are more common in the Mombasa-Kilifiarea than'inMalindi. The creeks should-
~ormany indicate a shoreline of'submergence, but the s~bmergence could have . occurred 
earlier than the more recent emergence (Ase, 1981). Despite these observations,' 
Oosterom (1988) has.rec~rdedqeltai~Jeatu~es inthe neighbo~rhood of the LaI1lU-
Archipela~9_thats.~9w ~vidence of submergence. Therefore, within the classification pro-: 
posed by Joh~son(1919), the Kenyan coast would be charac,terised asa compound-typ(\ 
coast, although individual segments may qualify as emergent'or.submergem coastlines.:. 
The Mida. Creek, ·just south of Mal!ndi; unlike ~imilar creeks 'around Mombasa island,.~ 
Mtwapa and Kilifi; shows no evidence of <:lId 'riVer valleys, and 'it is' therefore difficult to say 
that its origin is: similar to the latter three locaiities . 
. " There is a remarkable transition in coastal morphology north and south of Malindi.. In . 
the southern section, the coastal plaip is 3-6 km ~ide and attains elevations of up to 50 m;'; 
its .. landward boundary is marked by the rise ,of the. Foot Plateau, whose· elevations range' 
from 60-140 m. The landscape here is also characterised by a series of fossil dunes and ma-
rine platforms (terraces) which occur in decreasing height above MSL j down to the present 
,.-~ ... ~ ,-;0: • 
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Figure 2.5 GeomorpboIogicamap showing temaces of the coastal zone between Kilift andGongoni 
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. beach and (even lower) me reef platform; At the end of this section more details on coastal 
terraces are given. The coastal plain is composed of emergedQ441ternary coral reefrock, 
inftllinginto reeflagoonsand channels, and of coastal sand dunes. These rocks form diffs 
and an extensive . reef platform on their seaward margin which is a prominent coastal 
feature· from Vasco.da Gama Point southwards to Shimoni. Thediff height is generally 10-
15 m and is largely,associated with: elements of wave erosion:ieading to a slow but sigflifi-
. cant rate:ofretreat. However, for most of its ~tension, it.is. paralleled and'protected, by a 
fringing reef which abuts against the seaward edge. of the platform. At some portions of the 
coast, pockets of beaches accumulate behind the fringing reef at theJoot of the cliffs. Such 
examples of extended beaches are found at Diani and Kikambala .. Occasionally;Jorinstance 
at ShellycBeach,· there are. beach ridges or berms oLrecentorigin. These isolated beaches 
are narrow and steeply inclined in more protected areas. North of Mombasaj near Nyali 
Beach, smalL sand dunes and offshore bars are characteristic features. 
The tidal range and the ~osition of the fringing reef platform concentrate wave action at 
two different levels. The lower level (reef edge) where. waves break, experiences more 
intense wave abrasion, resulting in a rough surface with numerous small stacks and cavities. 
The. upper level is characterised by weathered undercut cliffs with frequent caves or iso-
lated beaches.with beach berms. The distance from the shore to the outer reef edge varies 
from 1-3 km. Along the southern coast, the reef development is continuous except in the 
vicinity of creeks and estuaries. Geomorphological features of the coast around the 
Mombasa area were documented by Abuodha(1992). 
The coastal plain broadens northwards, reaching widths of more than 50km where the 
Tana and S?baki (Galana) Rivers have deposited considerable amounts of sediments. The 
, 
foreshore area between Malindi and Mambrui generally consists of wide low-gradient ex-
tensive beaches. The Malindi beaches are characterised by runnel and swash bars which 
must be studied in detail to provide a better understanding of shoreline morphodynamics. 
There are also a series of low-lying· subhorizontal berms on which aeolian processes are 
dominant. These are succeeded inland by an array of complex dtineridge systems of up to 
50 min height. The dune ridges in association with the raised reef flat are particularly 
prominent between the Sabaki mouth and Mambrui. The dunes connected with the lowest. 
coastal terrace are active and transgression over the older dunes is noticeable. The 
foredune development forms an intrinsic part of the dynamics of littoral-aeolian processes. 
The beach ridges, closely associated with the dunes are of variable Holocene age (Ase, 
1981) and altitude. The stabilised foredunes north of Mambrui, which fringe the landward 
side of the bays invariably show undercutting due to waves/wind erosion at the toe result~ 
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ing in cliffs measuring about 1.0-1.5m in heyght The modern 'beach ridges are charac-
terised by absence of vegetation and scattered·pebble-size pumice particles.· •.. ·· . 
. '.~ Ras Ngomeni, a peninsula located about 20km north of the Sabaki delta, consistS' of a 
small remnant of Pleistocene coral limestone linked by a spitdeposit to the mainland; post-
dated. bydune'development. The genesis of this .feature is described in the previous 
section; In areas north of Ras Ngomeni (Ungwana Bay) different conditions prevail. Low 
'coastal relief appears to be associated with tectonic subsidence and field observation· shows 
that Holocene marine transgression has largely destroyed the older dune-barrier island 
systems. The area today is occupied by lagoonal flats subject to spring tide flooding via 
tidal channels. Thelow elevation'shoreline sandbars ot barrier islands constitute the active 
beach; Marigrovesgrow in'muddy(tidal flat) or lagooriareas behind the dunes·and barrier 
islands. A typical setting of this nature is found around the Robinson Island. Furth'erinland, 
to the west of the bay, relics of the Quaternary dune sands occur as raised scrub covering 
an environment oflow-lyinglagoona1 sand and clay flats. 
The marine terracesofthe coastal zone of Kenya (Fig 2.5) have been classified as the 
Marafa Terrace (+80to+120m), Changamwe Terrace (+45 to +70 m), GandaTerrace 
(+20 to 37 m), the KilifiTerrace (+ 15 to +18 m), the Malindi Terrace (+7 to +10 m) and 
) the Shelly Beach Terrace (+4.5 m). However, it is only the lower four levels that are con· 
sidered to have fonned during the Pleistocene based on datings by Oosterom (1988). The 
present reef platfonn which is a prominent feature of this area occupies the level 2 m. It is, 
however, not possible using the available information to ascertain whether this rnarine·ter-
race is of Pleistocene or Holocene, although Braithwaite (1984) gives the time of its for-
mation to be 30,000 years ago when sea level paused at its present position. 
Conclusion .' 
Shorelines of many coastal areas are fringed landward by sand dune systems, though their 
occurrence and physicalappearance·depend ona combination of suitable factors. These are 
sand supply, wind regime, beach geometry, tidal range, precipitation; back shore phys~ 
iography; vegetation and hurnanactivities.Sand dunes can be thought of as migratirig bed-
forms resulting from wind action, and they can be stabilised by vegetation; which traps the 
moving sand and tends. to bind it. They will,. of course, develop only where the windsys-
tem'is favoura:ble,and . large reselVes of sand in the coastal zone and the beach sediments 
fall into the appropriate size range; 
Bagnold (1954) and a host'of other coastal geomorphologists have provided generalex~ 
planations for dune formation. The clastic material that reaches the coastal region via the 
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mainland drainage system' are worked over by waves, and currents ( sorting action). The;re~ 
suIting fine size material spread on the beach is picked up by wind and transpoI1eq ihlllmi 
(ae<;>lian tran~port).,The abun<laflce of fines~e material together ~ith the.effectpfmoi;~ 
ture and vegetation are ideal conditions for dunebuifding. According to this school of 
thought there should be a corresponding increase in the~ Wind shear velocity' to trtamtain 
sand transport. Thi,s is achieved by'the adjustment ofthe bare sand surfaceintqadune 
form, especially if the sand laden wind encounters an obstacle. Jennings (1964}andPye 
(19'9i) have suggested that coast,al dunes a~e less likely to develop. in theh~mid tropiCs,' 
citing a plethora ofdimatic factors inhibiting :~heir [onnation. The existence: of such a kcge 
. " . - ., ", . 
dunefield near Malindi is in apparent contradiction with the latter view. 
Since the 196Os, the coast of MalindiBayhas experientedunprecedented high'rates of 
shoreline progradation and.alargetransgressive dunefield has developed (Bird, 198~; 
Abuodha, 1989; Arthurtofl, 1992); The fundamental cause of this occurrence is considered 
to be an increase in sediment transpoq volume by the Sabaki River. As a' conseq4ence, the 
agrlculturallands, recreational faCilities, and settlements next to ,the mobile s~d 'dunes are 
threatened with this incursion. The predicament is, augmented further by anthropogenic 
influences such as devegetation of stabilised dunes through overgrazing and clearing. Thus 
the inanage'ment of this area would require knowledge of morphodynamic processes 
operating,so that effective mitigating procedures could be implemented. 
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Coastal dunes receive, store and release excess beach sand. The dunes act as a buffer 
against storm waves and winds. The frequent temporary asymmetric sediment exchange 
between beach and dune is an important natural process for maintaining both morphologi-
cal stability and ecological diversity. In addition to absorbing wave attack, the dunes shel-
ter landward communities and assist in the retention of freshwater tables against saltwater 
intrusion. They are also important as nature reserves. 
An extensive strip of sand dunes has been fonned over a wide stretch of both sides of 
the Sabaki River. Dune building is very active due to the large supply of sand from the 
Sabaki River and has resulted in a unique variety of different dune types (Abuodha, 1989). 
However, the natural vegetation has been greatly destroyed as a result of overgrazing and 
also clearance of vegetationfor"building materials and fllelwood. This has 'led to sand drift 
to some neighbouring non-dune ~ aswell as loss of biOdiverSity; 
So far, studies on the coastal dunes of Kenya have mainly been sedimentological 
(Abuodha, 1989). This study hence provides an ecological understanding of the sand dunes 
and will be a guide for the management and conservation techniques appropriate for this 
fragile ecosystem. The-study objectives are: 
• To compile a checkllst of the flora on the sand dunes; 
• To investigate the distribution of plant species in relation to the geomorphologic units 
in the sand dunes; 
• To investigate the relationship between the vegetation distribution and edaphic factors 
among various geomorphological units. 
Study Area 
GEOGRAPHICAL LOCATION· 
The st~dy area is in Malindi District, a lOkm coastal strip between MaUndi and Mambrui 
town. It is situated between the latitudes r06' aI1d fIt. It covers an' area ·of 700ha with 
about 4km to the sOlJth of Sabaki River and 6km between Mambrui town and SabakiRiver 
(Fig 3.1) 
Wmd plays. an important role in dune formation and the winds in this area depend on 
monsoonal air currents. The soils of the coastal plains where the study area lies are mainly 
fme sand which are well~rained{deep yellowish brown and vary from sandy to· loamy tex-
ture.Th~se S9ils are chemically poor because of slow chemical weathering. 
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Materials and Methods 
SAMPUNG TECHNIQUES 
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The geomorphology-of the area vias determined using direct' obserVation' arid analysis of 
,aerial photo mosaic and the fmdings recorded. The floristic composition'IDthese'wnes was 
· detennined using the transect and quadrat methods. 'Six transects perpendicular to the 
• shoreline were demarcated (Fig 3.2). Soil samples were taken from each quadrat to de-
· termine the chemical composition and texture. 
· PLANT IDENTIFICATION AND SOIL ANALYSIS 
Plants found were identified in the field using keys and illustrations by Dale & Greenway 
(1961) and ~ew (1974). Plants which could not be identified in the field were taken to 
'the Nairobi University Herbarium and National Museums of Kenya Herbarium for identifi.; 
cation. 
Sand samples were separated 'into different fractions using sieves of -0.1 to +4.0 phi 
mesh sizes. The sample fractipns in each sieve were then weighed separately, and in order 
todescribe theIll' grain size was amuysed according'to Fay (1989). 
CHEMICAL ANALYSIS OF SOIL 
The followmg methods were used; pH using a pH-meter, Organic 'Carbon using the 
method ofWalkey and Black, total Nitrogen using the Kjedahl method, total Carbonates by 
9isplacement method, Phosphates by Bray and Kurtis No.1 Method andCaO, MgO, K20 
and Na20 by X-ray fluorescence spectrometry (XRY) method.CaHon Exchange Capacity 
(CEC) !las also determined by suc<:essiye leaching of soil~ with 1M sodium acetate of pH 
,8.2 (Handouri, 1995). 
DATA ANALYSIS 
Information recorded during the field study together with a mosaic of aerial photographs 
were used to describe the geomorphological, units. ,A ~tereoscopeand parallax bar were 
used to measure the elevation of each geomorphological unit. The units were then identi-
fied depending on their form. 
". ", 
Using quantitative data of cover; frequency and',density, Importance Value Indices, 
(I.V.I.) were calculated for all the species in each geomorphological unit. Plant communi-
. '" . 
ties were derived from the plants which had the highest importance indexes in each geo- , 
" , 
morphological unit. The, Importance Value Index dataset was combinedi:'1to a s~gle data 
, set. This was re-analysed by TWINSPAN (Hill, 1979) to determine -the synecologiCal rela-
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Figure 3.1l.octiJion of the sand dunes near the mouth oft~ Sabaki River 
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tionships between species and to see if the geomorphological units were distinct enough 
. to be separated on the basis of their floristic composition. 
Using SPSS, one-way ANOVA was computed to find out whether there were any signifi- . 
cant differences in soil chemistry among various geomorphological units. Tukey test was 
then computed to check in which specific geomorphological units the variations occurred. 
Forward stepwise regression analysis (Greig-Smith, 1983; Zar, 1984; Kent &: Coker, 
1992) was computed to check which soil parameters affected the distribution of the plants 
more than others. 
Resultsl and Discussion 
DUNE VEGETATION 
The dune vegetation was distributed in different geomorphological units namely; the 
beach berm, unridged dune platform, transgreSsive dunes 1, 2, and 3, primary and sec-
ondary slacks, drowned valley, incipient foredune ridges and fossil foredune ridges (Fig 
3.3). The vegetation of the Kenyan sand dunes was grouped in four categories: sand 
binders, herbs, shrubs and forest woodland. These four groups were found to occur in dif-
ferent geomorphologic units depending on sand dynamics. 
. Atotal number of 156 plant species was recorded belonging to 130 genera and 60 fami-
lies. The largest family was that of the Gramineae with 17 different species accounting for 
11 per cent of the total number of plant species. The second largest family was formed by 
the Papilonaceae having 16 different species aCCounting for 10.3 per cent of the total 
number of plant species. The dominant genus was Digitaria represented by 6 different 
species. 
SPECIES RICHNESS & PlANT COMMUNITIES 
The total number of species and the growth forms of species recorded in each geomorpho-
logical unit are shown in Table 3.1. The species richness is highest in the fossil foredune 
ridges (62), moderate in the drowned valley (40) and lowest in the transgressive dune 2 
(2). This indicates that the species diversity is higher in the fossil foredune ridges than in 
any other geomorphological unit. The fossil foredune ridges have also the highest number 
of tree species, while the other geomorphological wnes were occupied mainly by grasses 
and herbs. A detailed description of the different geomorphological wnes is beyond the 
scope of this paper. However, the different plant communities characterising these wnes 
are described below. 
1. Detailed results are given in Musila (1996). 
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Table 3.1 Species richness and different growth forms by geomorpbologiCalUTiiis' 
. Species' •. 
'(no.) .. 
B 5. 
C 4 
" 
n 3 
E'· ·2 
F 23 
G 26 
I 30 
N 40 
K 62 
Key 
B-Beach berm'" . 
C·Unridged dune platfonn 
O:Transgressive dune 1 ,. 
BEACHBERM.·· 
.. 
Growthfonn 
Grass . ",,' Hems Shrubs Trees Climbers 
'·1 3 1. 
.. 
1 2 1 
1 2 
r 1 
6 9 4 1 3. 
6 6 9 1 4 
8 15 5 1 1 
8 18 9 2: ,. 3 
4 20 17 14 7 
He Transgressive dune 2 FPnmary and Secondary slacks 
F·Transgressive dune 3 N· Drowned valley 
{'.indpient forediine ridges K· FosSil foredune ridges 
, ~: 
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Two plant communities were identified in this zonenamelYi Ipomoea pes caprae (L.) 
R.Br. and Halopyrum mucronatum (L) Stapf. The L pfJscaprae community was found to 
be more dominant on the beach benn· south of Sabaki River. L pes caprae isstoloniferous 
in nature with Ibngtreeping runners which deveJop adventitious roots at the nodes. This 
species is' characterised as. a sand 'binder due to this' growth pattern. It had the highest 
I.V:t(68.8).' This indicates thatlt contributes most to the vegetation of the entire zohe .. 
Some accompanying shrub, herb and sedge species were also present in this community. 
The Hmucronatum community is a grassland community occurring north of the Sabaki 
Rive~~ . With ,cover ranging from.. 30~50 per cent it is the only plant species int.his 
com~unity.This rhiz~matous gras~gr~ws up t() 50cm or more in height and rapidly pushes 
thi-ough the sand 'us~g its h~rd and sharp apices of the rhizomes and adventitiou's roots. . 
. . ; . ..' i" 
UNRIDGED DUNE PlATFORM (EMBRYO AND SHADOW DUNES) 
It has a 'species richness of four, with' two plant species being herbs,.o~e a grass and the 
• • '" .". '. > • • ~.' ~. • 
other a ·shrub. Two plant cpmmunities were. identified namely: H.mucrQnatum and 
l1a~mbstaedia gregoYiFC.B.Clark~. The characteristics.ofthe fonner were ~ready d~-
" '., ' .. . 
scribed above. It occurs north of the Sabaki River and has the highest I.V.I. (146.6) in this 
unit. The H.gregoyii community is common to south of the Sabaki River. It is a fleshy 
creeping herb and forms a carpet-like mat on the embryo dunes and is a sand binder. 
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TRANSGRESSIVE DUNES 
These are active and mobile dunes which form long) wave-like ridges separated from each 
other by flat bottomed troughS or interdune flats. The mobility of these duhesaffords little 
opportunity for the development of plant cover, In total, this zone has a species richness of 
24 (Table 3.1). Transgressive dunes 1 and 2 have very scanty vegetation which is either 
grass or herbal in nature. Transgressive dune 3 has a species richness of 23 withmost of the 
plant species being herbs. It is in this zone that treesand,climbersfirst appear (fable 3J) 
indicating that it may be more stable than the other transgressive dune zones. Three plant 
communities were ident.ified, namely; H. mucronatum, I. pes caprae and Cordia 
somalensis Bater. 
The H. mucronatum is a high-grass 'community which occurs north of the Sabaki River 
in transgressive dunes land 2with the highest I.V.I:in both transgressive 1 and "2 (112.8 & 
166.9). It grows. vigorously.especially when covered by sand, which enables it to survive in 
this mobile region. As. this grass ·grows, it forms sand bars. A few strands of 1. pes caprae 
are also present. . 
The L pes caprae is a herbland community which occurs south oLthe. Sabaki River .in 
transgressive dune 1. It is the dominant species and H.gregoyii is the other accompanying 
plant (see earlier description). The plants in this community are scantily distributed with 
cover ranging from Ito 2S per cent. They occur m(}stly~on the deflation ;plains between 
the- transverse dunes. 
The c.-somalensisis the first woody shrub community to become established on mobile 
dunes. Structurally, this community foans a thicket. It occurs on transgressive dune 3 zone, 
.further from the sea, usually after the more active mobile dunes. Sandhills occur in this' 
zone thickly vegetated bywoody shrubs includingAzima tetracantha'Lam:,Phyllanthus 
reticulatus Poir. and Pluchea discoridis (L.) Oc. 
The transgressive zone 3' has a higher species richness with 23 as compared to the other 
.geomorphologicalunitscovered so far. The cover of this communityranges from'1 to 75 
per :cent with C.somalensishaving the highest cover. P.discorldis is especially common 
, south of Sabaki River. Stunted trees of Dobera glabra (Forsk.) PoiLarealso common to 
the north- of Sabaki River. Herbs and grasses grow beneath the thickets of -shrubs. Climbers 
such as Cissus rotundifolia (Forsk.) Vahl are'also present in this community on edges 'and 
crests of the thickets inteaningling with the foliage of the canopy from . ground level to 
maximum height. Many species in this community exhibit xerophytic modifications'which 
help to retard water loss and€gnserve water. 
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INCIPIENT FOREDUNE RIDGES 
This wne occurs far from the sea and only on the southern part ofthe Sabald River as low 
linear ridges which run sub-parallel to the coast. Sand is still moveable, but on the whole 
,the surface is fIXed 'and humus starts to accumulate. It has a richness of 26 (Table. 3.1). 
Two plailt communities were identified in this zone; Tephrosia purpurea (L.) Pers. and 
Csomalensis. The first is a herbaceous community which covers the ground surface form-
inga mat. T.purpurea has ,the highest lV.I. (96~O) with cover of 1 to 82 per cent and 
contributes most to this geomorphological'unit. Other herbs and grasses were also present 
.in this community; 
The C.somalensis is a continuation of the community occurring in transgressive 3. It is a 
shrubland community which forms thickets on the sandhills with coverrangingfrom 1 to 
50 percent. Other accompariying shrubs' were found present which frequently form a 
single dense layer ranging from about 1 to 5m tall. Often this layer is infested by a parasitic 
plant species, Cassytha fili/ormis L., which forms a mat on the canopy of the shrubs and this 
helps to counteract wind speed. Underneath these shrubs are a few herbs and grasses 
, scantily distributed; 
SLACKS 
Slacks Hccurin sheltered low-lying depressions,hence they are damp stable sand surfaces 
which provide an ideal habitat for the rapid development of plant communities. This zone 
has a speciesrichnessof30 with most of the plant species being herbs and grasses (Table 
3.1). Succulent herbs,grasses and some beach berm species make up the characteristic 
flora of this zone. Two plant communities were identified, namely T:purpurea - H mu-
cronatum'and Phylanodijlora (L.) Greene -Fimbristylis cymosa (Lam.) R.Br. Overall, 
T:purpurea has the highest LV.!. (49.5) . 
. TheT:purpurea -, Hmucronatu111,.communityoccurs on the, dry slacks and species 
were found to be xeromorphic in nature and dependent on either dew or rain for their 
source: of water. rpurpurea is especially common in the dty slacks south of Sabaki River 
and it is accompanied by some grasses and a few stands of shrubs and trees. 
H.mucronatum occurs in the dryslacks north ofSabaki River; Due to its rhizomatous na-
tureit spreads fast,forming dense tufts on the, dry slacks. 
P.nodijlora - F.cymosacommunities occur on the wet slacks and comprise predom-
. inantly hydrophytic sedges such as the Cyperus rotund us L.. Other sedge species .are also 
common indicating that the water table must be near the surface. Other accompanying 
grasses and herbs were also present in this community. 
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DROWNED VAllEY 
:The water table was found to remain near the surface for most of the time in '.this zone, 
hence it is densely colonised by plants. This geomorphologic unit has a species richness of 
40 with most of the plants being herbs (Table 3.1). The plant cover of this unit ranges from 
less than Ito 90 per cent. F.cymosa has the highest I.V.!. (30.48). Two plant communities 
were identified in this zone namely; F.cymosa- Sporobulus virginicus (L~) Kunth and 
T.purpurea - P.nodiflora communities. 
"Intheformercommunity, low tussocks (15.30cm) of F.cymosa were present intermin-
gledwith species of S.virginicus which form a dense mat of vegetation and are heavily 
grazed by cattle. Other herbs were also common in this community. 
T.purpurea-S.virginicuscommunity has T.purpurea as the dominant species inter-min-
gledwith densely distributed species of S.virginicus.Other accompanying herbs, shrubs 
and trees were also present. 
. FOSSn. FOREDUNE 
These are two old foredune ridges with the seaward ridge being discontinuous and modi-
fied by recent aeolian sand to remnant knobs and blow-outs. The other ridge is unmodi-
fied, more stabilised and support a rich variety of plant species. This geomorphological unit 
has the highest richness with 62spe.cies (Table 3;1). In some sections of-.this zone, the 
vegetation has been cleared to pave way for settlement. Where the sand dunes have been 
little disturbed, the vegetation is rich in species with.C.somalensis shrub being the most 
dominant. The soil in this zone is well developed and comparatively rich in humus. Fre-
quently, three layers were distinguished; a tree layer, shrub layer and herb layer. Climbers 
are also abundant il1 this zone. Two plant communities were identified in this zone, 
namely; C.soma/ensis - P.discoridisandJusticia jlava Vahl- Asystasia gangetica (L.) 
T.Anders. .' 
In the first,C.somalensis is more dominant and forms' the shrub layer with cover ranging 
from less than 1 to 80 per cent. It includes medium to tall shrubs interspersed by trees 
. which occur in the sheltered zone of the remnant knobs. Climbers'were also present and 
form a dense mat on the canopy of this community especially the Cfiliformis species. The 
J.jlava -Agangetica community forms the herb layer dominated by the above two plant 
species which occur beneath the C.somalensis --:- P.discoridis community. The cover of this 
community ranges from about less than 1 to 35 per cent, with the above two plants 
contributing the most. Other accompanying herbs and grasses were also present 
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. CLASSIFICATION OF GEOMORPHOLOGICAL UNITS 
Multivariate analysis of the LV.t for all species in the units resulted in the following 
ecological classification of 'geomorphological units. The-first division· separated the beach 
berm, unridgedplatfonnand transgressive dunes land 2fJ1)lilthe other geomorphological 
units. These four geomorphological units had the lowest species richness dominated by 
herbs and grasses and occur near the sea. Hmucronatum community is common. 
The second division on the five remaining geomorphologieal units separated the 
drowned valley and slacks fror:n the transgressive dune 3, incipient foreduneridge andifos-
'sil foredune ridges. The drowned valley aildslacks are dampareanvith distin~t vegetation 
dominated by succulent herbs. P.nodijlora,F.cymosaand T.purpureaare common in the 
two geomorphological units. However, the transgressive dune '3, incipient foredune ridge 
and fossil foredune .ridges are found in more stabilised areas. Shrubs are more common 
with C.somalensis being dominant. 
Thus, most of the groups dermed by1WINSPAN consist of geomorphological units shar-
ing common plant species and having almost similar characteristics. It appears that similar 
geomorphological units have distinct vegetation' types. . 
. SOIL PROPERTIES 
Generally, coastal sands are nutrient~poor (Rieley & Page, 1990). The sand on this dune 
system was -observed to have low levels of organic matter, slightly acidic to· alkaline ,in re-
action (PH) and fine to medium grained. 
The highest values of pH (S.42), %Magriesium:(Mgj 3.42), Phosphorus (Pj O.9S)and 
mean particle size (0.30S)was recorded in drowned valley {fable '3.2). 
The sand pH throughoutthedune area ranges from 5.87-S.42. The highest %Ca¥n 
(O.l09%) an indication of organiC matter composition, was recordedifi:the fossil foredunes 
and the lowest in the transgressive dune 2 (0.007%). This is expected since the fossil fore-
dunes are more vegetated and hence accumulate more organic matter'while·in the'trans-
gressive dunes which are very mobile, there is little or no vegetation~ 
The concentration of %Sodium was interpreted to indicate the amount of salt (NaGI) in 
the sand.-The highest %Na20 (3.22%) was recorded in theunridged dune platform about 
60-100mfrom the sea. This indicates that the influx of salt by sea spray is high. Salt crusts 
were observed in this geomorphological units indicating that wind deposits salt on the sur-
face of the sand. The lowest value of %Na20 (1.42%) was recorded in the drowned valley, 
this is explained by the fact that·the water' table is near the surface hence, most salt de-
posited on the surface is leached to the water table. Considering the amount of salt spray 
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carried over the dunes, which is actually visible, the amount of %Na20 is expected to be 
high. But this was not found to be the case indicating that leaching must be very rapid. 
Potassium concentration in the sand was much lower than those of Sodium and showed 
." _. .-
variability. %K20 was generally higher in sand taken fro.ql the drowne9 valley ~d lowest 
on the beach berm near the sea. 
Available Nitrogen(N) was higher on the fossil foredunes {han"in any othetgeomorpho-
logical unit reflecting the higher organic coo.-tent of the ,sand. On ,the other hand, a rela-
tively high concentration of Nitrogen an&%e:arbon was recorded on the beach berm. This 
is attributed to the initial organic matter supplied to the shore in tidallitte'r, which forms a 
rich nutrient medium for the pioneer plants. 
Phosphorus concentration was generally low ranging from',0.OO-1.26 ,(ppm). The highest 
, phosphorus concentration was recorded on thetrarisgfeS~ived~~e'2 a~dthe slacks, while 
the lowest (0.00) was recorded in seven geomorphological units~ 
CEC was relatively low and this is explained by the low levels of organic matter and min-
imal clay and this limits the supply of cations to plariis. 
The highest %Calcium Carbonate (CaC03) was recorded on the beach berm just next to 
the sea, while the lowest-on the fossil foredunes.'Shell fragments\vere observed on the 
beach berm and this indicates that the high %CaC03 conc(!ntration' is due to the sheIl 
fragments blown by the wind to this 'zone. However, high %CaC03 concentration was n()t 
maintained as decalcification (leachihg) effects are rapid. The 'lowest concentration of 
Calcium and Magnesium were recorded inthe slacks. 
The mean particle size of sand from the dune system was either medium or fine grained. 
The highest mean particle size was iecorde4 on the llflridged dun~ platform just nextto 
the beach berm. 
RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN VEGETATION DISTRIBUTION AND SOIL PARAMETERS 
Significant differences in the soil pa'fameters pH, organic carbon,' %~a,%Ca,%K, %Mg, 
%CaC03, %N, P(ppm), CEC and mean partitle SIze \vere detected both be'tween the ge9-
morphological units and in the plots (quadrats) within the geomorphological units 
(p=.OOI). Tukey test revealed the geomorphological units which had similar soil parame-
ters and those where differences were detected (p=.OOI). ' 
Generally, Significant variations in most of the soil parameters were detected in 
incipient foredune ridges and transgressive dunes. These are intermediate dunes where 
stabilisation of dunes begins. These dunes occur about 700 m from the sea so there may be 
lack of incoming nutrients through salt spray and wind. This may increase competition for 
the nutrients pool by the plant species' which become established on this dune. 
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Significant variations were also detected in the drowned'valleyand slacks; This could be 
, attributed to the effects of proximity to groundwater which leads the rate of leaching of 
inostsoil nutrients to be high. 
Fossil foredunesridges which are more stabilised and have older soiIsalso showed signif-
, icant variations in pH, %Carbon, %Cao, %MgO and %CaCo3; These soils have 1110re organic 
matter and the significant variability could be due to the recycling of nutrients from or-
ganic matter to plants. 
,Results of stepwise regression procedures revealed that mean particle size of the sand, 
CEC and %Na20 are the most significant (p<.05) independent variables determining vege~ 
tation composition and distribution. 
The coefficient of determination (R2) for each variable and probabilities (P) and F-values 
are'given respeCtively as follows: mean particle size,(0.026, 0.005 and 7.9), CEe (0.044, 
0.0013 and 6.83) and %Na (0.058, 0.005 and 6.13). No significant relationships were found 
(.05 level) between vegetation composition and distribution and the soil parameters pH, 
%Carbon, %Cao, %MgO, P(ppm), %N and %CaC03. 
The.above results suggest that the mean particle size of the sand plays a major role in 
detennining the species distribution. The variation in the particle size occurs in different 
geomorphological units., High mean particle size was recorded on the unridged dune plat~ 
form indicating that the sand is medium grained. This geomorphologicai unit is mobile and 
exposed to wind attack and hence fme particles are carried inland leaving a surface layer of 
medium sand. Due to the medium texture of the sand, other soil process~s are also af-
fected. The rate of leaching increases due to the free-draining of the soil. Sometimes the 
medium grained layer of sand becomes buried by a fresh deposit of finer particles leading 
to horizontallayerlng of-coarse and fine sand. 
The vegetation cover in the unridged dune platform is scanty and this could be at-
tributed to the texture of the sand which affects other soil processes. Due to the continu-
ous disturbance of the sand, most of the plants spread widely by means of rapidly extending 
horizontal growth, for example, the,H.mucronatum grass which is rhiwmatous in nature. 
The mean particle size of the transgressive dunes 1 and 2 sand remains almost constant 
and is medium grained in nature. This is also an active, mobile zone where the fme grained 
sand is blown by the wind leaving only the medium grained sand. Very few plants were 
recorded on this geomorphological units. 
Sand on the transgressive dune 3, incipient foredune ridges and slacks is fine grained in 
nature. These three geomorphological units are more stable and have a high species rich-
ness indicating that most plants do well in fine grained sand and stable environments. 
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,:From the stepwise analysis,'%Sodiumwas' sirigled OUFasan important factor influencing 
the distribution of the plants; 'The highest mean %Na20'was' recorded in the uncidged 
dune platform. Th~s is because of the effect of salt spray. Low}nean%Na20'valueswere 
recorded on the transgressive dunes 1 and2.Thiscouldprobably,be cdueto the mobile, 
natUre 'of this dunes which makes'the rate of leaching vety rapid: ~ 
, ,', The-mean %Na20 'rlsesin' transgressive dune 3 and inclpientforedune ridges L This can 
be explained by the high altitude of these geomorphological units. These units occur, as , 
ridges which are rather high, so most of the windblown salt is deposited here ,as theduhe 
ridge acts, as: an ,obstacle to the, wind; 'The geomorphological units are telativelyvegetated,: 
indicating that they can withstand the_ high salt content. 
The'lilean %Nawasquite low in the drowned valley and canbeattdbutedtothe prox-
imity of the water table and also the seasonal flooding of this area by fresh river water. This 
dilutes the salt content ;on the sand. Thus, most of the plants ,found on this;zone thrive 
well in non~saline soils; 
Cation Exchange Capacity(CEC) was also Singled out as 6ne,factorth:it could influence 
the distribution of plants. However, CECvalueswere'found to be relatively lowanduni-
foini and did not seem to have consistent variations which would serve tbexplain the zorial 
distribution of the vegetation; , 
Conclusions and Recommendations 
Two major subdivisions of plant communities were Singled out according to the stability of 
the sand. Commuriities' ofstablcSahd occur asestabUshed vegetation and cOrhrrlunities of 
., . . 
unstable sand 'occur in the first four geomorphological units. Between these two extremes 
is an overlap of communities on intermediate or mixed sando~ semi-stabilised dimes. The 
folloWing conclusions'were drawn: " 
1. Sand dyn;U11ic~s play an import~nt role in determining the distrib~tion of the plant 
communities on the d~nes. Thus activities that cause instability of th~ saIld such as clear-
ance of vegetation fo~ fuelwood and grazing will greatly affect the vegetation distributio~. 
2. To maintain the dune ecosystem, the vegetation which reduces the 'amount of sand 
transport should be carefully m~naged and closely monitored to detect any changes that 
may occur. . " 
3. There were distinct changes in plant communities ob~ervedf~o~'thecoastal to the" 
l~dward side of the dune system. This suggests that a ;ide'range of macro- and micro-
environments exists within the dunes zones causing the variability in plantco~~uniti~s. ' 
;. . 
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4. Chemical analyses of the dune soils indicate that the soils are nutrient-poor. The distri-
bution ofnutrients'withiif thedund 'varies ftorrrplace to place and it is likely that the local 
pattems:observed in the dune veg~tation -are, at least" in part, due to differences' in 
. '". '. .'~"'." ", 
nutrient levels. 
5.Th~~oil-vegetation reIationshipsr~vealed that mean partic1e:size, SOdiunt concentration 
andCECwere ,the major sQilfactQrs determ.ining vegeta~on variition.However, only mean 
. ..' ".. ."' ;-, '. . 
particle size had consistent variations which can serve to explain the zonal distribution of 
the vegetation. _ _ 
6.' The -present study provides data 911-vege,tati0ll: of the sand dunes which is one factor im-, 
portant for sand dune formation. The_study provides insight in the vegetation dynamics and 
the dUne environment and this information is important for proper managemeritof the 
dunes. 
7. More research is r~quired in th~following areas: 
• Autecologieal studies 'on possible dune~fJXing plan 
~ Est;lblish why H.mucroriat1jl1ionlygrows to the north of the Sabaki River and/. pes 
- caprae only to the south; , 
• Study the interaction between past human use of the dunes and other physical and bio-
logical processes that have influenced dune topography. With such a study, areas of 
high geomorphological interest will be identified and also factors that have produced 
the present landscape; 
• Study the hydrology of the dunes to furnish important information necessary for as-
sessment of the impact of the groundwater abstra,ction from the slacks. 
The coastal sand dunes fall in a sort of 'no man:s land' between terrestrial and marine 
ecosystems and frequently they are ignored by conservation and management aum.orities. 
The small but dynamic area, give the mistaken impression that it is not important, hence 
that there is no need for protection. Yet it protects the landward communities from the 
seawaves. 
The dune system is an enormously valuable and fragile ecosystem which should not be 
altered in any way. This system should be set aside for nature conservation and prosperity 
of the area. The vegetatio~ destl1Jctiot:\'.$hould be: halted to maintain the stability of the 
dunes. The shifting dunes should be maintained by establishing dune fIXing plants and in-
trodUCing them on the affected parts of the dune system. 
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Abstract 
The coastal sand dunes are one of the coastal ecosystems in Malindi District which borders the Indian Ocean. 
The dune; ~een Mallndi and Mambrui town extend to over about 10Imi and cover an area of about 700ha. 
· This sWdy describes the composition,stnicnire and distribution of the dune vegetation. PosSible edaphic 
factors which may affect the distribution of the vegetation were also investigated. lhe area was studied by air-
photQ interp~~, field samPlirlg and Iaboratrny analysis. Six transects were demarcated petpendicular to the 
sea~ With the help of these techniques geomorphological units were distinguished, namely; the beach,benn, 
. unridged dUne p/atfonn, tnIDsgtessive dunes 1,2 and 3, mdpient foredune ridges, prirnatY aixl secondary slacks, 
drowned vaJIeyand foosil·foredune ridges. . 
· A total of 156 plant species were identified representing sixty families with Gramineae (17 species) and 
PapiUonaceae (16 species) being the most represented. Fifteen plant communities were described in thedif-
recent geomorphologic3I units. A distirici: Zonal distribution of the plantcommtinities wasfound. 
A 1WlNSPANailalysis grouped geomorphological units' 'of similar localities; mainly on the basis of their 
speciegompositioll .. lhe Halopyrum mucronatum and IjXJmoea pes caprae communities were common in 
the more unstable beach benn, unridged dune pIatfonn, transgressive dune 1 and 2. While the Cordia soma-
Iensis community was found in the more stable geomorphological units including transgressive dune 3, indpi-
ent foredune ridges and fossil foredune ridges. 
Significant variations in the soil parameters in different geomorphological units were deteqed (p=.OOI). 
Sand dynamics and mean . particle size of the sand were the most important factors infiuendng the vegetation 
composition, structure and distribution. Other important research studies are proposed to help in the proper 
management of these dunes. It is recommended that the dunes should be preseIVed for nature conservation 
and prosperity <;>f the area. 
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I:NVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS OF COASTAL SEDIMENTATION 
ACASES1UDY OF SHIRAZI-FUNZIIAGOON 
T.M.MVNYAO 
. Introduction 
STIJDY AREA AND PREVIOUS WORK 
Shirazi-Funzi Lagoon is situated about 70 km Southwest of Mombasa. It occurs within lon-
gitudes 39°22'E and 39°27'E, and latitudes 4°30'S and 4°35'S and ~overs about 57 km2. The 
. . 
study area lies in the coastal plain, which is below the 30m contour, and is underlain by . 
conillimestone of the Pleistocene age (Caswell, 1953), and lagoonal deposits from both 
Ian<t and sea. Both the hinterlands at Shirazi and the Funzi Island are underlain by the 
MtoMkuu fonnation of upper and lower Cretaceous, of the Post .Karoo.systems (Rais-Assa, 
1987). This formation is overlain by Pleistocene sands that cover the Funzi Island and a 
narrow strip of the coastline immediately north of Funzi Island .. 
. . 
The Ramisi River and a few other seasonal streams discharge into the lagoon. The eli· 
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Table 4.1 Stratigraphy. of the Mombasa Basin 
SYSTEM GEODY AGE FORMATION IlTHOSTRATlGRAPHY • PALAEO-
·N.\M1C ENVIRON-
FRAME· MENf 
WORK 
CRETACEOUS upper Shales, sandstones Trans-
p • MTO- and limestones gressive 
0 0 MKUU lower sUtyclays marine 
S S J upper • 
T T U upper • Shales, sandstones : ~ 
-
:.~~~ R KAM" andlimestoneS - Marine 
It: Jl . ··.A middle. 
. . 
.BI! 
. . ·ldWer: COnglomerates and 
A I S • limestones 
R F S upper • Grits sandstones Deltaic 
0 T I lower MAZE· .•... to eolian 
0 C RAS lower Coarse sandstones 
• (silicified woods} 
MATOLAN • Feldspathic sandstones 
and shales 
T upper Deltaic 
R 
I MARIA- middle 
A KANI 
p S lower Motde sandstones 
It: It S 
A E I upper Argilaceous sandstones 
R . C 
0 It MAJl YA middle Sandy shales (fishbed) Lacustrine 
0 I CHUMVI 
F lower Sandstones and 
T carboniferous shales 
PERMIAN upper Arkose and 
conglomerates 
TARU middle Arkosic sandstones Fluviatile 
UPPER' 
* '. 
CARBONIFEROUS lower * Tillite . Peri~lacial 
basement basement 
• Unconformity with other categorizations 
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mate of the area is related to the semi-annual passage. of the Inter Tropical Convergence 
Zone; the north-east and south.east monsoon seasons are experienced from.November to 
March, and April to October respectively. Short and long rains are experienced from 
November to December, and from March to June respectively. The average annual tem-
peratures .ofthe area exceed 28°C (NES, 1985). Thick mangrove ·cover occurs in the la-
goon, while savannah-type grass and shrubs occur in both the mainland. and . Funzi Island. 
Coconut and cashewnut trees have been planted in the mainland by inhabitants, while a 
few coconuts have been planted on Funzi Island .. 
Caswell (1953)i Cannon eta/; (1981); and Rais-Assa (1987) show that :the study area 
comprises sedimentary strata ot the Karoo system, with the oldest stratum being upper-
carboniferous (Table 4.1). 
This study was conducted to determine: . 
• factors that affect the sedimentology of Shirazi-funZi lagoon; 
• sediment types and source environments; 
• economic importance of the lagoon; 
• environmental problems that relate to the sedimentology in the lagoon; 
• possible management policies for Kenya's lagoons. 
Method 1 
GEOMORPHOLOGY 
Physical features were recorded, while profiling was done with the use of a theodolite, 
mounted on a tripod stand. Profiling was done during tidal ebbs, and along some transects 
. perpendicular. to . shoreline and· others cutting through sand bars. Profiling and visual 
methods were· applied to determine the possible effects of sea level rise on the area. 
Shorelines where heights of cliffs or beaches above high water mark were minimal were 
.c1assifiedas·most prone loeffects of sealevel rise. Erosive and non-erosive environments 
were recorded. 
HYDRODYNAMICS 
Wave Energy . 
Wave heights were measured at the tidal inlet south of Funzi Island using a pole along two 
transects; each from the tidal inlet toward the two main channels respectively. The density 
1. Further details on method, ie. sampling points and transects, are given in Munyao (1992). .. 
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of the sea water,was determined by measuring the run ,of known volutnesof water; The 
:followingfoimulawas applied in the determination of wave energy,(E)::-
E = O.5p ga2 (Dyer, 1986) (2) . . , 
Ocean currents',·'·. 
Surface current directions and'velocities were measured byuse of buoys at tidal inlet and 
along Mamuja channeL .. ;. 
" ' 
SUSPENDED SEDIMENT YIElD BY RAMISI RNER 
:l,dtal suspended matter in RamisiRiver was determined by filtration .. Seqiment fluxes were 
th~n calculated as: ' Qs = QS gls (3) 
am 
Q=AVm3/s (4) 
Buoys were used to estimate the velocity of the river at the Gauge station. 
From Qs, annual discharge (Qd) of total suspended matter can be,given by the formula 
Qd = 31.5576 Qs tonnes peryea,r.' 
TOTAL ORGANIC CARBON IN SUSPENDED MATfER 
At the Kiwambale sampling station, suspended matter was filtered out and Particulate Or-
ganic Matter (POC) det~rmined spectrophotometrically according to the procedure ·de-
scribed by Johnson (parsons et al., 1984). 
SEDIMENT SAMPUNG AND ANALYSIS 
Surface sediment samples were analysed for grain size distribution by sieve analysis. Using 
cumulative curves generated after sieving, the mode,meangrain size, median grain size, 
. istandard deviation, sorting; skewness and kurtosis were determined .and described by ap-
plying the methods adopted by Hakanson & Janson (1983). Microscope, X-ray diffraction, 
and magnetic separation analysis were applied to indicate mineral content ofthe .samples. 
Carbonate mineral content was determined by digesting the carbonate minerals in a 3 to 
5g sample with diluted hydrochloric acid (30% Hel) until no more gas was produced.Per-
centage loss in dry weight was taken as percentage level of carbonate minerals. Total or-
2 . E = wave energy, p::;: density of seawater, a= wave amplitude, g= acceleration due to gravitY 'C9.8 ms-2). 
3. Qs= total suspended yield per second; Q= water discharze; S= average amount of total suspended 
matter per unit volume of river water. 
4 . A = cross-sectional area of the river at gauge station; V= average velocity of the river at the gauge station. 
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ganiccarbon was determined by adding 10% Hydrogen Peroxide to 3-1g of sample an~:al­
lowing the reaction to continue tintii:no more:gas was produced.' The percentage loss in 
,dry:weight was' taken as the total6rganic carbon conterit in the sample. 
HUMAN ACTMTIES 
. Questionnairesjwhich· dealt mainly with mangrove and ,fisheries resources, were randomly 
distributed among 30 local inhabitantsatmangroveand fish landing sites, who harvest both 
mangrove and fisheries resoumes;All inhabitants who received q\lestionrtaires.responded. 
:Using the response data, average, dailyhalYest and' prices Jormangroves,;;and fisheries· 
resources were determined: Correlation analysis was done to determineinter~relationships 
between fish halYesting, distance'from respondents' homes~o the lagoon; family size; and 
mangrove hatYesting. : 
··ResultS5 
GEOMORPHOLOGY 
General Morpbology 
Three morphologic sections were obselYed ·in.the study area. The'sub-aerial morphology 
forms the mainland and Funzi Island. The mainland shoreline is indented and relatively 
straight in some parts. In the southern part many cliffs have formed due to exposure to 
stronger waves and .currents from the sea: Fewer cliffs and many beaches occur from the 
, central part of the mainland shoreline to tQ.eextreme north. High cliffs, with cavernous 
structures are found in the sQuthern and seaward facing sides of Funzi,island shoreline. 
Beach erosion is evident in the southern part of the islands shoreline in the lagoon-facing 
side. In the northern part, beach and non-cliff environment is obselYed. . 
The sub~tidal morphoiogy covers about 47 per:cent of the lagoon, . and compriseS' the 
mangrove is&mds. From theectgesof the mangrove ishlnds to~rds:their cent'res, there:jS 
decrease in mangrove cover and change in species. composition, from Rbizopbora 
mucronata at the shoreline (channel bank) toAve~i~ia marinaai,nearthe centre and 
other species occurring in between.: Gradual mcrease in relief is also obselYed in the same 
direction. . /" 
The sub-aqueous morphology is represented by the channels, the area between channel 
mouths and tidal inlet, the coral reefs,. and the bottom morphology seaward from. the study 
area. Three main channels occur in the lagoon; the Uvinje channel which is about 85 km 
5. Detailed results are given in Munyao (1992). 
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·long.withwidth~gfrom:0;7 km at its . confluence with· Vikuarani :channel, to about :Sm 
at itstennination in the northern part of lagoon; the·Vikuarani channel which is about 1.3 
km long and has a width varying from 0.36 km to 0.21kmj and the Mamuja channel with 
its mouth at southern part of the lagoon. The Mamuja channel is about 5.1 km long with a 
width varying from 0.8 km at its mouth to about 6m at its landward termination, whereJt 
merges.,with.the Ramisi River,' Other channels merge with seasonal streams, or end at 
points·whererun.offwaterenterS ·the lagoon during rainy seasons .. Channels· open into the 
southerrvpart'of:the:;}agoon,'giving way to area between channel mouths and tidal inlet. 
Depths: aIong· chan1.1els'are; hot uniform due to sedimentation, .but vary' fromO.5m to 5m 
dutingIowtide;wheresedimentation processes are at lower rates. 
• -: .•. The area between channel mouths and the tidal inlet south of Funzi covers about 
llkm2• It is characterised by patches of sediments, sandbars, and outcrops of coral Iime-
stone rock. Most sandbars occur near mouths of channels. At the mouth of Mamuja chan-
nel, sandbars range in height from 0.25m to 1.2m, and in length from 80m to 710m.SmaIl 
ponds are observed in areas between sand' bars during tidal ebb. In these areas, animal 
burrows and some sea grass are observed. In the erosive parts, outcrops of coral limestone 
~reobserVed.Shoreline -orientation in the area appear' to cause the formation of these 
~ndbars through complex reflection and refraction processes of ocean waves and ClJrrents~ 
.Thecoralreef is poorly defined. Three fragments of the coral reef occur at the tidal iri-
let. From,thesefragments:seaward; the slope steepensand.a trough, which is an extension 
ofPemba channel,is encountered. This trough has a maximum width of about 36km and is 
about 380m deep: It ends north of the study area between Msambweni and Gazi. 
:', . 
Erosive environments 
Ero~i()ni,sobserved mainlyinthe southern part where waves and currents entering from 
;' : '. : .. ~ '. .;. .' " .:. . '... . .... 
.th~.~~a are;.strongest.Clif.fero~ionis observed wherecoraUimestone occurs along the 
table 4:2'1' able 0/ possible' e.ffective flooding in Shirazi-Funzi area in the event 0/ sea level rise 
'., ,", : ~ , . ,:,'- '. 
A (south ofFunzi island). 
. J~ (middle ofFunzi ~ shoreline) 
C (north ofFunzi island) 
'. '0 (&X1o) 
·.E· (Kiwambale) 
• Distance inland from shoreline (m) 
'1 Slope of land at 1 
. shoreline area 
0.047 
.0.03 
0.18 
0.0045 
0.0025 
Area flooded due to 1m. 
". rise in sea level (m) 
21.28 
33.30 
5.56 
222.22 
400.00 
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shoreline. }oJ. Funzi Island, houses were found to be at risk that were only 1m from the high 
water level, due to continuous shoreline>erosion~ In parts where mangroves have been 
harvested, especially in the seaward side of mangrove islands in the southern parts of the 
study area, and in the area between Mamuja channel mouth and tidal inlet, erosion was 
observed. 
Effects of sea level rise 
In the study are~, most beaches grade into mangrove islands .. In the event of sea level rise, 
Mangrove Islands and the shoreline areas where the high water mark is less than O.5m be-
low top of the cliff or beach would be most affected. On land or on the island, differences 
in slope would allow different extents of flooding in different parts of the study area (Table 
4.2). With the death of mangroves and change in t~dallevels, changes in sedimentological 
processes would occur. 
SEDIMENT COMPOSITION 
The surface sediments of Shirazi-Funzi lagoon were found to comprise quant, carbonate 
minerals and organiC matter. Except at the tidal inlet where coral reef fragments are 
formed, the sediments of the lagoon are dominated by quartz sand which ranges from 90 
to 95 per cent in most pans of the lagoon, especially in the channels and mangrove islands. 
Carbonate minerals occur at 2.7 per cent on average, except at tidal inlet where it is more 
than 86 per cent. 
Table 4.3 Results of salinity and POC analysis for samples from 
KiwambaJe sampling station, Mamuja channel. 
East African Salinity Estimated 
Time rthousand Tide level m 
18.00 35.05 1740 2.75 
20.00 34.51 1035 1.30 
22.00 33.42 1275 ·0.63 
00.00 35.05 1385 0.78 
02.00 35.45 645 2.13 
04.00 35.95 645 3.23 
06.00 35.34 1160 3.10 
.08.00 35.23 1390 1.55 
10.00 34.14 1035 0.35 
12.00 33.78 1480 0.40 
14.00 35.95 1965 1.50 
16.00 35.95 1095 3.05 
18.00 36.91 1315 3.06 
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.• Figure 4.1 24hr variation in .tidallevel,Poc, and salinity' of surface'water at Kiwambaie in Mamuja 
. channel '" . '.. . . 
1.1 J' i + i:. 
10 
Figure 4.2 Variation of mean grain size, sorting, skewness and kurtosis of sediments along Mamuja 
channel 
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Table 4.4 
General properties of sediments of Uvinje channel ofShirazi-Funzi lagoon 
, J, Phj-~e -J Comment 
. Mean grain size 
Medl;u1. 
. Standard deviation. 
. . . ~., : 
Skewness . 
Kurtosis 
2.47 Pille sand. 
-2.07 
2.15 . 
'. - .0.559 
1:35-
",0.025 ' 
1.025 
Fines3n<I. -
Fine sarid .• -. 
Grains moderately 
'spreidaround tIu! mean. '. 
Poorly 'Sorted. '..' 
Negatively skewed. 
Mesokurtic. 
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Total organicQU'bon was ~ound to average 1.87 per ~ent in the sub-aqueous environment, 
but at e~ges' of mangrove islands,it exceeded 50. per cent. 
PARTICUlATE ORGANIC CARBON IN SUSPENDED MATIER 
In the 24-hr period, POC was found to be high in the channel (Table 4.3) with· highest val: 
. .... . . " .. 
:ues being ob~erved during tidal ebbs, when Ramisi River; water level was highe~t 3:S shown 
by low salinity values (Fig 4.1). There was a sharp increase in salinity between 12 hrand 18 
hr, probably due to higher rate of evaporation during day time .. 
SEDIMENT GRAIN SIZE DISTRIBUTION 
SePiments along the Uvinje Channel comprise fine sand, and· show an even distribution 
(Table 4.4). In the Mamuja/Ramisi Channel, there is a slight decrease in mean grain size in 
the seawatd-¢irettibn while at thes.ametime,·sorting changes from poor to mOderately 
well sorted. There is a change in skewness from very negatively skewed to pOSitively 
. -
skewed, unplying a tendency from coarser to finer sand grains. In the,channel, distribution 
is generally mesokurtic, ~ut becomes leptokurtic at the mouth of channel implying a ten~ 
dency towards dominance of rmer sand grains (Fig 4.2}. 
DISCHARGE OF SUSPENDED MATfER BY RAMISI RIVER 
Average annual discharge of water was found to be 5.20 x 107 m3/yr,while the average 
amount of suspended matter was found to be 2.95xlO-2 kglm3. The approximate annual 
discharge of suspended matter was found to be 1534 tonnes/yr. 
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HYDRODYNAMICS 
""". 
Wave Energy 
Wave energy is greatest at the tklallnlet, where wave heights are' highest-Fig 4.3 shows 
that a wave entering the lagoon through the tidal inlet dies out exponentially after which 
it becomes less effective in maintaining sediments in suspension during which transporta-
tion may occur due to water currents.· However, 'it appears that 'due' to the effects of water 
discharges by Ramisi Ri~er, wave energy entering the Mamuja Channel dies oJjt faster than 
that entering Uvinje Channel, resulting in more defined sediment shoaling at the channel 
mouth. 
CU1Tents 
TidClI currents are the main currents experienced in the lagoon; Due to 'the morphologic 
setting of the lagoon, wind energy appears to be less important in terms of current gener-
ation. 
'HuMAN ACTIVITIES AND SEDIMENTOLOGICAL PROCESSES 
. The main 'eConomic activities· f()r local'inhabitants were found to be, mangrove harvesting 
and fishing. Mangroves are harvested -and used as fencing poles and construction materials, 
fuel wood and are also sold to users who are non-harvesters to generate income. Fisheries 
resources are harvested for food and trade to generate income. Problems cited by local in-
habitants as caused by mangrove harvesting are shoreline erosion in the lagoon and de-
struction of fishing grounds for fish,which1'esult in low catch of fish. Theycited mainland 
Table 4.5 Fiploitation. of mangrove and fISh resources in the Shirazi-Funzi lagoon 
,Mangrove I Fisheries Exploitation Resources 
Av.dallylWvest 24.6 scores (a) 175.4 kg 
Av. price sh.62.6 / score by size (Ix) 
large: ' sh22.00 ;kg 
medium: sh12.00;kg 
small: sh 4.00tkg 
% of harvesters 58.6 72.4 
Av. distance from harvester's 3.2 
home to the lagoon (Ian) 
Av. family size 5 
(a) 1 score = 42 mangrove poles. 
(b) Prices are for fISh species only. Prices of crustaceans ranged from sh.60.00 -150.00 ;kg. 
(c) Fish sizes depending on length and spedes. 
A 
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Table 4~6 
Correlation matrix for socio-economic activities in the· Shirazi-Furlzi lagoon 
VJ. 
V3 
V4 
J 
• Vl- Fisheries (kg.) 
V3 -Family size . 
VI· I .. VJ. I V3 
-.2566 
.3042 .. .1575 
-3619 -.3493 :0594 
Vl.- Distance from respondent's home to the lagoon. 
V4 -Mangrove harvesting. (scores) 
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. trees as analtemative resource for fuelwood and construction material, although the man-
groves are the main source of fuelwood for all the families,and there are no indigenQus or 
exotic forests in the area. Problems dted as due to fishing were few and include fishing of 
fingerlings dI,Je to use of the wrong nets. Table 4.5 is a summary of mangrpves and fisheries 
harvesting activities in the lagoon. From the table of correlation (Table 4.6), it appears 
. that fishing tends to increase more with increase in family size· as compared to. mangrove 
harvesting. The number of people who depend on the lagoon's resources appears to de-
crease further away from the lagoon, while fishing appears to increase as mangrove· har-
vesting decreases. Other activities that were observed are small scale farming for subsis-
tence needs, transport of inhabitants by use of boats from mainland to Funzi Island, and 
one.tourist club at Funzi Island. These activities, including transport of mangroves from 
. Bodo dhow harbour, have rendered the harbour an erosive environment as it is the main 
entry and exit point to and from the lagoon and island. 
Discussion 
Shirazi-Funzi lagoon is a terrigenous setting, with sediments that are largely characterised 
by quartz grains. Transport of sediments to the lagoon· is mainly by water. Sediments are 
transported from the land, while a part of them are generated during coastline erosion, 
and falling of mangrove leaves and trunks which upon decomposition, produce the organic 
part or the sediments. The morphological set-up and presence of thick mangrove cover 
provides a healthy fish spawning ehvitonment.'Hydrodynamic energy within the lagoon is 
low, aliowirig continuous sediment accumulation which· is more pronounced along and at 
the mouth of Mamuja Channel. Generally, the lagoon would experience high impacts of 
sea-level rise, as there would be landward shift of the intertidal zone, and partial covering 
of the island by sea water. 
The high POC values at Mamuja Channel during tidal ebbs indicate that the Ramisi River 
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may be contributing large amounts of particulate matter into susp~nded matter, the other 
part being derived from the mangrove environment.. Pead pllillkton, which is part of POC 
(Parsons et qI., 1984) may form part of the organic nutrients contributed by the river and 
mangrove environments to the general ecosysterri: 
The main. environmental problems identified in the study area were sediment shoaling 
in channels 'and coastline erosion. Sediment shoaling is· occurring because current and 
. wave energies are not strong enOl~gh tq effectively transport sediments seaward. As a re-
, suit of shoaling, changes in the directions, of turrents, and waves have, favoured shoreline 
erosion. 
Althouglfsediment'shoalingmay be contributing to erosion along the shoreline, human 
activities contribute more to shoreline erosion; thtoughha:tvesting and lrafisporting~man" 
groves in parts that are exposed to relatively, high currents and wave energies. Along Funzi 
Islandsh6reline, buildings are highly at risk because shoreline erosion appears to be faster: 
after removal of the' thin stripofrrtangroves along the shoreline. Fishing activities do not 
appear to'posemuch danger except at some unprotected landing sites. ' 
: In order to' solve the above envirorimentaJ problems there is' need to: 
.' apply soil conservation measures'in areas which are sources dfsediments to the 'lagoon, 
'such as the catchment area of RamisiRiver; 
• relocate endangered structures on Funzi Island; , 
• carty out"detailed research on coastal erosion ,in order to develop suitable defence 
, 'mechanisms; and, 
• develop policies aimed at controlling dependence on, and methods of harvesting man~ 
grove resources by local inhabitants. 
Conclusion 
ShirazM~unzi lagoon is a mangrove ecosystem, dominated by sediments that are largely 
terrigenous. Water discharged into the lagoon by ,the J;{amisi River maybe one of the main 
ways through ~hich food for the organisms in ,the ecosystem is replenished in the form of 
p~rtic~late matter. Oue to mangrove cover and-low hydrqdYnamicenergy, the lago~n pr~ 
',' " . _. ',. -. i '. . 
vides healthy productivity conditions for fisheries ,resources. 
Human activities, shoreline ero'sion - especIally along Funzi Island, continuous 
depo~ition of sediments, and proneness of,the lagoonio impact~ of global~~arming­
fuduc~ sea-level rise are environmental threats to the l~gooil as' an ecosystem. Although it' 
appears'that increased fishing can n=:sult in decrease in mangrove' harvesting, research and' 
polides are required on how to manage the exploitation of resources of Kenya's coastal 
lagoons. 
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Abstract 
The aims of the study were to determine (i) factors that affect the sedimentology of the Shirazi-Furm lagoon; 
(n) sediment mineralogy and souoce environments; (m) economic importance of the lagoon; (iv) environmental 
problems'within it; (v) possible management polices for Kenya's coastal lagoons. Sediment grains distribution, 
composition and dynamics were studied; suspended sediment discharge by Ramisi River was determined, and 
POe WdS studied to investigate poosible contribution of the river to nutrient replenishment in the lagoon. Ge0-
morphology, hydrodynamics and socioeconomic activities were ~ studied. 
The lagoon is dominated by terrigenous sediments, comprising mostly of fme quartz sand. Grain size dimin-
ishes gradually from mainland shoreline towards thetidaI inlet Carbonate mineral content ranges from 0,01 to 
5.0% byweight in most parts of the lagoon, but adjacent to the coral reef, it increases to over m by weight 
Total organic matter content ranges between 0.01 to 2.0% by weight in the channels, but increases to over 50% 
by weight at channel banks, and decreases to minimum levels towards the centre of the mangrove islands. Cliffs, 
beaches, channels, sandbars and mangrove islands are the physiographic features of the lagoon. Off the lagoon, 
sea-wards is a trough, due to Pemba channel, with a maximum depth of 207m. Wave energy is dissipated 
exponentially from the tidal inlet toward mainland shoreline. Annually, Ramisi River discharges about 1.534 x 103 
tons of suspended matter. POC of surface water at Mamuja channel ranged from 645 mgCA to 1940 mgCA in 24 
houl'S, the highest values occurring during tidal ebbs. The main socio-economic activities in the lagoon are 
fisheries and mangrove exploitation. The rate of harvesting of fisheries resources is negatively correlated with 
that of mangrove resources. The main environmental problem in the lagoon are shoreline erosion, lagoonal 
sedimentation, mangrove felling and vulnerability of the lagoon to global-warming-induced sea-level rise. 
Polities are suggested, which require research-based data, on management of Kenya's lagoons, in light of the 
observed environmental problems. 
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GROUNDWATER RESOURCES AND SEA WATER 
INTIWSION IN KWALE DISTRICT 
S.O.ANYANGO, M.P. TOLE AND E.K. UCAKUWUN 
Introduction 
Although Kenya straddles the equator like the Amazon Basin, it has nothing near the equa-
. torial vegetation of the latter region due to altitude and monsoons, resulting in great vari-
ations in rainfall patterns. Roughly four-fifths of Kenya is semi-arid or arid. This covers all 
areas from the shrub of the coastal region to the northerri semi-desert region (Camponera, 
1979). The open water resources in lakes, rivers and dams constitute 11,230 km2. In addi-
tion, Kenya receives an average annual rainfall of 567 mm converting to 323 billionm3 of 
water (GoK, 1989). These limited resources need to be properly harnessed and conserved. 
The problems of water resource management emerge at two critical levels. Firstly, the 
resources are limited and subject t.o competing demands' from human settlement both in 
. . 
urban and rural areas. This is demonstrated by the frequent shortages in the major urban 
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Figure 5.1 Concentration of chloride in boreholes in Diani-Tiwi area 
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centres and in rural areas where women and children have to walk long distances to fetch 
water. This calls for appropriate rneasures for'resou'rce anocation.Seco~dly, resource utili-
sation and human activities may have adverse impacts on water quality and. it is therefore 
essential that water utilisation and quality be managed. 
Kwale District lacks adequate water resources. Several seasonal springs from the Shimba 
Hills catchment area and a few seasonal rivers in the south coast are some of the sources of 
" .. .": : 
water. According to the studies done in the area by the Ministry of Water Development' 
and other: studies, the area has potential for groundwater exploitation. But the d~velop­
ment of groundwater resources -requires carefully controlled pumping; accompanied by 
proper operation surveillance (Chapman, 1992): 
The present trends in groundwater exploitation have not differentiated between re-
newable and non-renewable resources. The determination of maximum and minimum wa-
ter levels in order to 'regulate storage capacity is important (Balek, 1983). A decrease in 
groundwater levels due to excessive pumping besides causing permanent damage to the 
stability of the groundwater st()rage, increases the cost of further pumping, facilitates salt 
water migtationandthe pollution of the aquifers with sea water (Balek, 1983). 
The present study was carried out to determine the extent of groundwater exploitation 
and its effect on water quality in Kwale-District. The area hosts a chain of tourist hotels and 
due to frequent water shortages from the main pipeline, most of them have drilled bore-
holes from which they-extract large amolints ,of water. In addition, the National Water 
Pipeline and Conservation Corporation(NAWACO) is operating several boreholes and the 
,Kwale Water and Sailitation Project (KWASP) has come up with an extensive network of 
shallow boreholes to provide water to the rurat population. It is quite possible that ex-
traction may by now surpass recharge, hence causing d~pletion of groundwater and result-
ing in sea water intrusion. 
This study was conducted to determine: 
.. ' .: 
• The groundwater quality from public supply sources threatened by sea water intrusion; 
• Whether the tidal changes have an effect on the quality of groundwater; 
• The sustainability of water facilities established in the area; 
• The hydrogeochemical CDrrelation which may be prevailing in the study area. 
MaterialS and Method 
FIELD METIIODS 
Water samples were collected from 125 points, consisting _ mainly of boreholes and open 
dug wells. At each point, samples were collected twice at different times. Each sample was 
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Figure 5.2 cOOcentration of chloride in boreholes in Msa~weni area 
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analysed in duplicate. The specific conductivity, temperature and pH were determined in 
the field using automated instruments (probe meters). 
, Polyethene bottles were ~sed for the collection of samples. They had screw cap stop-
pers to prevent leakages' during transportation. The. containers were pre-cleaned with 
metal-free nitric add and then rinsed several times with glass distilled water. Samples from 
boreholes were taken after the water was allowed to flovr for 3 to 5 minutes after the 
. pumps were i~ operation. This was to ensure that a representative sample of the source 
was taken. 
Analysis was carried out the day following sampling to ensure that there was no signifi-
cant change in the concentration of the parameters to be determined. The samples were 
then stored in a cold storage at about 40C for future reference if need arises~ Methods ap-
plied in the analysis were basically those used by the Kenya Government Chemist Depart~ 
'ffient (water section). The parameters determined are TDS (Total Dissolved Solids), Potas-
sium, Sodium, Caldum, Total Hardness, Magnesium, Alkalinity, Chloride, Hydrogen Car-
bonate, Fluorides and Silicon. 
Some specific sampling points were selected and water quality monitored by taking wa-
ter samples and measuring the depth of the open well after every one hour throughout 
.the cycle of the tide (from low to high and to low). 
DATA ANALYSIS 
·The data was treated to correlation analysis procedures to determine relations between 
parameters. 
Hydrological data analysis involved the plotting of the locations of all the boreholes in 
the study area. Borehole data on aquifer depth and the water 'rest levels were then used to 
depict the waterflow directions. Hydrogeochemical data analysis involved preparation of a 
. . .'
contour on a map to depict the area of sea water intrusion using chl6ri<ie concentrations. 
General classification of the wate~ was done using the classification adopted from Davis 
and Dewest (1970). Possible increase in s~water intrusion was investigated by checking 
for significant increase of chloride and sodium concentrations by comparing the initial data 
(from KW ASP) and the ~ata obtained in the ~tudy. Graphs of water rest levels against time 
and height of tides in the ocean were produced to depict the influence of tidal changes on 
the selected wells near the ocean. Salinity dassification and calculation of Sodium 
Absorption Ratio (SAR) 1 served to determine the suitability for irrigation purposes. 
1. SAR = Na2+ / v«Ca2++ Mg2+)/2), where Na2+, Ca2+ and Mg2+representthe concentratioru;, in' 
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Table 5~l, Cla$sificdtionol water on t~ basis olTD$. by catchment area~ 
Type of water 
, FreSh' 
Brackish 
SalW 
Brine 
; '" 
Recommended IDS 
range inppm. 
belo~:l,OOO ' 
1,000': 10;000 
1O,0Q0 - 100,000 
above 100,000 
* Modified frool Davis and Dewiest, 1970 
"RESULTS~ 
WATER QUALI1Y , 
"", 
Diani 
, %' 
63 
: '35 
,2 y', 
0' 
100 ,', 
distJjbution, , 
Msambweni 
"'%' 
96 
,4, 
o 
"'0 
100 
.~ .. '.' ": 
TIwi 
% 
81 
, 19 
o 
, 0 
100 " , 
The distribution of the sampling sites is shown in,Fig 5.1 & 5.2. According to the classifica-
tion in, Table 5.1, most areas have fresh waters~ Diani,catchment' has, the highest 
percentagesofbratkish water. Most of ,the parameters we(e below,the maximum 
permissible levels for drinking water apart from conductivity, total dissolved soUds, sodium, 
chloride, magnesium ,and total hardness which, in some, cases had vetyhigh values (Table 
:S.2} ", " 
Most of the boreholes with high levels of TDSare,'quite close to the ocean. Conductiv-
ity, TOS, Na and CI show great variation between individual boreholes. This suggests that 
the factors influencing these parameters are not uniformly distributed in the area and do 
'flotnecessarily derive from the geology of the area beeause this is the same throughout 
, the study area. 
, The pH in the study area ranges between 6.5 and 8.18 while the means were 7.26, 7.15 
and 7.28 for Diani, Msambweni and Tiwi respectively. The pH values in the three aquifer 
systems indicate generally neutral waters and with~n the range of most groundwater as 
reported by Hem (1978). The fluoride concentration was generally below the maximum 
perniittedvalueof 1.5 ppm (WHO, 1987Ywith a mean value 0(0.3,0.2 and 0.3 ppm for 
Diani, Msambweni and Tiwi respectM~ly. These results indicate that the water is generally 
"suitable for drinking purposes. However, the 'water 'has limited use due to the general 
hatdiiess. 
About 90' per cent of the samples from Msainbweni had conductiVity less thanlOOOp,s. 
The lowest value was recorded at Makalarir and Chungwarii 'Bi (520Ji,s) while the highest 
, was 2600JLS 'at Bahanl In Tiwi, abo~t 53 per cent of samples had conductivitY of less than 
miUiequivalents per litre of the respective cations. 
2. Detailed results are presented in Anyango (1995). ' 
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'. lOOOJLS;The lowest value recorded was 400p,s '(at Kombani)whilethe highest waS 4800p,s 
at.Kayatiwi secondaty school. Diani hadlhe greatest variations resultmgin them6m being 
even lessthan the standard deviatiort About 57 per Cent of the samples had conductivitY-of 
less than lOOOps. The lowest recorded values was 420p,s while the highest was 15000p,sat 
the Grand Reef Hotel in Diani. 
-,.,' -.:' 
Table.5.2 Physiaxhemical parameters by catchment area (meari :!::: s.d.) 
D~ I MSambweni I TIwi N=55 . . N=.=30 N=32 
Conductivity (pS) 1701 ± 2259 708 ± 401 1296 ± 915 
.. 
Depth (m)* 31 ± 12 18 ±7 33 ± 12 
Temp (Dc) 30±2 31 ± 2 31 ±2 
pH 7.3 ± 0.4 7.2 ± 0.2 7.3 ± 0.4 
IDS (ppm) 1187 ± 1521 598 ± 596 910± 634 
K(ppm) 10± 17 3±3 7.3 ±5 
Na(ppm) 218 ± 461 72 ±82 167 ± 162 
'Cl(ppm) ., . . 413.±809 130 ±167 287 ± 292 
Ca(ppm) 132 ± 52 145 ± 207 . 115 ± 48 
, Mg(ppm) 31±31 '24 ± 60 24 ±21 
. TotaIhardness (ppm) , 436·±'163 356 ± 41 435 ± 162 
F(ppm) ~ 0.3 ± O.~ 0.2± 0.4 3.8 ± 21 
Si02 (ppm) . ' 31 ± i3 30 ± 14 38± 15 
HC03 (ppm) ·332± 95." 323 ± 40 341 ± 71 
• N=46; 25; 28 respectively 
Table 5.3 shows the results of the comparison of the values in 1987 when the boreholes 
were dug with the results of the present study, in 1993. The figures confirm that thewa-
ters have become more saline and that there are significant changes in Conductivity, IDS 
'and Na concentrations. 
Analysis by means of the trilinear method (piper diagram) indicates that in Msambweni, 
50 per cent and above of the water is dominated by calcium cations while 10 per cent of 
the samples have sodium as the dominant cation .. For the anions 81 per cent of the water 
samples form a clu'ster-indicating 50 per cent and above ofbicarbohates as dominant and 
10 per cent of the remaining waters have chloride as the dominant anion. In Diani about 
42 per cent of the water samples form a cluster indicating 50 per cent and above of the 
waters is dominated by calcium while 35 per cent of the waters have sodium as the 
dominant cation. For the anion 55 per cent of the water samples form a cluster indicating 
50 per cent and above of bicarbonate as dominant and 38 per cent of the remaining waters 
have chloride ion as the dominant anion. In Tiwi about 36 per cent of the water samples 
form a cluster indicating that 50 per cent and above of the water is domimited by calcium 
I , . 
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while 30 per centof the waters have sodium as the dQminantcatibn. FQr theariiQn 39 per 
cent of the waters samples fQrma cluster indicating. that SO 'per cent· and 'abQve .Of 
bicarbonate as dQminant.and 39 per cent:of the remaining waters have chlQride as the 
dQminant aniQn~ 
Table 5.3 Results of selected parameters for boreholes measured in 1987 and 19}3 (mean ± s.d.) 
N I 1987 . I N '. ·1. 1993 I .p=* 
Conductivity 68 876 ± 572 68 975 ± 574 .03 
IDS 65 579± 416 65' 688 ± 401 .001 
Na 45 86 ±91 45 . 115 ±104 .003 
a 65 170± 192 . 65 186 ± 177 .13 
• paired t -test; one-tailed 
VARIATION OF CHLORIDE CONCENTRATION 
Figures 5.1 & 5.2 shQW the concentration of chloride in variQus'boreholes in the study area 
and also indicate the PQssible trend of CI-iQns which is related tQ sea water intrusiQn. 
There is anindicatiQn of inward mQvement of the sea water/fresh water interface. The 
chlQride contour line gives the probable area Qfsea influence. The 200ppm value was cho-
sen because water with higher values normally starts having a salty taste. 
TIDAL AND WATER DEPTII VARIATIONS 
These indicate that the wells have direct linkage with the sea, even though there is a time 
lag of .One and a half hQurs between lowest tide and IQwest height (Fig 5.3). When it is 
high tide ~the water rest ,level is increased. The effect.is less and time lag greater (up to 
eight hours) for fresh water borehQles nearby. But the effect is greatest in borehQles near 
the ocean. 
Table 5.4 Distribution of SAR values by catchment area (%) 
Diani' I Msambweni I . Tiwi N=50,.' N=30 N=32 i 
0.0.0.9 40 40 6 
1.0 -1.9 20 40 22 
2.0- 2.9 4 3 28 
3.0- 5.9 20 7 31 
6.0-8;9 12 10 10 
9.0+ 4 0 3 
100 100 100 
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SODIUM ABSORPTION RATIO 
Elevated sodium in certain soils can degrade, soil structure thereby restricting water 
, movement and affecting plant growth. Results for the sodium-absorption rate calculations 
for the three water catchment areas are presented in Table S.4. Although the values are 
.' higher in Tiwi than in the other catchment areas there were no observations above the 
" critical value of 18 (Driscoll, '1986). All samples have low values which makes the water 
• suitable for irrigation purposes. 
Discussion 
The' results' of the water samples indicate that the chemical nature of groundwater in the 
study area is influenced by environmental' factors e.g. the geology, chemical processes, 
climate and hydrological factors. This was also noted in studies by Maina (1981) and 
Ongwenyi (1973). The'water in the study area can be classified into four types, calcium 
bicarbonate, calCium chloride, sodiUm bicarboriate arid sodium chloride type of waters. 
The fluoride concentration was generally below the maximum permitted value of WHO 
(l.Sppm) with a mean value of 0.3, 0.2 and 03 for Diani, Msambweni ~d Tiwf areas re-
. ..':: '.
, spectively. This indicates that the water presents no danger due to fluorides. Fluoridemo-
bility in water depends to a large extent on the Ca2+ ion concentration since fluoride 
forms low solubility compounds, with divalent cations. This explains why,the water in the 
study area may have low fluoride concentrations. 
The cases with Na+ as the dominant cation can be attributed to the influence of the 
. sea, through the process, of sea water, intrusion. Examples are boreholes at Jumapili, 
. Baharini and Mkaliatsi in Msambwenij boreholes at Maweni, Bwagamoyo at Jadini hotel in 
Diani; and boreholes at Sparki, Shukrani and TawakaIln Tiwi (FigS.1). In Msambweni a 
tongue of sea water seems to be coming in from the south (Mto Kivinje, Fig 5.2). In Tiwi 
and Diani several tongues of sea' water intrusion were observed at Bowa, Kibwaga, 
, . 
Mwakamba, Magutu among others. 
Compared with measurements that were takeQ. in 1987 whefl the boreholes were sunk, 
, the present study, in 1993, found nos~gnificant changes in Conductivity, IDS, CI and, Na 
.concentrations, although there is a general trend towards greater salinity in the boreholes. 
, According to Freeze and Cherry (1979), the rate of groundwater extraction that causes 
groundwater 'mining'is not necessarily the same as the cite that causes contaminant intru- . 
sion. In coastal areas for example a certain rate of groundwater extract~on, even without 
causing over withdrawal, can lead to sea water intrusion. ' 
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Figure 5.3 Tidal variations* as compared to .the well water rest levels 
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,~ The wells were monitored over 12 hours when no drawi~g of water occurred 
,rhereis a significant differ~nc~in the chloride concentrations in Diani & Tiwicom-
pared to ,Msambwent The reasq~ ,mig~t beque to more extensive borehole extractions 
<::ompared to the,Msambweniarea~ The Diani/fiwi area has a higher population density 
with higher n4~b(!r ()f bor~hoie~ ,belonging to hotels and ot~er.private owners. These 
'boreholes use ~lectric p~mps, th us extractifig ~ore water than the handpumped boreh~les 
':do. Some of the beach hotels have obtained the right of extracting ~ater from boreholes 
further inland with fresh water and this has resulted in someof these bbreholes b~corni'ng 
saline e.g. boreholes sunk by South Palms and Leisure Lodge around Diani and Mvumoni 
respectively. 
In Msambweni, the extraction still seems not to have had effect on the aquifer except at 
"Msambweni Hospital and near the creek at Shirazi and there are no'signs. of seawater in-
Jrusion. Fresh water springs in the intertidal wne have been observed in' the Ms~mQweni 
area, confirming a high fresh water r~charge. Such,aphenomenon can no longer be ob-
served in Diani or Tiwi. 
, 'In D~i, some boreholes are already highly saline, especially those being operated by 
the hotels, but no precautionary inea~ures have been taken to protect the nearby bore-
holes that are producing fresh water. This can encourage the sea water/freshwater inter-
face to move further inland. Some wells 'have become saline to the extent that the water is 
no longer being used for domestic purposes (e.g. Kwa Mzee Juma Makalani in Diani). 
The study established that the sea water/freshwater interface varies along the coast but 
it ranges from l.Skm t06.5km from the shoreline in the Mwabungo-Waa area . .In the 
,.N.tsambweni area, the wat~rs are ,safe fqr .drinking uptothe shoreline except adjacent to 
Msambw~ni hospital and.south Kigwede in the ~4iI¥i area~ 
The study indicates that wells have direct linkage with the sea, even though there is a 
time lag of one and a half hours between lowest tide and lowest height. When it is high 
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tide the water rest level is. increased;the~effect is)ess~nd the time· lag great~r (up to 
. dgh~ hours) f6r'a freshwater b~~~hole nearby. Butthe effect occurS only in SOine speCific 
boreholesriear the ocean. ' .. ; 
.. Without the threat.frorn Se4water intrusi()n, itis evident tnat the freshwater in the area 
is I:teherally potable and ·suitablefocdomestiC"Use;·· 'the: wat~r has also·:lowSAR ·vaille and 
. : th~reforesuitablefdr: irhgatioh. However, sbditim sensitive;CropsniayaccuhiuIat~"ihjti'qous 
··sodium concentrations and Driscol(1986} recQrnmendsthatrnost of these.waters are used. 
on textured organic soils with good permeability. ,:'" 
Conclusion 
This study has shown thatthe sea water intrusion is significant at the preseIit level of 
groundviater extraction. A: go8dgrp~nd\vater managefuerif :plan shoUld' b(develdped for 
.. ", '. . .. " . ,:.,' 0',: 
these major aquifers. The following measures can be useful in the conservation and pr9per 
utilisation of these resources: 
• Determination of aquifer safe yields; .' .' ' . 
. ~ Monitoring of groundwater levels and weilallodation, spacing. and construction guide 
..... lines' , .". "'./ 
• Records of water· use rates;,quantities and. quality should~e maintained by largescale 
. users such as hotels and even'the Natiohal- WaterPipelirieand conserVation Cotpora-
. ti~n. 'Such records can help water managers. to 4ecide (where the safe. yiel(i"of an 
aquifer is already determined); whether ornot withdrawal is excessive so as to rake ap-
propriate measures,' such as reducing thequabtitY underthelic¢rlsej . 
. ~'. . . ~.'.. . . 
• Discourage hotels from using fresh grOlmdwater in the area,and propagate other meth-
od.s like desalination (some are already doing it e.g. Jadini) and roof catchment; 
~"Encouraging rainwater harvesting in general,' much rrior~ tha~ has been done so far . 
. . -Thiscanrecluce thepressute on the limited groundwater resources, and provide a long 
termsolution for the area. 
However, enactment of good regulations and subsequent enforcement are fraught with 
difficulties involving pOlitical, economic and sociological factors that are hard to overcome. 
Abstract 
This work describes the results of water quality analysis carried out along the coastal plains of Kwale District, to 
determine the influence of sea water intrusion, the relationship between tidal changes and water quality in 
boreholes dose to the sea shore, and the effectiveness of the hand pwnps in the provision of potable waters in 
the study area. 
Four types of waters were found in the study area; caldum bicarbonates, sodiwn bicarbonate, sodium chlo-
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ride and caldum: chloride waters. Total DiSsolved SOlids (TDS)m sodium-rich waters Wried from 800ppmto 
10,OOOppm with m~ of the 11)S concentrations;l:>eing below'l000ppm (recommendedco~centration limits 
for drinking water). The salinity hazards for the water are greater than 750J.lS/cm at 250C. C0llSequendy this 
water has limited practical ,use. 
Asalt tongue (Sea water intruSion) was detected covering a distance ranging:froml.5 to 6.5km from the 
,&:horeli1leinMwabun~Waa area. But in ~' ~bweni area,seaW3ter intrusion is still Iimitt:darid waters are 
, safe ford.rinking up to-me shoreline except ad~cent to Msambweni hospital and south Kigwede in the Srurazi 
'. ..". '". - '. '.' . .., . -.~ '.' - ': . '." :'"., ; :. :., .' . -- ; '.' . 
area" 
. DUringperi<xb dhigh tide sOme wells eXhibit higOer levels of water and higher salinity than during the time 
of low tides. This effect decreases with distance away from ,the seash9re. 
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mE IMPACT OF GEOLOGY AND PIT lATRINES ON 
GROUND WATER QUALI1Y IN KWALE DISTRICT 
. .' 
J. M. MZUGA, M.P. TOLE & E.L UCAKUWUN 
Introduction 
The composition and state of an aquatic eqvironment shows temporal and spatial variations 
due to factors internal and external to the water body (Chapman, 1992). Pollution of the 
aquatic environment is the introduction, directly or indirectly, ()f substances or energy 
which result in such deleterious effects as: harm to living resources; hindrance to aquatic 
activities including fishing; hazards to human health; impairment of water quality with 
respect to its use in agriculture, industry and other economic activities; and reduction of 
amenities (GESAMP, 1988). 
In this study the water quality of groundwater in selected areas of Kwale District was 
. determined with respect to the local geology and human settlement. The study had the 
folloWing objectives: 
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• To detennine regional groundwater quality variations in relation to natural processes; 
• Todetennine trends in groundwater quality in relation to pit-latrine location and to use 
the obsetved trends as a basis for informed decision making; 
• To develop an understanding of regional groundwater quality as an aid to better knowl-
edge of the g~~urid~ater r~gime}()r' optim~l management, ;espec~hywater for.human 
consumption; 
- . ~.'. . - -
• To assess the effect of geology on -susceptibility to contamination. ..'. 
SmdyArea 
Kwale.District is one of the six districts of Coast Province and is situated in the southern-
most part of Kenya along th~ Indian Ocean. The area of study extends some lOkm inland 
from the coastline and is bounded by latitudes 409' and 4019'S and longitudes 39022' and 
3903S'E. The area includes study locations in four regions:. Diani/Ukunda and TiwiJWaa 
which straddle a coral limestone aquifer; Msambweni and Shimba Hills which are situated 
on a sandstone aquifer (Fig 6.1). 
WATER RESOURCES 
Kwale District lacks adequate surface and underground water resources (Kwale District 
Development Plan, 1989-1993). There are only two reliable surface water sources both of 
which are to, the north of the District .and these are the rivers Ndzovuni' and Cha Simba 
(pemba). Several seasonal springs from the Shimba Hills catchment area and a few seasonal 
rivers in the south are the other sources of water. Water is therefore a priority problem for 
many communities and especially in the hinterland where women, have to travel very long 
distances to fetch water from dams in the dry season. Swedish International Development 
Agency (SIDA) and Kenya Water for Health Organis~tion (KWAHO) have undertaken the 
installation of community owned hand pumps along the coastal zones and rehabilitation of 
dams in the hinterland. The Kwale Water and Sanitation Project (KW ASP) was started in 
. 1985 as an extension of the then South CoastHandpumps Testing Programme (SCHP). It 
has the following activities: 
• Drilling of boreholes and irlstallationofhandpumps; 
• Protection of perennial springs; 
• Construction of rain water roof catchment tanks; 
• . Assistance to self-help groups on piped water supply schemes; 
• Construction of ventilated improved pit (V.I.P) latrines for demonstration purposes; 
• Health education campaigns. 
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Table 6.1 Number ofboreholes, wells andsprings sampled by region 
Boreholes 
N=55 I Wells N=13 I Springs N=10 
DianilUkunda 19 6 0 
Msambweni 4 7 0 
Shimba-Hills 12 0 10 
TIwi/Waa 20 0 0 
Table 6.2 
Average seasonal comparison ofpbysico-cbemical parameters (mean ± s.d) 
Wet Season Dry SeasonI 

pH 6.6 ±0.79 6.6 ± 0.84 
Temp (DC) 28 ± 1.36 28 ± 0.9 
Com (J.Ls/cm3) 687 ± 678 706.7 ± 704.8 
[0) (ppm) 0.95 ± 1.4 0.6 ± 0.44 
COD (ppm) 153 ± 116 151 ± 67 
BOD (ppm) 1.7 ± 1.3 1.7 ± 1.3 
TSS (ppm) 0.0079 ± 0.0079 0.0061 ± 0.0047 
IDS (ppm) 481 ± 479 487 ± 471 
K (ppm) 4.2 ± 3.7 4.1 ± 3.4 
Na (ppm) 32.9 ± 23.8 37 ± 30 
C1 (ppm) 108 ± 63 175 ± 171 
F (ppm) 0.19 ± 0.11 0.3 ± 0.2 
Ca (ppm) 66 ± 49 74 ± 49 
Mg (ppm) 9.9 ± 9.4 17 ± 16.4 
504 (ppm) 10.6 ± 9.6 10.4 ± 9.4 
Total coliform 8.86 ± 7.8 6.3 ± 6.1 
E.CoIi 0.36 ± 0.33 0.14 ± 0.11 
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Materials and Method 
FIEllWORK 
Preliminary survey 
Apreliminary survey of the study area was carried out in August 1993. During this period 
existing data on groundwater were collected; this was used to identify the principal fea­
tures of the natural ground water quality in the defined area and to provide a basis for 
comparison to establish changes over time as an indication of possible geological 
influence. 
Sampling 
A total of 55 boreholes, 13 wells and 10 springs were sampled (Table 6.1).1 Selection of 
sampling stations near pit latrines was done. The stations were sampled both during the 
wet (short rains) and dry seasons. The water samples were collected into clean 500ml 
plastic bottles, after cleaning using O.1m HN03 (aq) and thereafter rinsing three times 
with the water to be sampled. Samples were collected from each borehole using a hand­
pump, pumping at least three casing volumes of water to waste before collection. In wells, 
collection was done by lowering a weighted bottle (bottle with weights inside to facilitate 
sinking) down to the water level while in springs, samples were collected from the pipe 
from the reservoir. 
ANALYfICAL METHODS 
Dissolved oxygen, pH and conductivity were measured on site using a pH meter Oenway 
Model 3100], oxygen meter Uenway Model 9010] and a conductivity meter Uenway 
Model 4070] respectively. A temperature probe attached to the pH meter was used to 
measure temperature. Chemical oxygen demand was determined by the dichromate reflux 
method. Biochemical oxygen demand (BOD) waS determined by the difference in 
Dissolved Oxygen on incubation of the sample for five days. Aeration was done using an 
aerator before incubation (APHA, 1985). 
Total suspended solids (TSS) were analysed by ftItering 100ml of sample using 0.45j.Lm 
filter paper then drying the filter paper with solids in an oven at 60°C for 30-50 minutes 
then weighing. Total dissolved solids (TDS) were determined by evaporating to dryness 
100ml of sample at 105°C in an oven. The weight was obtained by the weight difference 
method. 
1. The exact locations are given in Mzuga (1995). 
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Titrimetric methods were used to analyse the calcium, magnesium, chlorides ancicar-' . 
bonateslhydrocarbonates. The flame photometer was used for analysis of potassium (K) .... 
and sodium (Na) while for sulphates (S04), a turbidimeter was used. For fluoride'(F), a 
colorirnetermethod was usedl!sing zirconyl chloride and sodium alizarin. 
·A multiple tube method; the 'Most Probable Number Merhod'(MPN), was used to anal- , . 
yse'colifonn counts. Rapid detection'of E.- Coli was-carried out for each presumptive 
positive tube from the colifonncount test. . 
Results2 
Means for the concentrations of physico-chemical parameters for the seasonal comparison' 
are shown in Table 6.2. The· results showed a slight increase in mean 'concentrations 
during the dtyseason for most parameters i.e. conductivity, IDS, Cl-, F-,:Ca2+, sulphates, 
with means 706.7; 487,175, 0.3, 74,'lOA respectively.-The pH showed no change; with a 
mean of 6.63, while dissolved oxygen, COD,BOD,and colifoml'counts showed a decrease . 
with mean§0.64,151, L66and6.3 respectively.,. 
Tiwi-Waawaters areCa"MglCI-HCo.3, while Diani;Ukunda waters are mainly Ca/CI~ 
HC03. A unique observation was made in two sample stations that had '58-65% sodium and 
over 80% chloride, and are thus Na-Cl waters. Shimba-Hills waters are Ca/CI-HC03 except· 
for two samples which showed a high Na:CI ratio. Shimba-Hills springs have mainly Ca-Na-
K/CI-HC03 waters. Again two stations show unique Na:CI ratio with 90% Chloride/70% 
sodium and 68% chloride/95% sodium respectively. Msambweni waters·are.Ca/CI-HC03·· 
with less than 50% sodium. 
Diani region has highest mean for both 'conductivity and TDS followed by Tiwi;Waa 
region, Msambweni and .Shimba Hills respectively (Table 6.3). In this area the groundwa-
terflow is generally either easterly or southerly, therefore boreholes found towards this 
discharge zone should have higher concentrations of dissolved salts (IDS) as shown in Fig .. 
6.L 
Table 6.3 Specific conductivity and TD5. 
. .. DianilUkunda I : Msambweni I shimba Hills I TIwi/Waa 
Mean TDS (ppm) 990 293 227.5 503 
. M~ Conductivity (PS/cm3) 1025 , 426 326 .685 
.. 
a • 0.97 0.69 .0.69 0.73 
• Freeze & Cherry (1979) and Driscoll (1986) gave a conversion relationship with a as conversion factor 
between C (conductivity) and TDS as follows: TDS == aC . 
2 . Detailed results by location including trimetric analysis and factor analysis are presented in Mzuga (1995)' 
.10'-
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Table 6.4 Total coli/orm distributkm (per 100 mQ for boreholes, wells and Springs (N) 
'- ---
Boreholes I Wells I Springs N=54 N=13 N=10 
0-10 34 (63%) 0 0 
11-100 12 (22%) 0 6 (60%) 
101-500 5 (9%) 6 (50%) 3 (30%) 
501+ 3 (6%) 6 (50%) 1 (10%) 
;TOTAL COIlFORM CONTAMINATION 
The results for total coliform contamination of boreholes, wells and springs are shown in 
Table 6.4. Bacteria are-present in-all wells and springs sample~; The wells gave a mean 
couht of 604 with a standard deviation of 575. The springs had a mean count of 270 with 
standard deViation 521 (with one extreme valueof18QO).Thecorrelation between con-
tamination and distance to the nearest pit latrine for individual wells and springs is weak 
and not Significant. 
The mean total coliform count for the boreholes on the sandstone aquifer was 58.7 
~ounts per 100ml of sample while coral limestone gave a mean of 149.9 counts per 100ml 
of sample. Fig 6.2 and 6.3 give the relationship of pit -latrine distance and borehole 
contamination for sandstone and limestone aquifer respectively. 
E.COU CONTAMINATION 
The E.CoH contamination for the different regions are shown in Table 6.5. Tiwi/Waa has 
the highest rate with a mean of 1.65 E.coIV100ml. Msambweni has a mean of 1.0 E.coli 
while DianilUkunda and Shimba Hills have 0.57 and 0.23 E.coH respectively. 
Out of the 55 boreholes sampled in both sandstone and limestone aquifers onlyseven 
(13%) were contaminated with E.coli. Waa Secondary School had the highest count" of 35 
E.coli perlOOml of sample during the wet seasorfbut'during the dry season the count 
went down to 4 E.coli/lOOml sample. The remaining six boreholes contaminated had a' 
mean count of 2 E.coli/100ml sample. Out of the 13 wells sampled nine (69%) were 
'. . '.. .. 
contaminated with E.Coli whil~ the_ten springs sampled sho",ed contamination in only 
three (30%) of the springs. the highest count ofE.Coli was obsef\1ed i~ Mw~yabo Bongwe 
. .. .,...; . ,. ::... . . 
with 50 E.Coli/ lOOml sample. , 
, - -
Table 6.5 E. coli contamination by /ocation, {mean ± s.d.). -
.... 
- .. 
,DianilUkunda Msambweni Sl)imOO Hills Tiwi/Waa 
(N=25) (N=10) (N=22) (N=20) 
, -
E.C. 0.57 ± 0.4 1.0: ±O.94 ,'_ 92 ±0.59 1.65 ± 0.9 
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Figure 6.2 Total coli/oms in boreholes in sandstone area as a Junction of distance from the nearest pit latrine 
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Figure 6.3 Total coli/oms in boreholes in limestque area as a Junction of distance from the nearest pit latrine 
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Discussion 
WET AND DRY SEASON VARIATIONS 
Total coliform count showed a reduction in the dry season. This is because there is less 
rapid movement of water from pit -latrines to the boreholes in dry season. 
INTER-REGIONAL WATER QUALIlY 
Waters in the different study locations seem t() be a mixture of waters from different 
sources. Tiwi/Waaregion has Ca-MglCI-HC03 waters.· Some borehole waters tasted salty 
and these waters had a substantially high Na:CI ratio. In Diani-Ukunda the waters are also 
mainly calcium ckloride and calcium bicarbonate. Exceptions were two wells that had a 
high Na:CI ratio, probably due to sea water intrusion as both wells are about 1.5km from 
the sea shore. Majanga (1987) remarked that in the Diani area, the depth to the salt water 
level seems to increase from the coastline going inland Hence, Mwangi (1981) suggested 
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. that the presence ofa coral ridge parallel to the coastline provides a barrier to subsurface 
invasion by sea. 
Shimba Hills waters are mainly calcium chloride with calcium bicarbonate. Kibwaga 
Chegeli shows a high Na-CI content and this' could he due to the effect of trapped connate 
salty water. This could also be the case 'in sandstOne regions further inland where some 
areas also show high Na:CI ratios. The chemica};components of groundwater are a result of 
geographic factors such as climatic, hydrologic, biologic and chemical processes as well as 
geological oiles which include 'mineralogical compositions, structure and texture of 
specific rock types (Maina, 1981). Todd (1959) showed, that concentration of salts in water 
will depend upon the environment, movement and source of groundwater. In Msambweni 
the waters are mainly calcium carbonate and calcium. chloride. There seems to be no 
indicati~n of salt intrusion on the water sources 'sampled in this area. Anyango (1995) also 
, noted less salt water intrusion in Msambweni compared to Tiwi/Diani, although a tongue 
of salt water occurred nearthe Mto Uvinje creek. 
Inthe whole of the study area calcium is the most abundant ion (with mean 65.8 ppm 
and standard deviation of ± 49.3), followed by sodium with a mean of 32.9 and standard 
deviation of ± 23.8. Chloride and fluoride have mean and standard deviations values of 
108 ± 63 ppm, ~md 0.19 ± 0.11 ppm, respectively. The relatively high calcium content in 
the waters in this study refl.ect on the geology. The waters in the entire area are of mixed 
types, i.e. they are calcium bicarbonate or calcium chloride 'and it could also be a 
reflection of some climatic factors such as rainfall and temperatures. Driscoll (1986) noted 
that rainwater in coastal regions generally contains mote chloride than it does further 
inland. This tends to leach into the surrounding rock formations and maybe trapped as 
groundwater, hence accounting for the high content of the chloride in some boreholes 
and springs. 
Potassium, flUOrides, sulphates and pH constitute minor chemical constituents. Waters 
in the whole study area have a potassium content of 4.16 ppm. Sulphates have a mean of 
10.6 ppm and magnesium 9.9ppm The waters have a mean pH of 6.63, and are essentially 
neutral. Potassium is not readily available in solution and this could be due to the K-
bearing aquifer rocks which are resistant to weathering (Maina .1981). 
As a whole, the waters in the study area have low concentrations of both the cations and 
anions and thus are suitable for domestic (drinking) and livestock use. 
The ground water flow is generally either easterly or southerly. Diani has a mean IDS 
of 990 and Tiwi/Waa has 503, Msambwenihas 436.1, while Shimba Hills has the least with 
227.5 and this could be attributed to the underlying geology, distance from the ocean, 
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~. and the distance of flow from therech~ge wne (Fig 6.1), _There· is-a significant difference 
, in the HC03 concentrations between Shimba Hills and the other regions 
In Shimba Hills, ,the total ,coliform counts' and Reoli are highly correlated (r=0.68) .. This 
could, be due to faecal matter being the same sourc~ of the·micrq-organisms; Calcium and 
· ", magnesium. are also ,highly correlated (r==O. 72~. In Msambweni, calcium: ions.ar~ highly 
" related to bicarbonate ions (r;=0.62). In Diani,·totalcolifQrmsand E.~olicoun.t are highly 
. correlated (r=0.88).Tiwi/Waa area shows a.,high correlation of sodium and chl~ride 
· (r=O.63} IDS is correlated to sodium and chloride with r=0;58 and 0.87 respectively .... 
BACTERIOLoGICA{CONTAMINATION OF BOREHOLES 
As indicated by Fig 6.2 and Fig 6.3, there is agen~ral decr~se i~coliforin cotintS with an 
increaSe in distance to ihe bo~ehoies. From the ineariValu:es ofcountsili~aridstQneirid 
," limestone rocks it appears there is greater mo~ement of ba~tena in coral'limestone than 
inSandston~ aquifers. (Sandstonerriea~ co~taminatfon = 58:7 cOliformsllOOinl; corallime-
stone mean contamination = 149.9 coliforms/100ml). The higher meani~ corals could be 
due to channels within' the formation, while the low mean in sand~tone region could be 
· due to greater cornpactness df th~ rock·type. Nevertheless, some isolated bor~hbles have 
· an abnormally high coliform count that Can possibly b~ attributed to (i) spread of bacteria 
· . into the system when the PUIl1P' is opened for maintenance and repair; and (ii) polluted 
\vaste water which isnotpropedy drained, but instead leaks back into the borehole. 
BACTERIOLOGICAL CONTAMINATION OF SPRINGS AND WELLS. ' 
NO.significant correlatiOriexisted between total coliform and pit latrine distance in both 
springs and wells. The results ,showthat bacteria are present in . all springs and wells sam-
· pIes. The contamination in springs could be more due to bad or poor back-filling, low 
yield, poor drainage, improperly submerged infiltration pipes, or infiltration of faecal 
· matter. 
The results show that drinking water from a~ open well can be hazardous 'to health. 
· ' The contamination is greatly influenced by surface sources. The communities use buckets 
tied to ropes to fetch the water and this leads to contamination of the source. Small 
animals such as rats can fall into the water source, decay, and cause high contamination.· 
Conclusion and Recommendations 
· From the results anddiscussionsitis concluded that the waters found in the sandy area are 
potable and generally useful for most domestic and livestock purposes. The chemistry of 
these groundwaters reflect the geologiCal environment in which they flow. However, 
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improvement by dirriatic factors, especially rainfall and evaporation, together with the 
'order of encounter'of these ,Waters is ,also suggested. From the results of bacteriological 
analysis, it is concluded that the wells and springs are the most polluted with boreholes 
having the least contamination. 
RECOMMENDATI()NS TO iMPROVE WATER' QUAU1Y FROM BOREHOLES 
It is recommended that the following measures;shoulrl be taken to reduce borehole water 
contamination: 
• Communities wit~ alreactypolhitedboreholes should be assisted in cleaning their 
, sources with. dlsinfectant pref~rably the method of chlorinating. ' 
• Ensure that absolute hygienic conditions are observed when maintaining or repairing 
the pumps. , 
• Ensure that the area around the aprqn iskept dryandcIean and that drainage is work-
ing well. 
• Ensure that boreholes and latrines are separated by at least 120 metres in the sands'tone 
region, and at least 150 meters in the limestone region. If possible, place the latrines 
on the down slope side. 
.' . 
RECOMMENDATIONS TO IMPROVE WATERQUAu1Y FROM PROTECTED SPRINGS 
• Where a surface water source is found, fencing should be done at least a hundred 
metres upstream from the collection area to prevent cattle and other anImals from 
contaminating the water. 
• Put locks on the manholes to the collection chambers. This is to prevent people from 
contaminating the sourc~by drawing water from. the collection chamber.' 
• Submerge all infiltration pipes, ir'order to facilitate cleaning and prevent, insects from 
nesting in the infiltration pipe. 
• Improvement of drainage where this is poor in order to prevent waste water from leak-
ing back into the collection ~hamber. 
• Chlorination of springs where bacteria are found,. should be carried outfrom time to 
time. However, it is not advisable to c.lean a spring that has no proper backfilling . 
. RECOMMENDATIONS TO IMPROVE WATER QUAIliI' FROM WELLS . 
• The KWAHO/SIDA project has m~,t resistance when suggesting the ~overing of wells as . 
the user community claims not to be affected by the water, they seem to have built 
some'irrimunity. Irwould be of importance if the drilling teams, instead of drilling new 
boreholes, equip existing wells ,with ,handpumps. This is already in line with the 
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project policy. The user community would soon find out the benefits of covered 
sources and hopefully ask the project for assistance in covering their wells. 
Abstract 
Dissolution of rocks and infiltrntion from pit-latrines can cause poUution of groundwater. In this study, IDS, TSS, 
conductivity, COD, BOD, dissolved oxygen,caIdum, magnesium, sodium, pot:as,<;ium, sulphates, chlorides, fluo-
rides, c~orm counts and Rcali as well as pH and temperature, were determined from selected boreholes, 
springs and wells in Kwale District, Underlain by either sandstones or cocaf limestone. Water samples were taken 
from each of the water sources between September and November 1993 which represented the wet season 
(short rains) and between January and February 1994 which represented the dry season. . 
Data for two seasons, when comPared, showed a slight increase in mean concentrations during the dry sea-
sonJor most ~eters i.e. cond~ctivity, IDS, Cl-, P-, ca2+, sulphates with means 7{'/).7j 487, 175, 0.3, 74, and 
. .lOA respectively. 
The pH showed no change, with a mean of 6.63, while dissolved oxygen, COD, BOD, and colifonn counts 
showed a decrease with means 0.64,151,1.61 and 160.5 respectively. Analysis using trilinear plots showed the 
major anions as &IorideS and bicirbonates while the major cations are caldum and sodium. 
The safe distance to locate a pit latrine from a water source in sandstone regions is recommended to be 
approximately 120m, while in limestone regions it should be at least 150m. 
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MANGROVE CONSERVATION AND MANAGEMENT: A 
STRUCTURAL REGIME FOR THE KENYANCOASnINE' 
E. M. OUKO & s. MANOHAR 
Introduction 
A total area of 52,980 ha·of the Kenyan coastline is occupied by mangroves (Ooute et ai, 
1981). The mangrove forest is a highly complex and productive ecosystem with many vital 
ecological and economic benefits. In Kenya,· the ecosystem· provides valuable products in-
cluding high energy fuelwood; good and durable timber for building and boat·construc-
tion; and suitable habitat for fisheries and other numerous organisms such as shrimps, 
prawns, oysters, snails, insects, birds, crabs and mammals. Mangrove forests, therefore, play 
a significant role in the socio-economic development of the coastal people of Kenya 
(Lusigi, 1982; Kokwaro, 1985). Human interference, accelerated by a growing population, 
is causing changes in the ecology, biological diversity, zoriation and structure/of the 
natural ecosystem (Kigomo, 1991; Rasowo 1992). It is important to note that each site has 
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its own habitat to support particular plant and animal species in their growth, 
. development and distribution. In 1973, researchers began searching for the most 
meaningful ecosystem parameters to use in rapid characterisation of mangrove stands over 
_ wide geographic areas; the methods established and parameters selected needed to be 
simple, time/cost effective and universally applicable. A survey of some twenty-five 
mangrove stands in Florida, Puerto Rico and Costa Rica was undertaken to test the 
methods chosen (pool et al., 1977). The methods established in this study have come to 
be widely accepted as the standard for mangrove structural characterisation. In Kenya no 
comprehensive studies on mangrove structure, such as the watershed studies of Pool and 
his co-workers, have been undertaken. Therefore, this study attempts to establish the 
curren.t st1Jlctutals~tusof selected mangrove- forests alongthe Kenyan coas.tline and the 
availabl~ QPtiollsfgrj:>e,tter management. 
Materials and Methods 
Shimoni and Gazi swamp are in the south coast in Kwale District and Mida Creek and 
Ngomeni are in the north coast in Malindi District (See Fig 8.1; p. 112). There was little 
variation in the climatic factors for the four study sites. The mean minimum and maximum 
temperatures ranged from is 29.0°C-33.8°C and 21.6°C-23.8°C respectively. The mean 
annual rainfall ranged from 1269-1059mm (Kenya Meteorological Department, 1984). 
The methods for measuring structural attributes as summarised by Cintron & Novelli 
(1984) were used. A total of ten transects were laid after every 100m along the coastline 
and the total distance covered was therefore lOOOm. A total of 100 quadratspe~stand of 
size lOxSm was m;ide. The attributes measured were density, stem forking, stem diame-
ter, crown diameter, tre.e height,seedling count and stem basal frea., Growth indices such 
as relative d~l1sity, relative frequency, rel~tive dominance, importance value index were 
calculated for a~ t.h~.spedes. 
srn.UCTIJRAL ATIRIBUTES MEASURED 
Diameter 
Only stef!1s with a diameter at breast h~ight (dbh) of 2.5cm or over were included in the 
.count The ~rCflst height \Vas taken at the standard 1.3m.When the prop roots were above 
13m, then the diameter was measured at just above the highest prop root. 
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Density 
IkllSity .of a species == munber of stems of a species/area 
Forking . 
This referstothe branching of trees below the dbhmark of 103m. The individuillBranch~s 
are:tonsidered to be' separate stems. 
. . 
'. Forking % = «(No. ofstc:;ms -No. of trees) I No. oftrees) x 100 
; '-
Ml!an'stan4.piameter (M.SD.) 
'Ibis is~he d~eterof the stem.of p:lean basal area which gives. a quick an~ easy way of 
compa~g the leveldfdevelopment of different stands. 
M:S:D,·= VBA (12732.39) In (1) 
From the mean basal area (g), the diameter can be calculated. The MSD is a useful 
descriptive measure~nd is used for the comparison of stand development. 
," '\. ..; '. ':" ' . . ~ . - " . 
Relative density, dOminance and frequency. 
ReIativ:e density=.(No.individuals of a species I Total no. individuals of all species) x 100. 
Relative dominance == (Spedes basal area ITotal stand basal area of all species) x 100. 
Relative frequency = (Frequency of a spedes / Total frequencies of all species) x. 100. 
Importance Value Index (LVI) 
LV.L is artiridexofstruct,urai importance of a tree species within a stand ofmLxedspecies . 
. ; '. _ "'.'. . .... _' . . . 
I.V.I. = Relative density + relative dominance + relative frequency 
Complexity Index (CL) 
This.Index enables easy: COmparison of overilf devdopment within the four stands. 
~·C.I. = No. of spedi:s x stand density x stand basal area x stand height x 10-5 
ResUlts 2 .' 
SHIMONI SWAMP 
The mean st~nd d~meter:,and co~plexity index were 17.7cm and 20.17 respectively 
(Table 7.1)'. ·'The density, forking percentage, dbh, 'crown diameter,. height, seedling 
count, average stem basal area and tdtal basal area of mangals were 1426, 11.93%, 13.9cm, 
1. Where BA = stand basal area/ha; n = no. of trees lha.. 
2 . Detailed results are given in Ouko (1995) 
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Table 7.1 Structural attributes of mangrove spedes at Shimoni swamp 
Trees Stems Fork {)jam. Crown Height Seed- Stem Total 
~ Diam- lings Basal Species 
eter Area Basal A 
A marina. 95 158 66.32 20.1 5.3 9.5 868 530.0 83740 
R. muctdnaia '668 674 0.90 10.4 2.9 6.5 6184 139:6 94090 
C. tagal 42 47 11.90 19.1 4.1 10.5 300 351.8 . 16535 
B. gymnorrbiza 153 205 33.99 20.1 3.7 8.1 1826 413.1 84686 
S. alba 274 279 1.82 13.4 3.6 5.3 221 173.2 48323 
X grimalum 42 63 50.00 14.2 4.3 6.3 58 388.8 24494 
Stand Attributes ·1274 1426 11.93 13.9 3.4 6.7 9457 .. 246.8 .. 351868· 
... Mean Stand Diameter = 17.7cm / Complexity Index: = 20.17 . 
Key: Trees = No. Ala 
Stems= No. Ala 
Fork: = Forking % 
-Diameter= Av.(cm) 
Crown Diameter = Av. (m) 
Height = Av. Height (m) 
Seedlings = No. Ala 
Stem Basal Area in em2 
Total SpedesBasal Area in cm2 
Table 7.2: Importance "due J~ a1ul Rank of mangrove species studied at Shimoni area 
D 
A marina 158 
R. mucronat(l 674 
C. tagal 47 
B. gymno1Thiza 205 
S. alba 279 
X granatum 63 
Key: D = DensityAla 
R.D.= Relative Density (%) 
F = Frequency % 
1 RD. I F I R.F. I ~. I R. Dom. I I.V.L I RANK 
11.1 32 14.5 
·47.2. 80 36.4 
3.3 16 7.3 
14.4 32 14.5 
19.6 40 18.2 
4.4 20 9.1 
R.F. = Relative Frequency (%) 
Dom. = Dominance (cm2) 
83740 23.8 49.4 4 
94090 26.7 110.3 1 
16555 4.7 15.3 6 
84685 24.1 53.0 2 
48323 13.7 51.5 3 
24494 24.1 . 21.5 5 
R. Dom. = Relative Domiru!nce (%) 
I.V.1. = Importance Value Index 
Table 7.3 Structural attributes of mangrove spedes at Gazi swamp 
Trees StelllS Fork· Diam- Crown Height . Seed- Stem Total· 
eter Diam- lings Basal Species 
eter Area Basal A 
A marina 440 660 50.00 6.6 2.0 4.2 7736 86.7 57222 
R. mucronata 500 516 3.20 6.2 1.6 4.3 2280 43.8 22601 
C. tagal 560 664 18.57 3.9 1.5 2.8 9100 14.0 9296 
B. gymnorriJiza 36 40 11.11 4.8 1.8 3.9 616 20.9 836 
S. alba 40 48 20.00 8.7 2.0 4.2 20 73.3 518 
X granatum .. 44 64 45.45 9.3 3.2 6.6 40 116.6 7462 
Lracemosa 128 204 59.38 4.9 2.1 3.9 404 21.0 42S4 
Stind Attributes 1748 2196 25.6 5.6 1.8 3.8 20196 46.5 102220 
Mean Stand Diameter = 7.7cm / Complexity Index: = 5.97 
Key: See Table 7.1 
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3.4m, 6.7m, 9457, 246.8cm2 and 35.19m2 respectively at Shimoni. Tree forking was lim-
ited and the leading species were Avicennia marina (Forsk.) Vierh. and Xylocarpils 
granatum (Koen) at 66 per.cehtand 50 per cent respectively. The rest of the species 
were considerably less forked. A marina and Bruguiera gymnorrbiza (Lam.) had the 
widest diameters of 20.1cm. Rhizophora mucronata (Lam.) had the lowest dbh of 
lOAcm whilethe remaining three species were in between. Ceriops taga! (c. B. Rob,) was 
the tallest species at a height of 105m and S.alba the shortest at 5.3m. Although 
Sonneratia alba (Sm. Miliane) had the lowest average height, a few taller trees occurred 
especially in areas where it was interspersed with R.mucronata. The latter had the.most 
prolific' regeneration with a density of 6184 seedlingslha. B.gymnorrhiza was.second at 
1826 seedlings/ha while the remaining species had less than 1000seedlingslha. 
R.mucronata and B.gymnorrhiza had the highest species basal areas of 9.4lm2 and 
8A7m2 respectively. Although A marina had a density of only 158 stemslha, ,the species 
had a large average stem diameter which resulted in a basal area of 8.37m2. 
In terms of I.V.I., the species were ranked in descending order as follows: 
R.mucronata,lJgymnorrhiza, 5.alba, A marina, X granatum and C.tagal at 110.3, 
53.0, 51.5, 49.4, 21.5 and 15.3 respectively (Table 7.2). R.mucronata was by far dominant 
in this swamp while Xgranatum and C.tagal were very scarce. 
GAZISWAMP. 
Gazi had a mean stand diameter and complexity index of 7.7cm and 5.97 respectively 
(Table 7.3). The density, forking percentage, dbh, crown diameter, height, seedling 
count, average stem basal area and total basal area of mangals were 2196, 25.60% 5.6cm, 
1.8m, 3.8m, 20,196, 46.5cm2 and 10.22m2 respectively at GazL C.tagal had the highest 
density at 664 stemslha and was closely followed by A. marina at 660 stemslha. These 
were followed by R.mucronata and Lumnitzera racemosa (Gaertn.) at 516 and· 204 
stems;ha respectively. The rest ,of the species had densities of less than 70 stemslha. The 
most forked species were Lracemosa, Amarina and Xgranatum at 59.38 per cent, . 
50.00 per cent and 45.45 per cent respectively. The forking by these three species could 
be explained by their dose proximity to the neighbouring human population and were 
therefore readily used as firewood. Xgranatum, which has good coppicing abilities, was 
multi-stemmed whenever the main stem was cut. 
The three species with the highest number of seedlings were c.tagal, A.marina, and 
R. mucronata at 9100, 7736 and 2280 seedlings/ha respectively. The species with the 
least seedlings were Xgranatum and 5.alba at 40 and 20 seedlingslha respectively. 
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: Table 7.4 JmJXirtance Value Indei and Rank' o/mangrove speCieS studied at Gazi swamp','., 
D\Rn\ F lRF. \ Dam. I ROom. I' I.v.L I RANK 
A marina 660 30.1 52 23.6 57222 54.4 108.1 1 " 
R. mucro1iata 516 235 48 21.8 22601 21:5 66.S'; 2 
C tagal 664 30:2 56 " 25.5 9296 . 8.8 64.5 3 
B.'gpnnorrbi;w 40 1.8 20 9.1 836 0.8 11.7 6 
S.a1ba 48 2.2 4 1.8 518 3.3 7.3 7 
X granatum ' 64 2.9 24 ' 10.9 7462 7.1 20.9' 4 
t, racemosa 204 ' ':9.3 16 7.3' 4284 4.1 20.7 ' :,',5 ,,: 
Key: See Table 7.2 
'T:iblk75 'Stfucturd attributes o/mangrove species ~t Milia Creek 
Trees Stems Fork biiffi- Crown' Height " Sero- Stem Total 
'eter ' Diam- ' , lings , Basal 'Species 
etec Area Basal A. 
" " 
A marina 381 611 '60.37 8.4 2.8 4.9 15859 111.9 68371 
R. 'mucronaJa '437 456 4.35 'K9' 2.2 '" 5.4 996 " 112.8 51437 
C taga! 1337 1367 ' 2.2{ , • 3.5 1.2, 2$ 12063 11.6 15857: 
B. gymnorrhiza 37 63 70.27 15.8 4.0 6.8 52 242.1 15252 
S. alba 33 37 12.12 17.6 3.7 6.3 70 267.2 9886 
X granatum 67 100 49.25 7.4 2.0 4.6 33 62.0 6200 
L'racemosa 41 48 17.07 4.3 1.4 3.9 130 16.1 773 
Stand Attributes , 2333 2682 .14.96 6.2 1.8 3.9 29203 62.6 167776 
Mean Stand Diameter = 8.9 em 7 Complexity Index = 12.29 
Key: SeeTable 7.1 
"Tablei.6 Importance Value Index and Rank 0/ mangroiie speCies studied at Mma Creek 
D Dom. 'RANK 
A marina 611 22.8 52 27.1 68371 40.8 90.7 L 
R. mucYOnata 456 11.0 56 29.1 5t'437 30.6 76.7 3 
C. taga! 1367 '5LO 44 22.9 15857 9.4 . 83.3 2 
B; gymnorrbiza 63 2.3 20 10.4., ' 15252 ,9.1 21:8, 4 
S. alba 37 1.4 4 2.1 9886 , 5.9 ' 9.4 6 
X granatum 100 3.7 8 4.2 6200 3.7 11.6 5 
Lracemosa 48 1.8 8 '4:2 773 0.5 6.5 7 
Key: See Table 7.2 
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Amarina was the biggest contributorto the total stand basal area of1022m2/ha and in-
deed the species provided abo~t-'half of the total basal area with 5.72rr12/ha.R.~ucr~nata 
species-had the second 'highest bas~ ar~a of 2.26m2Jha while the remaining species had 
basal areas oHess thanl.OOm2/ha. 
In terms of LV.I., the species were ranked in descending order as follows: A. marina; 
R.mucronata, Ctagal, Xgranatum,Lracernosa, B.gymnorrhiza ap.d S.a!baat 108.1, 
66.S;- 64.5, 20.9, 20.7; 11.7 and 7.3 respectively (Table 7.4). Only A.marinaand 
R.mucronata would be available for extraction commercially at a limited leveL C. taga! , 
could be useful for fu~lwoodc,and the production of small-sized poles. But' otherwise; 
urgent'measures should be 'taken to co~serve the threateriedGazi mangrove ecosystem 
- ~ , 
because the large community around the area depends on it for their various needs to a 
currently non-sustainable degree. 
MIDACREEK 
Mida Creek had a ~ean stand diameter and complexity index ofS.9cm' and li29 respec-
tivdy (fable i'SfThede~sity,;forking percent~ge~dbh, crown diameter, height, seedling , 
count, average stem bas~l ~rea a~d total basal area of mangals were 2682, 14.9~%, 6.2cm" , 
1.8in;-3:9m, 29,203,6i6cm2 and 16.78rti2 respectively at -Mida Creek. C.tagcll had the 
greatest density of 1367 stems!ha, followed by A marina with 611 stems;ha. The rest of ' 
the species had densities lower than: 100stems!ha. B.gymnorrhiza had the highest fork-
ing 'percentage of 70 per, cent while A marina was' 60 per cent forked mainly due to 
cutting fOf firewood. x.granatum had a forking rate of 49 per cent and the rest were 
forked at below 20 per cent 5.a!baand B.gymnorrhiza 'had the highest stem diameters 
of 17.6cm andlS.8cm respectively. R.mucronata and A marina were third and fourth at 
,S.9cmand S.4cm, respectively. The rest of the species had stem diameters of less than 
8.0cm 
B.gymnorrhiZa, S.alba and R.mucronata were the tallest species ,with averages of 
6.8m, 6.3m and 5Am respectively. The rest of the species had mean heights of less than 
5.0m. A.marina arid C.tagail1ad the highest regeneration rates at 15859 and 12063 
seerllings!ha respectivd)< R.mucron~tahad 996 seediings/ha while L racemosa had 130 
seedlings/ha--anq the remaining three species had less than lOO,seedlings!ha . 
In terms of l.V.I., the species were ranked in descending order as follows: A marina, 
C.tagal, R.mucronata,' B.gymnorrbiza, x.granatum, S.alba and Lracemosa at 90.7, 
83.3, 76), 21.S,: 11.6,9.4 and 6.5 respectively (Table 7.6). A marina and R.mucronata' 
contributed a~()'ut70per cent' of the stand basal area at 6.84 and 5.14m2 r~specti~ely 
(Table 7.5). The high basal areas of these two species offered opportunities for 
commerdal exploitation. Similarly, C. taga! could be harvested for firewood. 
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Table 7.7:Strnctural attributes of mangrove species at Ngomeni swamp-
Trees - Stems Fork Diam- Crown Height _ -~ Stem Total-
eter _ Diam- lings Basal Species 
eter Area Basal A. 
A marina 437 584 33.64 8.5 2.3 4.7 974 85.2 49757 
R. mucronata _ _ 816 921 12.87 6.8 1.8 5.2 9316 49.6 45682 
c. tagaJ 1263 1858 A7.11 4.4 1.4 3.2 19605 18.5 34373 
B. gymnOt7biza 126 216 71.43 6.0 2.0 3.8 1558 41.5 8964 
s.aJba 147 389 -164.63 6.0 2.3 3.7 421 29.7 11553 
X graniuum 5 16 220.00 8.5 2.2 6.0 10 71.1 1138 
Stand Attributes .. 2794 3984 42.59 5.8 1.7 4.0 31884 38.0 151466 
Mean Stand Diameter = 7.0 em / Complexity Index = 14.49 
Key: SeeTabie 7.1 
NGOMENI SWAMP 
Ngomeni swamp hada mean stand diameter and a complexity index on.Ocm and of 14.49 
.res~eftively (fable 7.7). The density, forking percentage, dbh, crown diameter, height, 
seedling count, average stem basal area and' total basal area of mangals were 3984, . 
42.59%, .5J~cm, 1.7m, 4.0m,31,884, 38.0cm2 and 15.l5m2 respectively' at Ngomeni. 
C.tagal had the highest density of 1858 stemslha which was more than double the second-
- placed R.mucronata at921 stemslha. A.marina, S.alba, B.gymnorrhiza and 
x.granatum followed with 584,389, 216 and 16 stemslha respectively. There was 
widespread cutting ofX.granatum as signified by a forking rate of 220 per cent. The 
second most forked spedes was S.alba at 165 per cent and thirdly B.gymnorrhiza at 71 
per cent and the rest of the species had forking rates of less than 50 per cent. A. marina 
and x.granatum had the highest average stem basal areas at 85.2cm2 and 71.lcm2 
respectively. R.mucronata, B.gymnorrbiza, 5.alba and C.tagal followed with 49.6, 41.5, 
29.7 and 185cm2 respectively. Xgranatum was the tallest spedes on average at a height 
Table 7.8 Importance VaJlff!Index and Rank of mangrove species at Ngomeni swamp 
D 1 RD. 1 F I RF. 1 Dam .. -I ROom. I I.V.I. I RANK 
A marina 584 14.7 48 21.8 49757 . 32.8 69.3 3 
R.tnucronata 921 23.1 64 29.1 45682 30.2 82.4 2 
C. ragaJ 1858 46.6 72 32.7 34373 22.7 102.0 1 
B. gymnorrbiza 216 5.4 24 10.9 .8964 5.9 22.2 4 
S.alba 389 9.8 8 3.7 11553 -" 7.6 21.1 5 
X p;ranatum 16 0.4 4 1.8 1138 0.8 3.0 6 
Key: See Table 7.2 
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of 6.0m and was followed in. secono place by R.mucronataat5.2m; Amarina was third 
atA~7m while the remainingihree species had mean ,heights of Jess than 4;Om: C.tagal 
had, the. highest regeneration at 19605 seedlingslha and was followed by R; mucronata, 
B.gymnorrbiztl, A marlna , 'S. alba andXgranatum, at 9316, 1558, 974, 421 and 10 
seedlings/ha respe,ctively.The stand basaLarea was'15, 15m2. Amarina, R. mucronata and 
C.tagal· togethercol'itributed· 85'.7 per cent of the total basal area. ; 
. In terms Qf LVJ., the species were ranketHn:descending .order as follows: C.tagal; 
R. mucronata,. Amarina, B.gymnorrhiza,. S.alba and Xgranatum at 102.0, 82.4, 69.3; 
22.2, 21.1- and 3;0 (Table '7,8). The high regeneratio'n rate of 19605 seedlingslha for 
C.tagal suggest~ tharic is likely to remain prevalent in this swamp in the foreseeable 
future (fable 7.7). Commercial exploitation of the other species in Ngomeni will have to 
take into account the 'weedlike' natureofCtflgalbecause of expansion into open areas . 
.... Only 16 stems and 10 seedlingslha of Xgranatum wer~foundwithinthe stand. In 
spite oCthe widespreadcuttingofXgranatum, it had the'. one but highest average basal 
area and was also the tallest on average at 6.0cm. These attributes indicate the possibility 
of this 'species, competing favourably with'others if the right management strategies can 
be adopted. 
Discussion 
The six .species found growing in' all, the four stantds 'Y~re A marina, " C.tagal, 
R. mucronata, Xgranatum,. B.gymnorrbiza and S. alb{l.· L ra~e.trl:osa wa.~ not observed in 
Shimoni and Ngo~eni.·A.marina,C.tagal andR.mucronata were the most dominant 
species in all the stands with one exception, Ctagal, in Sh,imoni. The seedling count,was 
high for all the species except for Xgranatum and S.alba, These two species depend on 
their coppicing ability for ~egeneration. 
_ The mangrove st?,nd at Shimoni had the highest complexity index of 20.17 while 
Ngomeni, Mida Creekand Gazi stlndshadcompl~xity indices pf14A9, )2.29, 5.97 
respectively. Shimoni swamp had.the}1ighest mean stand diameter qf 17.7em amon.g the 
four stands. This value was much highe~in,comparison to the other three.stands and indi~ 
cated that Shimoni swamp had t~e most vibrant pla~t growth. The steep gradient leading 
to longer flooding periods withinShimoni swamp'could h<\ve created better .conditions for 
m~mgalgrowth. It is also likely that the widespread presence of corals hindered movement 
within the swamp and exploitation was therefore limited and enabled undis~urbedplant 
growth. 
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. -Mida Creek had the second highest 'mean stand diameterc of R?cm. ThiS M.S.D. was 
greater than,for .Ngomeni which had the lowest value at 7.0cm.But the density of2682 
stemsthain Mida Creek'wasonly 67 percent of the 3984 stemsAtafoundat Ngomeni. 
This, therefore,indiCates greater plant development in Mida. Creek than Ngomeni in spite 
of a lower complexity index .. the scarcity offully.matured·trees in Ngomeni iSffiasked-
when complexity index is';c:onsideted in isolation. This' means that Ngomeni mangf9ves 
should be treated much more cautiously in terms of commercial exploitation in 
cornparisorf to Mida Creek. IUs notable that. the stands .with the' most mature trees 
.. Shimoniand Mida,Creek- had the least (orkingat 11.93per.cenrand 14.96 per cent 
respectively .. The less developed standsofGazi and Ngomeili had much higher forking 
rates of 2S.60'per cent and4259 per cent respectively.' This signifies the ability.Of manto 
influence mangrove· development through exploitation. 
; Gazi had~ the lowest complexity iridexof the four stands. This coupled with a mean 
stand diameter of 7.7cm signified low mangrove development in this stand. The main rea-
sons for the low. development in Ga7J swamp can be attributed. to the severe effects ofcut~ 
ting and felling by man,and the wide and flat nature ofGazi.swamp which results, in many 
areas rarely receiving nutrient-rich fresh water. 
CONSERVATION AND MANAGEMENT 
R.mucronatais the most important species economically. It provides timber for-commer-
. . 
cialiJses and its branches and prop roots are used by the local inhabitants for firewood. 
Sound management strategies willhav~ to be devised so as to achieve sustainable ieveisof 
wood production. This species should be given . the first priority in the management plan 
for commercial purp()ses. Currently, only felling plans for the different mangrove forests 
are in existence with no accompanying managemerit plan for the ecosystem as a whole. 
This is likely to result in both widespread depletion of mangrove for.ests·and the dilution 
of the complex ecosystem. There is a genuine danger of reaching a stage Where serious 
shortages in rnangrovethnber and Clielwood will occur and irreparable damage effected on 
the ecosystem. R.mucronatais mainlyd:itCor commercial purposes by harVesters licensed 
by the Forest Department. The local populationiri most cases orily debranch and deprop 
the trees fodirewood but in most cases' complete felling is 'carried out by these licensed 
operators. The irripact of the local poplilations'onthis species can be considered minimal. 
Clbs~rmonitoringof the licensees coupled with regeneratlorlefforis should tesultin'more 
sustainable utilisation: 
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Amarina was widespread at Gazi, Mida Creek and NgomenLswamps,butwas rare in 
Shimoniswamp. ;1hespecies·tends to grow close to the dryiand and is"only preceded as a 
pioneer: spe.~iesbyL.facemosa. Amari na, tre~swere commonly stunted due to 
widespreadcuttirtg' by'man;.Jt 'Yasnoticeable that. the' few :untouched Amarina trees' at-
~ined impressive. sizes, The species was widely'usedas a source of fIrewood. The Forest . 
. Departmehtshouldeducate the'local populations on the most appropriate management 
strat~gies forthisspecies.~or example, .the people can util~ethe side branches'insteadof 
cutting:the main stem., It is_also important to remember that 'people will utilise what is 
dosesttothem; anddmthereforebe obtained most conveniently, but as soon as it disap-
pear$'they then resort to further removed and more valued species such as R.mucronata. 
The local-population-should' also be educated on the need :to preserve saplings during the 
. harvesting of fIrewood and poles. Although A marina seedling count was high, the num-
ber surviving to a viable state was much lower and, therefore, as a consequence the good 
coppicing abilities of A marina should be taken into account in the management of the 
species ..... , 
.. , Apart from.ShiInonii-,them~inly yming C.tagal trees were domihfll1tin.all the stands. 
This'Wll'i purely' dUetoilieir high stem densities. Indeed iLseemed to be gradually ex-
panding its borders and this is attributable to its better adaptation to the high salinity of 
open.Spa,ces as ,observed by Kairo (1992) at Mida Creek. This phenomena needs to be 
checke(Hfthe more commetcially-valuedspecies like R. mucronata and Rgyinnorrhiza 
, are notto be severely,soppressed. -C.tagal is useful as a source of fuelwood and its expan-
sion could be a considered an advantage in this respect. A management strategy to control 
C.tagal zonal expansion is necessary~ It is notable that although this species was scarce in 
Shimoni, it was within this stand that it attained its most impressive growth indices. It had 
an average height of 10;5m and an av.erage stem basal are;! oL351.8cm2 and therefore in-
dicating-itspotentialgiven the right environmental factors. 
_ L.racemosa isthe pioneer species and,therefore, the most readily availableJor use by 
man. BuUts shrubby nature in -mostcases means that it is' useful only as a source of fuel-
wood;··Being.the most accessible species means it-suffers from widespread cutting.·The 
good coppicing abilities ofthe'species should-be utilised for its propagation; . 
The sea-bordering S.alba had been widely cut in Gazi, Mida Creek and Ngomeni 
swamps.in ord.er to enable easier- access- to the ocean. It stands as the first line of defence 
against the erosive capabilities6foceancurrentsand theresult has been increased erosion 
inareassuch.as Ngomcni swamp where it has been widely cut. Although the species cop-
pke~ well, efforts. towards establishing stands tllfough artificial seedling regeneration 
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should be madejf theproductiori of well-rounded trees is the' aim: 
.Xgranatun} was the·least common species within the four swamps. It is useful ,as a 
source· of timber withi-selective' felling being the best method of harvesting.'UIe species 
coppices well and this .offers an alternative method for propagation. The' problem with 
.coppicingis that the stemsare,flot as straight as the ones growing from seedlings; There-
fore; one should consider the future uses of the species before settling on the appropriate 
method: A' restoration strategy. should be developed for .this species especially since the 
usefulness of the fruit to. humans reduces. the chances of viable seedling regeneration. ' .' 
'B.gymnorrhiza was best .developed j~ Shimoni swamp. It is only in Shimoni that this 
species could safely be: harvested· commercially. In the other three stands . it was· found 
mostly in small patches. This species produces. good timber;: but its scarcity inmost areas 
requires a careful management strategy in order Joavoid over-exploitation. ' 
.•.... 
KecommencJations 
• Selective logging should be the norm within mangrove forests in order to preserve as 
much of the complex ecosystem as possible. The local populations should be enc(}ur-
· aged to. cut only the side branches while harvestingfirewooo.·and avoid cutting the 
· mainstem .. 
• ; ,. Studies on the growth rates of the trees should be tarried ou t in' orderto devise proper 
. felling plans. This should include studies on the regeneration and whetherornotnatu-
. ral regenerationis adequate or should be supplemented by artificial regeneration. The 
'" research should includ(! the monitoring of mangrove stands in order tomonitorsucces-
sion trendsandtheirimp~cts on the management of the ecosystem. Specifically, the ex-
tent of C.tagal zonal expansion should be analysed. Furthermore, studies concentrating 
ontheestablishmentoLseedlingsofall the species should be done especmlly in cases 
where timber for building and construction purposes is. required. , Three species-
· Xgranatu1n, Lracemosaand A.marina "'-'-could be propagated by coppicing.' For the 
, .. remaining four species, standing seed trees should be a necessity in clear felled areas> 
The two most threatened species -Xgranatum and L.racemosa - require speCial 
consetvation efforts.and might require regeneration· through advanced methods 'such as 
; biotechnology in.orderto save the threatened species and progeny . 
• "Altematlvesources;of.timber and fuelwood might prove the best option'foreliminating 
; the threatsJacing mangrove ecosystems. The scarcity ofland renders the establishment 
of new forest plantations unlikely and the com in unity should be encouraged to adopt 
. agroforestry systems instead. Agroforestry offers a viable altemative since it requires less 
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"'sacrifices;,in'tennS of land. Finding alternative sourcesoffuelwood and tithber cannot be 
',' ignored i~ ;~y mangrove conse~tionstrategy and indee~all conservati?n efforts,will 
'. . . : . ;. -: " ;. . '.' -' .:: . . .' .". . . ~'. 
ineVitably have to confront this fact. It should therefore bea major ,priority in effo.rts 
, ,towirds mangrove consetvation . 
• ' A multi-disciplinaty approach to the conserVation and management of the mangrove 
" e.cos~teIJ1j~ nec:essary l:>~cause it is a cO{Ilplex eco~ystem'Yhich d(!mands an integrated 
approach for sustainable management-The mandated institutionsHke the Forest De-
f • •. • • ." 
',' parunetlt, thei<enya 'Mamie aiidFisheries Research Institute, 'the Ken~;'Wtld!ife Sod-
ety and,alUnterested, parties.should pool their limited, reso\;lrces in order .loprovide 
greater hope forthe conservation of this ecosystem. 
Abstract 
Structural attributes of mangrove forestc; were studied at Shimoni, Gazi, Mida Creek and Ngomeni swamps 
along the Kenyan coast. The study was conducted using the transect method and the diameters, densities, 
, forking, tree height, crown diameters and regeneration of mangals were recorded. The mangrove stand at Shi-
, !" 
moni had the highest complexity index of 20.17 while Ngomeni, Mida Creek and Gazi stands had complexity in-
dices of 14.49, 12.29 and 5.97 respectively. Shimoni had the highest M.S.D. at 17.7cm. Both Mida Creek and 
Gazi with M.S.D. ofS.9cm and 7.7cm respectively were ranked higher d1an Ngomeni which stood at 7.Ocm and 
indicated that Ngomeni harboured a young population. R.mucronata, Amarina and c.tagal had the highest 
Importance Value Index (l.V.!.) within the four stands except at Shimoni where B.gymnorrbiza was ranked 
second to R. mucronata. The lowest ranked species were 5. alba, Xgranatum and Lracemosa with an ex-
ception only at Shimoni where S.alba was ranked third. L racemosa was absent in Shimoni, Gazi and Ngomeni 
swamps. The results of this study indicate that there is an urgent need for a mu(ti-di.."lCip(inary approach for the 
conc;ervation and management of this complex mangrove ecosystem. 
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MANGROVE FOREStS ALONG THE TIDAL FIATS AND 
iAGOONS OF'NGOMENI, UNGWANA BAY 
F.K.KAMAU 
Introduction 
Mangroves are the chara.ct~~s~i~¥ttofaIplantJ()rniationsof t~opical and sub-tropical coast-
lines, found on the she~tered.Z:rn#4dy ~:oast~,saltpiarshesand along brackish estuaries 
(Macnae, 1968; Chap~an~:.19.7~7-;§ii~ngeret·dl.,i~83).-Thespeciesfound in these habitats 
" -" .. -.:". . : .... ",~,). . ",' . , 
are a diverse collection of trees aridshrUhsthat~ave ada.pted· to life in aquatic habitats that 
are under the influence of both-freshwater and seawater (Ruwa,. 1993). There are an 
estimated 68 tree spedesofmangrove of which Bare found 'in East Africa (Snedaker & 
Snedaker, 1984). Kenyahashine species only (Graham 1929;~Isaac & Isaac 1968; Kokwaro 
.' :;::, ... ,,~: . . , . 
1985). 
Organisms which are assodat~with mangrove ecosystems include a wide variety of 
epiphytes, parasites and climbers;¥nong the flora,. while the fauna are represented by 
,"". .... -
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Figure 8.1 Mangrove distribution (area in ha,) along the Kenya coastline (Adaptedjrom Ruwa, 1993) 
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large numbers of micro-organisms, crustaceans, molluscs, fishes and birds (Groombridge, 
1992). Of the ,marine, animals, crabs and molluscs live permanently in the forest, ~nd 
prawns and fishes come in on the tide, to feed on the abundant nutrient provided by man-
grove· Qetritus from continuous litter fall (Macnae, 1968). The ecological values of these 
ecQs~tems revolve around their naturally high energy production capacity, their contribu-
tions toestuan.neand marin~ productivity, and their various ecosystem functions;espe-
cially/as nursery habitat to numerous fish and shellfISh. Economically, the mangroves serve 
as a source of important products to coastal populations in the form of timber, firewood, 
charcoal, and food. In Kenya, the scattered patches of mangrove forests cover about 
52,980 hectares of the total coastal area (Doute et al., 1981) (Fig 8.1). The geographical 
distribuUon of the mangroves and their floral attributes are related to the shoreline 
configuration, the geomorphology and hydrology,· especially the submarine ground-water 
discharges (SGO) which create brackish-water conditions required' for successful' 
development of their seeds (Ruwa 1990). 
'. Utilisation and over-exploitation.of these resources and conversion to other land and 
water uses; primarily fish.ponds (aqua culture), infrastructure development, and salt pans, 
are drastiqdly reducing the mangrove areas. In Kenya the last few decades' have seen a 
drasticreductionof this natural resource (Christensen quoted in Hirsch & Mauser, 1992). 
Local communities harvest mangrove trees to cater for their fuelwood, timber, and poles. 
Community participation is needed in the management of mangrove resources through 
initiation of public awareness programmes on mangroves and allowing non-consumptive' 
. uses such as oyster farming and honey~collection. Exploitation of mangroves is leading to a 
decHne of ecological diversity.' At Ngomeni, mangroves are declining due to three main 
reasons; recent development oflarge scale salt production; rapid accretion processes 
leading to poor water Circulation; and local development of mariculture. Replacement of 
"mangcove forests With aqua culture and salt work developments may lead to changes in 
soil physical and chemical characteristics such that recolonisation from adjacent mangrove 
stands become impossible (Saenger et al., 1983}"even after the salt works have ceased op-
eration. In order to sustajnably manage these natural resources, ecological studies are 
ne~ded to provide baseline information. The. objectives of this study were to study 
macroflora and macrofauna of mangrove forests at Ngomeni; investigate the physical and 
chemiau properties of soils; to compare the current/status and extent of mangrove forests 
vis-a-vis that in the 1960s, and to formulate possible suggestions and recommendations for 
the sustainable management, conservation, and rehabilitation of the mangrove forests. 
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Study Area, .," .:, 
The study was earned Out along the., tidal flats and lagoons fringing ,the ,barrier ,islands 'at 
Ngonieni, Ungwana Bay~ UngwanaBay is Situated in Malindi Distdct and lies' between the 
btitudes 2")1'S and r02'S and lohgitudes40008'E and 40015'E. A compatativeStudy'was 
undertaken to' investigatediffereilt mangrove biotopes, namely Telatively'lindisturbed; 
natural mangroveenvironmehts behind Simiti isla'nd, and those al Ngomenr where 
constructiOn of salt ponds and aquaculture farms have led to extenSive destruction:of 
, mangrove habitats (See Fig 8J). 
DESCRIPTION. OF THE SAMPIlNG STATIONS 
The"study area was divided intO six stations with some stationshavingsub-statibns '(Fig 
8~2). Detailed deScriptions of the stations are given below: " . ," 
Station' 1; This represented 'the aquaculture ponds (AQ) and had two sub~statioris 
namely: Sub-station AQ 1 (Non-operational aquaculture pond) The aquaculture, pond 
which was non-opetational during the whole period ofthe Study exercise. It had not been 
stocked with prawns and' the sluice gate remained open such that it was under the influ-
ence of tidal inundation during high tides. Sub-station AQ2 (Operational aquaculture 
pond): The pond was approximately 1.4 hectares and had been stocked with prawns and 
remained so during the whole sampling period. 
Station 2: Station 2 was a transect line perpendicular to the creek and represented 
three different, biotopes. Sub-station SF (Sand Flat), was a large area of bare, salty, 
ltinversa"flats.Itwas devoid of any vegetation and dwarf Avicennia marina were scat-
tered around the bare 6ats on the upper shore landward txlge.lt is 210 metres in width, 
and inundated onlybythe high tides of spring tide. Sub-stations DAl and DA2 (Degraded 
Area) represented the area that initially had been cleared to pave wayfortheex~nsion~f 
aqu~culture "activities but was never qeveloped. Sub-station, DA1 h;ts ,a width oLW5 
. '. . , -'. .' . . :. ~'. " " . '., ... " 
metres, with vety poor regeneration, less than five per cent coverage and mainly stunt~d 
A.marina interspersed with Ceriops tagal. Sub-station DA2 is 65 metres wide, almost a 
pure stand of c.tagal which had mostly been cut down, with good regeneration and cov~r 
of 30 p~r cent. It is bo~dered to the south by a small sand dune and to the north by a 
depression created during dyke construction. Sub-station MFI (Mud Flat) is a d6~inantly 
tall RbtZopbora mucronata forest within which were scattered Bruguierd gymnorrh'iza, 
Sofmeratia alba and tall Ainarina extended to the creek edge. It has an estimated cover 
of SOper cent, width of 60 metres and fringes to' the' creek. This is a strip '. of intact 
mangrove foreSnhat Was left during the aquaculture 'development. , 
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-'.Station 3 (MF2): A purely young:standofAmarina on an accreting mud.;flatforming a 
sort ofanis~nd.-Coverestimate is;85 per cent, and no signs of interference by man. 
Station 4: This isa line transect cutting through a relatively undisturbed mangrave for-
est into salt-work ponds with three different biotopes; Sub-station ME3: 125 meters wide, 
characterisedbyhtigeAmarina, R.mucronata, C.tagaiand with no distinct zonation. A 
tidal chanrtel approximately two metres wide' passed through this zone and continued to 
mangrove;forest. Su}}.station DA3: This area had been disturbed by clearance of mangrove 
. vegetation during the construction' ofthesaltworks' reservoir. Cover estimate of less- than 
. 5':percentj 6~tmetresin width/and has stunted saplings of A marina; To,the north it 
borders a ~mai1-inade channel created- during- the dyke construction. Sub~station SP 1 a~d 
SP2 (SaltiPond): These represented the reservoir,and evaporator:pond for the salt works 
r~spectively. 
,:Station:5 (DA4): RepreSented a reServoir of disbanded salt works. The salt works wound 
up in-1986 {Mjomoo, 1995).'It has a width of 247 metres and stonted A.marina getting 
established in areas that have p}Jddles of standing water after the spring tide. . -. 
-- Station:6 (ME4J; The mangrove forestatthisstation is approximately a transect of157 
metres; bordered by a creek channel on either_sides. No clear:zonation, and dominated by 
B.gymnorrhiza, R.mucronata antle.taga/. 
Materials and -Methods 
The study was tarried out from November 199f to March 1996 during the dry season pe-
riod, and concentrated :on mangrove-forests under different anthropogenic pressures. 
Samplirig was undertaken in all stations described eatliec A reconnaiSsance survey was 
cortducted in 'November and all the stations clearly marked and sam.plingpoilits estab-
lished; In stations with forest tovec, twoto four plots of ,10x10m were chosen depending 
on the width 6f thestatioh. The description of the vegetation in terms of floristic composi-
tion,tovet, circumference at breast height (CBR), number of stUmps and status of regen-
eration was carried olit. Mangrove treespeck~swere identified according to Isaac & Isaac 
(1968). CBH was measured for trees with girth more than 12em. Plants growing on the 
dykes were also collected even though they did not fall within the sampling station. The 
basal area was calculated from CBH values and expressed in square meters per hectare ac-
cording to the procedure by Mall et al. (1982) and Chapman (1984). 
SEDIMENT SAMPliNG 
In each station lwoPVGcores were taken and sectioned- into 0-7.5cm (uppedayer) and 
75~ lScm Oowedayer). They were pooled together for textural analysiS. Measurement of 
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the combined silt and clay content of the sediment was achieved by wet sieving sediment 
into sand fraction (particles greater than 63J.:Lm) and a silt-day (mud}fractiofl (particles less 
than 63JLm) (Buchanan, 1971).30 grams of oven -dried sediment at l{)S°c. was accurately 
weighed; desegregated by a pestle.and mortar, then ,placed on to a63JLffisieve and water 
added, until no, further material' seemed to pass. through the'. sieve. The . sieve . contents 
were dried at 10SoC to represent the sand fraction. Its weight, . subtracted from theorigi~ 
nal sample weight, gave the silt-clay (mud);Jraction by difference. During .sedimentand 
macrofauna sampling, temperature was measured by an ordinary therniometerand;salinity 
by a hand refractometer, by digging a hole up to 20cmand measuring these parameters 
from the seeping water. Due to logistical problems pH was only measured during the last 
month' of the study. Separate cores were taken at each station once per month· for: five 
months. Two to three plastic cores were collected to a depth of 15cm at each sampling, 
stoppered on both sides and stored. in an ice-box. The samples were transpprted to . the 
laboratory on the same day and put in a freezer overnight. Initially sediment was sectioned 
at 5 cm intervals for familiarisation with the methods, pooling all the sections inwa 
polythene bag, For the last three sampling dates, cores were sectioned at' 3 cm'intervais 
and placed in polythene bags to reduce spatial heterogeneity and treated as one sample. 
Nutrients mainly Ammonium-Nitrogen, Nitrate-Nitrogen, Phosphate and Sulphate were 
extracted by accurately weighing 10 grams (Sartorius R200d weighing balance) of 
sediment and extracting with SOml of IN KCI by shaking (Shaker-Julabo SW 200) for one 
hour (see Shaiful et aI., 1986; Laima, 1992; Caffrey & Kemp, 1992; and Rivera-Monroyet 
al., 1995 onKCl extraction). The extracts were centrifuged for ten minutes (Centrifuge -
ALe 4226) and decanted. Sub-samples were taken from each sediment depth interval for 
water content analysis by heating at 10SoCfor24 hours (Grimshaw, 1989), and percentage 
. organic matter by combusting at 600°C for 24 hours (Buchanan, 1971). KCl,extracts were 
analysed for ammonium-nitrogen, phosphate-phosphorus by the method of Strickland & 
PaI'Sons(I9Q8); nitrate-nitrogen by a TechniconI1Autoanalyser system; and Sulphates by 
the turbidimetric method. Shimadzu Double Beam (IN 150-02) Spectrophotometer was 
used. 
MACROFAUNA SAMPliNG 
In each station a total of five samples were taken for epifauna and three samples for 
infauna during the low tide of the spring tide when the majority of macroinvertebrates are 
active. Epifauna samples were collected from within a 0.25m2·square aluminium frame to 
25cm depth at each sampling point. Animals dwelling on the soil surface were collected 
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from within the quadrat. Crabs were collected by. digging up sediment from within the 
quadrat andremovinK all the animals visible to the naked.eye (Sasekumar, 1974jFrith et 
ai(1976).Fotinfauna a lOx10cm square coring device vias used and the cores transferred 
into plastic bottles. These samples were sieved through a 1 mm meshsieve(W~lls, 1983; 
Ismaik1992) and the retained fraction was ftxed with 4% formaline solution and stained 
wit.h Rose Bengal. The'retained fauna·were identifted to highest possible taxonomic level 
. and counted using a binocular microscope. 
MAPPING 
Multi-temporal comparison of the status and extent of mangrove cover betWeen 1960 and 
1992 was also carried' out. ··This . was achieved by acquiring ··a· digitized 1992' data base for 
Ngomenlarea (Ferguson; 1996). The 1960 aerial photographs were acquired from the 
Survey of Kenya, interpreted and later, digitized. The digitization was executed in Arc-Info 
and these two data sets were over-Iayed and the changes in mangrove forest cover noted. 
These two sets of aerial photographs were the only ones available covering the study area. 
DATA ANALYSIS 
. . 
The species diversity was measured by calculating the number of species/taxa per station. 
The number of individuals of each species/taxa was totalled for every· station and sub-sta-
tion and then mean density values calculated. The mean was then multiplied byfour. for 
epifauna and by 100 for infauna so that the density value could be expressed as the number 
of individuals per meter squared. The means of all the parameters measured were 
subjected to·ANOVA and statistical significance tested by the F-test and T-test at the 95 
per cent conftdence (Zar, 1984). Simple correlation between species diversio/, physical 
parameters, and nutrient concentrations was also performed. Data from the various stations 
sampled were, pooled together to represent the biotopes encountered ... 
Results 1 
FLORISTIC COMPOSITION 
Of the 13 stations, only five stations had trees with a girt~ of more than 12crn, four of 
these had vegetation cover of more than 30 per cent while one had 28 per cent. On per-
forming one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) on the stations' mean densities, basal area, 
and percentage cover, the results showed signiftcant differences (F=4.556, F=5.98, 
F=19.21j p<.05 respectively). The results were subjected to T-test to evaluate where the 
1 Detailed results are presented in Kamau (19%) 
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differences lie. StationMF4had the greatest number of mangrove species (5);stationMF2 
bad the greatest density; stations MFI and MF3 had the largest basal.areaNalues; and;sta-
tioo:MFl the highest percentage,cover (Table 8.1 & 8.2)~',Station DA2 was on the; area 
previously'dear~felled ;to pave way, for' aquaculture and with"good ,naturnl:~regene14tion~ 
Species Jound· re-establishing themselves at this' station·'are A marina and r;:tagal with 
equal densities of330 stems;ha, andR. mucronatawith 230stems!ha. It had the lowest 
density, basal area, and percentage cover compared tothe relatively undistumednatural 
mangrove forest. PlantS encountered but which did not fall within sampling stations, and 
were mainly growing on the dykes and fringes of high water mark include: Cassipourea. 
euryoid~, Sporobo/usvignatus, Trianthema' triaquetra, Hypertelis bowkeriana, S~a 
monoica, . . Sesuvium portttlacastrum, . Cissl#rotundi/olia, Sideroxylon inerme, 
Antbrocnemum Indicum, Plucbea ,ovalis, .. Onella curviramea, atld Pleurostelma· c~r:. 
nuum. 
Table 8.1 Density by,species (mean± s.d.) , 
.'. 
MFI MF2 
A marina 250 ±212 1567 ± 252 
B.gyfn~iza . 
'. R mucronata 950 ±354 
C. tagal ·L '. 
X granatum 
"LracemOsa 
s.aJba 200 ±283 67 ± 116 
Totals 1400,±849 1634± 368 
%Cc:wer 83±4 83 ±8 
LegeOO: See T~ 8,3 
Table 8.2 Basal area by species 
A marina 
. B. gymnorrh~ 
R.mucronata 
c.·tagal 
X granatum 
L racemosa 
. s..a#J4 
Totals 
Legend: See T~ 8.3 
MFI MF2 
7.46 16.84 
',' 
24.05 .. ' 
1.23 0.15 
32.74 '16:99' 
. (' 
.'" 
Density (no;ha) , 
MF3 MF4 
.170 ±.150 
47S± 150 
800 ± 350 . 400'±:390 " 
270 ± 230 300±0.0 
75 ± 100 . 
. :75±';150 
1240±730 1325± 790 
)5±10 76 ±13 .' 
Basal Area (m2;ha) 
MF3 MF4 
6.97 
12.34 
15.16 5.45 
." 
, 3;05 1.31 
; 
.... 
,0.19, 
.... 028 
., 
25.18 19.57 
. ';:'.,: .., '. ~ ~.' 
" '.,. : 
.,.,DA2 
, . 
,I.' . ~~:., 
330 ± 230 
: ,~: 
'. 230:!: :320 
330±60 
"j': 
.. 
.. "890 ±.610.: 
28±3 
DA2 ~.'" -.' 
0.61-." .' 
0.44 
'6) ;,,;: 
'", ,,", 
; 
" 
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Table 8.3 Mean pooled epifauna, and infauna densities, and species diversity representing 
different biotopes (mean ± sd) 
Density (no/m2) Species Diversity 
eIiifauna Wauna (spp/station) 
'AQ 66.5± 37.21 300 ±155 ·4.00± L93 
. ; SF 96.0± Il27 O.O.±·O.O 2,gO±O,45 
DA ,. 69.8. ± 33.07. 83.3 ±75.3 3.65± 1.46 
MF 90.0 ± 22.74' 567 ± 250 6.10±2.03 
"SP SO.O ± 83.61 0.0 ±O.O 0.33 ±0.52 
. -U#nd: 
.. AQ=aquacul~re ponds; •. SF=~d flat; DA=degrnded areas; MF=mangrove forest; SP=salt ponds . 
MACRO-INVERTEBRATE DENSmES.AND SPEcms DlVERSI1Y 
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One way ANOVA 'were performed on the data for species diversity, and the densities for 
both epifauna and infauna. The results showed significant differences between the Various 
stations for b~th ~peciesdiversity and infauna densities(F=8.84 and F=11.47 respectively, 
p<.OS).There were no statistically Significant differences between station densities for 
epif~una. Stations MFl, MF2, MF3, and MF4, had the greatest species diversity, and these 
are the 'stations that contained mangrove forest cover. Station DA2 was moderate in terms 
of mean epifauna density, mean infauna density and species diversity. It appears like a tran-
sition wne between degraded areas and the mangrove forest stations. Stations SF, DAl, 
MF3, and MF4 had the greatest mean epifauna densities, and stations MFl, MF2, and MF4 
.~ had the greatest mean infauna densities and there were no infauna species in the following 
stations; SF, DM, SPl, SP2, and DA4. Stations with no vegetation cover equally ha.d high 
·.ffi~n epifauna densities but very low mean species diversity. 
Table 8.3 gives a summary of mean pooled densities for infaunaand epifauna, and 
speciesdiverSitY,for the various biotopes covered during this stu~y. One way ANOVA were 
performed on the pooled data for species diversity, and the densities for both infauna and· 
. -
epifauna. There are no statistically Significant differences between the different biotopes 
. . 
for epifauna. Sand-flats had the highest mean epifaunal densities followed by mangrove 
forest biotope. Aquaculture ponds and degraded areas followed with moderate densities, 
and saltworks ponds had the lowest. The resllits showed statistically Significant <lifferences 
, - . .' 
between the. various biotopes for both sp.ecies diver~ity (F=21.14, p<.~5) and infalmal 
densities(F=17.36,p<.05). Mangrove forest biotope had the highest mean '~pecies 
div~~sity and infauna gensities, followed by aquaculture pond.s. pegraded areas had m;oder-
ate VaIues with no infauna species collected in the sand flat and saltworks ponds. TIiese laSt 
two Stations_ also had the lowest mean species diversity. 
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PHYSICAL PARAMETERS IN THE STATIONS 
Se9imerit composition was similar among sites with all being classified as muddy sand ex~ 
cept statiorisMF3 and MF4 which were sandy mud. Temperature and salinity were . sub-
jected toonewayANOVA and the differences were statistically significant (F=10.53 and 
F=9.11 respectively, p<.05). Percentage organic matter and:wate~Tontent weresub~ 
jected to ·two way ANOVA for comparisons among sites and sediment.depths. Vanations 
among the stations were significant for both organic matter and water content (F::=27.83 
and F=23.08· respectively, p<.05). There were no statistiCally significanf differences 'With 
respect to depth profile of sediment. Mean temperatures were moderate within stations 
which had vegetation cover, mainly stations MFl, MF2, MF3, and MF4. The mean highest 
temperatures were .in stations SF and SP1. Mean salinity levels were highest in stations 
SPl, SP2, and DA3,and lowest in AQ2, MFl, MF2, and MF4~ pH values were highest in sta-
tions Silt: SP2, and AQ2 and lowest within mangrove forested stati()ns·mainly MF4, MFl, 
M·F2, and also in station DAl. Percentage organic matter was highest in stations SP2 fol~ 
lowed by stations under· mangrove forest cover. Percentage Vtrater content was lowest in 
~tations SF and DA4,·and highest in stations MFI and MF2. 
Table 8.4 Mean pooled physical parameters in the different biotopes (mean± s;(l) .. 
Texture 
% sand % day 
AQ 67.05 32.95 
SF 59.98 40.02. 
DA 63.79 36.21 
MF 52.06 47.94 
SP' .. ,67.28 32.72 
I.egeOO: See Table 8.3 
• m.s. = muddy sand 
~*I TempoC I Salinity %0 
m.s. 29.7 ±0.8 41.94 ±3..57 
m.s. 30.8 ±1.1 66.09 ± 13.96 
m.s. 30.0 ±1.0 54.65 ±13.32 
m.s. 28.1 ±1.1 41.09 ±3.61 
m.s. 31.0 ±0.9 99.42 ±3l77 
PHYSICAL PARAMETERS FOR THE DIFFERENT BIOTOPES 
I pH I % Organic Matter 
7.9±0.7 925 ±1.35 
7.3 ±0.6 5.14 ±1.49 
6.7 ±0.8 8.76 ±3.82 
6.4±0.6 13.45 ±2.41 
9.5±OJ 12.12 ±6.63 
I . %Water 
Content 
40.69 ±4.27 
21.13 ±1.61 
34.08 ±7.08 
43.71 ±5.87 
40.60:£4.36 
TalJIe 8,4 shows the mean physical parameters aggregated by different biotopes. All the 
biotopes had similar sediment composition being classified as muddy sand (wheresarid 
. fraction> 50%). Measured pH was highest in the salt ponds, moderate in aq~acultu·re 
ponds and sand-flat, lowest in the mangrove forest and degraded areas biotopes. Tempera-
ture and salinity results were subjected to one way ANOVA and the differences are statistl-
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cally significant (F=28.54 and F=38.65, p<:'05) respectively. Percentage water content 
and organic matter are statistically significantly diff~fent on subjectioil to one way ANOVA 
.. '., "e,.· '. 
(F=7.79 and F=19.38, p<.05 respectively). Temperatureandsaiinity values were lowest 
in mangrove 'forest and in aquaculture ponds;,moderate in degraded areas and sand-flat, 
and highest in saltworks ponds. Similarly water content (%) and organic matter (%) were 
highest in the mangrove forest and saltworks ponds biotopes, followed by aquaculture 
ponds and degraded are~s, and lowest in the Sand41~t. 
AMMONIUM-NITROGEN, NITRATE-NITROGEN, PHOSPHATE AND SULPHATE BY STATION 
Comparisons among stations and with respect to depth profile for edaphic parameters 
were carried out using two way ANOVA. There are statistically significant differences be-
tween stations, but none with respect to depth profile. Ammonium-nitrogen (F::65.92) 
and sulphate (F=74.74) were highly significandydifferent, whereas Pllosphate (F=6.73) 
and nitrate~nitrogen (F=8.98) (allat p<.05) were also significantly different. Ammonium-
nitrogen was highest in station SP2 and SPland lowest in station SF. Nitrate-nitrogen was 
highest in DA4, DAZ and MF3 and lowest in stations SPI and MF2. Mean phosphate levels 
were highest in SP2 and MF~, and lowest in station DALMean sulphate concentration was 
highest in station SP2 and lowest in stations AQ2 and DA2. 
AMMONIUM-NITROGEN, NITRATE-NITROGEN, PHOSPHATE AND SULPHATE BY BIOTOPE 
Comparisons for nutrient status among the different biotopes was carried out \Ising one 
way ANOVA. There are statistically Significant differences between biotopes for the,above 
edaphic factors. Ammonium-nitrogen-{F=63.07) and sulphates (F=12.76) were highly sig-
nificant, whereas phosphate (F=7.12) and nitrate-nitrogen (F::;::3.53) were also significant. 
T~ble 8.5 gives the mean concentrations for the above mentioned parameters. Ammo-
nium-nitrogen concentration was highest in saltwork ponds, followed 1Jymangr~ve forest 
and aquactiltureponds, and lowest in the sand-flat. Nitrate-nitrogen was highest in de-
graded areas and sand~flat, followed by mangrove forest biotope and lowest in aquaculture 
ponds and saltworks ponds. Phosphates were highest in saltworks ponds and mangrove 
forest, followed by sand-flat and degraded areas, and lowest, in aquaculture pond, Sulphates 
were highes t in saltworks ponds, followed by sand-flats, degraded areas and' rnangrove 
forest, and lowest inaqua.culture ponds. 
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Table 8.5 Mean POOled concentrations for ammonium-nitrogen, nitrate-nitrogen, phosphate, 
, ' and sulpbates {J.1g/g) (niean ±s.d) .' ' 
NH4-N " J N03-N I P042- I ' S942-" 
0.226 ± 0.086 0.007± 0.002 " 1.022 ± 0.203 AQ 0.023 ± 0.010 
, 0.066 ± o.oi 4 : 0.043 ± 0.013 2.121 ± 0'.449' SF 0.010 ± 0.003 
,D! 0.165 ± 0:030 ' ,'0;047 ± 0;032 0.010 ± 0.005 '1.638 ± 0.430 ,', 
MF 0.247 ± 0.069 0.033 ± 0.018 0.016 ± 0.008 1.639 ± 0.362 
SP 0.783 ± 0.249 0.022 ± 0.009 0.021± 0.012 3.174 :ti.631" 
Legend: See Table 8.3 
MANGROVE FOREST COVERAGE AND EXTENT ' 
From tht: 1960; aerial photographs 'interpretation, the extent of mangtove :forests at 
Ngomeni was 1,573Aha, whereas that one of 1992 was 1,471ha. This indicates" that ap-
proximately 102.41ia of mangrove forests representing six to seven p~r cent offorest cover 
has been dear-felled to pave way for salt extnktion ponds and aquaculture developments. 
. , 
Logging to provide t'imber,poles, fud-wood has also contributed to loss of mangrove 
forests. 
Discussion 
FLORISTIC COMPOSITION 
There was marked anthropogenic interference of the mangrove vegetation especially in 
stations MF3 andMF4. Station DA2 had been cleared to pave way for expansion of aquacul-
ture activities; but has 'been re-establishing itself riaturally over time. Ifafforestation was 
carried out in the above station, especially with A marina and G.tagal it would be, success-
ful, if the natural regrowth present is' an accurate indicator of growth :potehtial.Statio'ns 
MFl andMF2 had the highest densities, arid least observed disturbance. In the'Ngomeni 
mangrove forest ecosystem, the' dominant :species are Avicennia' marina and 
R.mucronata. B.gymnorrhizawas dominant in station MF4 only. Avicennidmarinti oc-
curred mainly on the fringes of the high water mark, but large trees were' to'be found 
growing adjacent to the creeks. S.alba was found on the edges of creeks togethenvith 
R.mucronata. Ouko (1996) in a study carried out in 1992 found G.tagal (1,263), 
Amarina (437) and R.mucronata (816) to have the'highest tree densities at Ngomeni. 
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In the present study the Olean tree densities for the same species were R. mucronata . 
(716), AmariM (666), C.t~ial (270). The differences can beexpIained du~'to the differ-
ent methods· of sampling and the location of sample sites, for instance Ouko (1996) used 
transect methcxl whereas in this study sampling plots were demarcated. 
The main forms of exploitation of Ngomeni mangroves is clearance to pave way f~r 
aquaculture and saltworks; and to provide poles for house construction and furnltur~, 
fenCing, wood for smoking fish, and scaffolding. The most exploited species by the'local 
communities are R.mucronata, B.gymno"biza~ and A marina. In areas ~long the dykes 
and in the fringes of high water, more salt-tolerant species replace mangrove·species. This 
could be attributed to the fact that mangrove tree species will find difficulties in getting 
established in areas that are mostly dry and have high salinity levels. However, very 
stunted and scattered A marina, could be encountered growing near such areas; Dis-
tribution of the mangroves was closely linked with salinity levels, with A. marina having 
the widest distribution attributed to its salt ext~action capabilities. It could be found grow-
ing close to creeks as a pioneer species and in the fringes of high waters along the dykes of 
saltworks and aquaculture ponds. These areas are characterised by high salinity levels. 
R.mucronata and S.alba were only observed in areas with low salinity levels inundated 
by high waters regularly. C. tagal" Xylocarpus granatum, Rgymnotrbiza and 
Lumnitzera racemosa were found to be performing. well in areas with· moderate salinity 
levels, especially in.stationMF4. 
Speybroeck (1992) argues that when considering ·mangrove re-afforestationprojects 
along the Kenya coast, seedlings should be planted under fIXed conditions and in their 
specific distribution zones. This study suggests that possible strategies may differ from 
those of Speybroeck (1992) in thaUn station DA2 which had)~itially peen, ~l~ar.felled, 
Amarina, C.tagal and R.mucronat~were found growing together, The coqtributing fac-
. ", ;. '. 
tors to apparent zonation could be ScarCity of propagules, salinity levels, and probably nu-
trient status. Afforestation trials at Ga~i (Kairo, 1995) su~ceeded and it was conclucied that 
afforestation of man~rove . areas does not have· to follow· any species· specific dIstrlbhtion 
zones. 
In terms of productivity, presented in this study as basal area per hectare, stations M·F1 
and MF3 had the greatest value,' and thes:e two are comparatively old s~ds'as compared 
to stations MF4 and MF2. MF2 js a relatively young sdmd ofAmClrina, gettingestabllshed 
on an accreting mud-flat. Station MF4 had lower baSaIareathectare as a result of harvesting 
of R.mucronata and B.gymnorrbiza by the local communities. Station DA2 whieh is 
reestablishing itself naturally could fotnia good site to initiate·reforestation·ptogrammes . 
. ".' 
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• Figure 8.3 VariaJions of macro-invertebrate spOCies diversity wiih respect to four physical parameters: . 
. . (a) temperature: (b) salinity: (c) % organic matter, and (d) % water 
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MACRO-INVERTEBRATE DENSITIES AND SPECIES DIVERSIlY 
The results presented in Table 8.3 clearly demonstrate a steady change inmacrb-inverte-
brate distribution in the various biotopes of Ngomeni mangrove ecosystem. Stations with 
mangrove vegetation had the highest mean species diversity and infauna densities; stations 
AQ2,SF, DA3, SP1, SP2 and DA4 had the lowest mean species diversity. Thefew species of 
epifaona (mainly Uea species) that occurred in stations SF, DA3 and OA4were present in 
large numbers giving some of the highest mean epifauna densities. Mean infauna densities 
. were highest in stations MF1, MF2 and MF4. These are stations with mangrove vegetation, 
and are inundated by high waters every day. The present study revealed that high macro-' 
inve~ebrate species diversity was associated with moderate salinity and temperature, high 
pe~ceniages of-organic matter and water content. This could be attributed to the presence 
of. mangrove trees which moderate. micro-habitats, and the mangrove litter. fall which 
c9ntributes to the detritus food chain. Stations which initially had mangrove vegetation, 
but were cleared during saltworks and aquaculture developments (OA1 and OA3), had 
lower mean species diversity, and it can be concluded that clearance. of mangrove 
vegetation leads to decline in faunal diversity. 
Frith (1980) showed that grain composition, and organic and moisture contenrare of 
primaty importance to macro-invertebrates, especially crabs, other factors being absence 
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or presence' of mangrove vegetation, temperature and salinity. Another. important factor 
for fauna distribution and abundance is sediment (Edward & Ayyakkannu, 1992), and in this 
study, stations with the greatest species diversity had sandy mud texture. There was no in-
fauna present in stations DA3, SF, SP1, SP2, DA4. This could be attributed to high salinity 
and temperatures, texture,' and low organic matter. Stations DA3 and SF are inundated 
only by:highspring tides every fortnight. During neap tide these areas get desiccated lead-
ing tclow water content due to evaporation, high temperatures leading tosa:linity-in-
duced stress. In stations SP1 and SP2 the limiting factor is the high salinity levels, and in 
Station DA4, high temperatures, high salinity levels and low organic matter content could 
be the contributing factors. This trend is clearly indicated in Fig 8.3. In this study, total in-
faunal densities ranged between 0 to 733 individuals/ni2. Schrijvers (1991) found a range 
between 265 to 6025 indiViduals/m2 for macrobenthos at Gaziandconcludes that Gazi is 
richer in macrobenthos. densities than other similar areas. The dense canopybf forest 
provides protection against desiccation and may offer cover against predatorS. Odum and 
Heald (1975) showed that the majority of animals forund within a Florida mangrove swamp 
consume organic detritus in one form or another, anq could explain'the relationship 
between species diversity and organic matter content. 
. Frith et at. (1976) found at Ao Nam Bar that the majorityofhernivorous and omnivorous 
animals found within the mangrove biotope feed on organic detritus, and' scavenging ani-
mals such as isopods, amphipods, crabs and gastropod species feed on all grades of man-
grove organic detritus, and animal detritus. It is noteworthy that the diversity and abun-
-dance ofthe macro-invertebrates was notably higher within the mangrove forest biotope 
than in degraded areas with sparse or no vegetation, or the aquaculture ponds and' the 
saltworks ponds. This suggests a high degree of inter-relationships and adaptation. to a 
mangrove forest environment. Ruwa (1993) in a study carried out in 1986 at Ngomeni 
mangrove ecosystem found the following epifauna which favourably compares with the 
onesobsetved in this study: Sesarma guttatum, Terebralia palustris, Macrophthalanius 
dupressus, Uca urvillei, Uca lactea, and Uca inver sa. Eurycarcinus natalensis was not 
obselVed. Additional species collected included Uca vocans, Scylla serrata,Anatiara spp. 
and a gastropod. 
PHYSICAL PARAMETERS AND NUTRIENT STAlUS 
The limitation of the present study is that pH, which is a very important parameter, was 
measured. only during the last month of the study and as such cannot be correlated with 
the other measured parameters. Both the salt work ponds SP1 and SP2 had high pH val-
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ues. Aquaculture ponds (AQ1 and AQ2) similarly had high pH valu~s. In the non-operational 
aquaculture Jx>nd the pH would h~ve been ~xpected to be low but was actually 8.5. Acid 
sulphate in pond soil can be recognised by-very 10wpfI val.ues (below 4) according-tp 
Hechano\1a: (1983). The discrepancy could-be ~ttrib~ted to the fact that the sluice gates 
remain open and ,the pond is inundated allJhelimes, thus there is no time for drying and 
oxjdationofpyrite;$~condly, it coul<;l be assumed-that the soil is non-acid sulphate. pH 
values were low in the mangrove forest probably due to presence of humic acid~ arising 
-from detritus d~omposipon. 
Salinity levels were highest in the :~lt-work ponds as compared to the other biotopes. 
The salt~work ponds are pennanentlyinundated and this combined with high salinity levels 
cQ.uId explain the low ~peciesdiversity re(:orded._Station SF and DA4 had high_salinity lev-
els, and;lack of vegetation and low species'diversity could be attributed to this. In station 
PA4 j Which, is a_disbanded saltworks pond, the dykes are still intact and this impedes water 
movement into the area duringhigh,tide (spring tide). If the dykes could be demolished 
tbis area could be reforested,with.Amarina which has high salinity tolerance levels. The 
mangrove forest biot.ope had moderate salinity levels which favour both vegetation growth 
and macro-invertebrate abundance. Organic matter content was highest in' the mangrove. 
piotope (Table 8.4) which also had the highest water content levels. Saltworks ponds had 
high ~values for both organic matter and water content. T.he high organic matter content 
can be attributed JOaccun:lUlationof organic detritus andJackof mineralization since very 
few: organisms can thrive under high salinity levels preyailingin these ponds. Sand-flat and· 
degraded areas biotopes bad the lowest organic matter and water content. Low organic 
matter content could be. attributed to lack of vegetation and thus no litter falL.Lowwater 
content is attributed to high evaporation rates on the exposed surfaces due to lack-of 
vegetation, 
In this study phosphate had the lowestconcentration and sulphates the highest in tenns 
of nutrients. Concentration values for ammonium.,.....flitrogenand nitrate+nitrogen are simi-
lar to those measured byShaiftdetal. (1986). The mean pooled concentration,data be~ 
tw~en.the various biotopes.were subjected t.o T-test.For ammonium-nitrogen there are 
statistically significant differences between the salt-work ponds and the rest of biotopes. 
There are also statistically significant differences between mangrove forest biotope, sand-
flat, and the degraded areas. For nitrate-nitrogen there are statistically significant differ-
encesbetween degradeQareas, and aquaculture· pond, mangroveJorest, and salt-ponds. 
Sand-flat and degraded areas showed no statistical differences, attributed to good aeration 
and thus no hindrance to nitrification process and also little or no ,nutrient demand for 
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vegetation 'growth. Phosphate co~centration showed no statistically significant differences 
between the salt-work ponds and mangrove forest. However, there are statistiadly signifi-
cant differences between salt-work ponds {highest concentration}, and aquaculture ponds, 
sand-flat, and degraded area biotopes. Sulphate con~entration showed statistically signifi-
cant differences between salt-work ponds (highest concentration) and all other biotopes. 
,There are also statistical significant differences between aquaculture/pond Oowestconcen-
tratiotl) and ,aU:.the other biotopes. 
, ' 
The relatively low concentration of inorganic nitrogen in themarigrove soils could be 
due to low rate of mineralization otherwise exported during tidal inundations as obselVed 
in salt-marshes (Axelrad et al., 1974 quoted 'inShaiful et aI., 1986). Stations AQ2, SPland 
. SP2 which: were permanently inundated with water had the highest ammonium 
concentration and corresponding low nitrate levels. This could be attributed to slow rate 
. of mineralisation of organic matter which stops at ammonium stage due to lack of oxygen. 
(Table, 8.5): This was followed by stations with mangrove vegetation (MF1,MF2, MF3, 
MF4) , and low levels of nitrate concentration and occurrence of ammonium as the major 
form of inorganic nitrogen could be due to absence of nitrification or nitrate is being deni-
trifled. Station DA4had the highest nitrate concentration, which could be explained as 
due to well aerated sediment or run-off from adjacent agricultural-activities, and grazing of 
cattle on the dykes. Sand flat was the poorestin terms o,f nutrientstatus; Phosphate con-
centration was highest in stations SP2and MF2. These two stations present a saIt work 
pond and the mangrove forest station on the accreting mud-flat. These high levels of 
phosphates concentration can be ,explained to what Agate (1988) attributed to increase in 
available phosphorus due to water logging leading to solubilization'offerric phosphates; 
release of occluded phosphates, and hydrolysis of ferric and aluminium phosphate: The 
other stations generally had low phosphate ,concentrations. According' to -Bato (1988) 
chemicalaffmity of phosphate with iron and -manganese oxides/sesquioxides isstfong and 
can result in strong chemical binding of phosphate to' the clay particles containing these 
oxides. The combined process of phosphate immobilisation via precipitation of salts of Ca, 
lie, AI and strong adsorption on days result in significant nenemoval of phosphorus. In 
tropical mangroves it- has been estimated that up to 88 per cent of the forest P-pool is 
retained within the forest (Agate, 1988). 
,In this study there were no statistically significant differences with respect to depth'pro-
file. Similar obselVations were made by Laima (1992), and Rivera-Monroy et al. (1995). 
This could be attributed to bioturbating activities of the macro-invertebrates. Simple cor-
relation.analysis between physical parameters (organiC matter, water content, tempera-
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ture,aridsalinity), nutrient concentration, and the macro-invertebrate species diversity 
was performed for . each station. Each station had a unique combination of parameters 
showing high correlation and·it would.be hard to exhaustively discuss all of them. A posi-
tive correlation implies that an increase in one factor leads to a corresponding increase in 
tpe other factor being correlated. The converse holds for a negative correlation; In station 
AQlthere was a strong positive correlation between species diversity and organic matter 
. (r= .92), and with temperature (r= .94). Optimal increase in temperature would enhance 
microbial activity,. enhancing detritus breakdown; Availability of organic matter in,fme form 
provides food for the macrO-invertebrates, increasing their abundance. '. 
In the. eight quadrants in station AQ2 there was a strong negative correlation. between 
species diversity and temperature (r= 1.(0), organic matter (r= -.96) j and withnitrate-ni.; 
-trogen (r=-.96). AQ2' is an operational aquaculture pond that was permanently inundated. 
In slJch a case abundance of macro-invertebrate would depend on phytoplanktonic growth 
an9,.themanure·added .. An increase in ·temperature would enhance this productivity 
thereby affecting macro-invertebrate abundance favourably. While species diversity in-
creases with increase in temperature, nitrate concentration decreases due to the 
denitrification process necessitated by anaerobic conditions. In station DAl negative 
correlation existed between temperature and species diversity (r= -.87), and ammonium-
nitrogen (r= -.87). The negative correlation could be attributed to desiccation resulting 
from high temperaturesleading to decrease in species diversity. In station DA3 a strong 
correlation existed'between ammonium-nitrogen and phosphate(r= .97) which could be 
attributed to improved aeration since this station is located further landwardsandonly 
inundated by the high spring tides. Improved aeration enhances microbial activity leading 
to mineralisation of detritus, and thus corresponding increase in nutrients. 'Secondly it is' 
near to agricultural settlements (lnd there could be run-off of nutrients into this station . 
. Mean pooled phosphorus concentration was high in both mangrove forest andsaltworks 
ponds. These two biotopes are mostly waterlogged and·under reducing conditions. The. 
in~rease in availability of phosphorus under waterlogged conditions .has been attributed. to' 
reductant soh.lbilization offerric phosphates, release of occluded phosphates by reducti~ 
of hydrated ferric oxide coatings and hydrolysis offerric and, aluminium .. phosphates 
(Mohanty & Dash, 1982). In station MF4 there was asttong positive correlation between 
species diversity and ammonium-nitrogen (r= .96). Henriksen & Kemp (1988) note that 
there.'is high potential nitrification activity found in the lining of permanent infauna bur-" 
rows, and these rates are consistently higher than corresponding nitrification activity of the 
sediment surface due to. improved aeration of sediment and ammonium excretion. This 
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coupled with the processing ofleaves by crabs and snails may be an important factor in the 
cycling of carbon and nutrients in the mangrove ecosystem. Sulphate concentration was 
highest in the saltworks ponds. Under reducing conditions, trace metals mainly aluminium, 
iron, and manganese are more soluble leading to release of sulphate. 
Reduction of inorganic sulph~rcompounds into sulphides greatly depends on increasing 
water level, addition of ,organic material,~ndrisein temperature (Agate, 1988). It has 
been suggested:thatma~grovesediments operate as biogeochemical.sinks for h~vymet­
alsjmainly,due to the high concentrations of organicmatter.and sulphidesunderperma-
nentlyreducing conditions, Silva et al. (1990) showed that mangrove trees transfer oxygen 
from aerial roots and may release it through the roots into the anoxic sediments which ox-
idise fe2+ and Mn2+ to insoluble Fe(OH)3 and Mn02. Oxygen diffusing from live roots in~ 
creases redox condition in the surrounding sediment thereby suppressing sulphate reduc-
tion in mangrove forest. Biotopes with high sulphate concentration, high organic matter, 
iron, and aerobic environment alternated with limited aeration are prone to acid sulphate 
soil formation. Reforestation of saltworks would have to contend with such a problem, and 
forit to succeed proper soil management must be ensured. Similarly clearing of mangroves 
especially ones under Rhizophora and bordering the creek where the above conditions ex-
istwQuldprobably give rise to acid sulphate formation. 
CHANGES IN MANGROVE FOREST COVER 
The limitation of the mapping aspect of mangrove forest in this study is that only two sets 
of aerial photographs were employed; that is one from 1960 and one from 1992. As such it 
.does not reflect the gradual changes that have occurred over time. Secondly, changes in 
mangrove cover may have occurred between 1992 and now. The reason for choosing these 
two periods was that 1960 aerial photographs of the study area were available from the 
Survey of'Kenya, and a digitized database of 1992 was available from KWS. Overlay of 1960 
and 1992 maps gave the changes that·have occurred within the mangrove forest between 
these two dates. Areas that had mangrove forests in 1960 and have been replaced by other 
developments include, saltwork expansion (243.3 ha), aquaculture (10:9 ha), open 
sand/mud flats (79.8 ha), and non-mangrove vegetation (103.3 ha). Mangrove forests have 
also expanded into areas that in 1960 were under open/mud flats (173.9 ha) and non-
mangrove vegetation ·(102.4): This reflects a net ·loss of mangrove ·forests of 102.4 
hecta~es, approximately seven per cent, in Ngomeni area. 
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Conclusions·' 
Infonnation for conselVation, sustainable utilisation, and' management purposes is mostly 
generated from ecological studies, because such studies are directly involved with the' 
study of the structure and function of nature and the consequences of human use oC-re-
sources. Fromthis study the following conclusions 'can be Jirawn; Mangrove· forest re-
sources are being over -exploitoo, and the' hectarige has been decreasing over time>This is 
attributed to aquaculture and saltwotks expansion, and exploitation: to proVide timber, 
pales, and flfewood~"This replacementbf the ecosystem.has led to decline irt:foresirypro, 
ductivity, decline in macroinvertebrite species diversity, and has led to changes'insoil's 
physical and chemical properties. To safeguard Jurther loss-of mangrove,forestsandtheir 
services, undertaking an inventory of the curtentstatus of mangroves and draft a mafiage-
ment plan is needed. 
RECOMMENDATIONS FOR SUSTAINABLE MANAGEMENT,:CONSERVATION, AND REHABILITATION 
OF MANGROVE FORESTS ALONG THE KENYAN COAST 
One strategy for rational use and management of Kenya'~_ mangrove forests could be based 
on the following guidelines. Mangr.ove forests shou\d be utilised on the principle of sus-
tained yield and multiple use basis, and conversion of mangroves to aquaculture ponds ~nd 
saltworks should proceed with extreme caution and must be carefully evaluated both eco-
logically and, socio-economically. Areas. devoid of mangrove cover should be rehabilitated 
in all areas <uongthe Kenyan coastline; education, scientific-, and soci~economicresearch 
on the mangrove ecosystem is needed and the. establishment of a National-Mangrove 
Research Institute would be a strong step toward providing this. Effective legislation on: 
e.xploitation of mangroves with a proviSion for EIA . .lastly,continued research on mangrove 
ecosystem and areas being rehabilitated to provide. concrete data. that can be used for fur-
ther planning and management. Application of GIS by employing satellite imagery and 
aerial photographs should be enhanced for monitoring mangrove forest areas. 
Abstract 
Th~studywas carried out from Noveriiber 1995 to March 1996 during the city seaso~ period, and coricentrated 
on mangrove forest under differenfanthropogeriic pressures, A total of six stations with; 13 sui}.stations were 
~emarcated representing five biotopes; mangrove forest, degraded mangrove areas; saltwork ponds, sandflat; 
and aquaculture ponds. Macroflora and macrofauna composition, soil characteristics, ext~nt and status of man-
grove forests at Ngomeni are presented arid discussed. Floristic composition in terms ~f density, cover, ~nd 
basal area (m2;ha), and macroinvertebrate in tenns of epifauna and infauna densities, and species diversity are 
~. Soil physical parameters namely pH, salinity, temperature, texture, organic matter, water content; and 
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nutrient status mainly ammonium-nitrogen, nitrate-nitrogen, phosphates, and sulphates were monitored during 
the study period. A total of seven mangrove tree spedes were collected. There are no statistically significant 
differences between the various biotopes for epifaunaj differences in infauna densities and spedes diversity in-
different biotopes were statistically significant. Mangrove forest biotope had the highest infaunal densities, 
while no Wauna were recorded for sandflatandthe saltworks ponds. Species diversity (no. of spedesor taxa / 
station) was higheSt in the mangrove forest andlowesfiri the saltworks ponds .. Sediment texture was niainly 
muddy sand (>50% sand) in all the biotopes, teriiperatureand salinity weremooerate· ill mangrove forest. 
bibtope( 2S.i°C and 41.1%0 ,reSpectively) and extreme in thesandflat(30.8°Cand 66.1%0 respectively) and 
saltworks ponds (31°C and 99,4%otespeCtively). The pH w:iS higheSt in saltworks and aquaculture ponds (9.5 
and 7.9 resPectiVely) 'and I~west in the mangrove forest (6A). Percentage organic matter and water content 
wer~ highestmITlaIlgrove forests (13.45% and 43.7%) and saltwork ponds (12.12% and 40.6% respectively) 
and lowest in sandflats (5.14% and 21.1% respectively)~ There arestatisti€ally significant differences in the 
nutrient status between the biotopes. Ammonium-nitrogen ranged between 0.066 iLWg or'wet sediment in 
the sandflat to 0.783 in saltworks pondsj nim.te-nitrogen· raQged between 0.022 in saltworks to 0,047 in 
degraded areasj phosphates ranged between 0.007 in aquaculture ponds to 0.021 insaltworkspondsj and 
. sulphate ranged between 1.022 in aquaculture ponds to 3.174 insaltworks ponds, 
. Biotopes with mooerate temperature and salinity levels, and high levels of organic matter and water content 
had greater spedes diversity. Simple correlation analysis was also perrbrmed,A greatdeal of mangrove forest 
cover has been lost to aquaculture and saltworks developments, on comparison between earlier (1960s)and 
recent (1992) aerial photographs. Destruction of mangroves has led to decline in both forestry output and 
macroinvertebrate diversity, and changes in soil physical and chemical parameters. Rehabilitation conservation, 
andsustairuible utilisation of the mangrove forest resources is highly recommended .. 
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EAST COAST AKAIAT: HABITAT SELECTION AND 
DISTRIBUTION IN ARAB UKO·SOKOKE FOREST 
P.M. MATIKU, 1. BEN~UN &J.F.E.ODANGA 
Introduction 
The East Coast Akalat (Sbeppardiagunningi sokokensis Van Someren 1921) is regarded as 
a globally threatened species (Collar et at., 1994). The occurrence of this member of the 
Turdidae is restricted to isolated for~st sites on the East African Coast. Three subspecies of 
the species are known: the nominate form in the south of Mozambique; bensoni from 
Malawi, and finally - the focus of this study -sokokensis from several forests in Tanzania and 
Kenya (Keith, 1992). This subspecieshas been found in Kenya in forests of the Tana River 
Delta, the Arabuko-Sokoke Forest, Shimba Hills, a small forest patch in Shimoni, in Tanza-
nia in lowland parts of the East Usambara Mountains, the Pugu Hills, the Litipo Forest 
Reserves, the Rondo plateau and even in theJozani Forest at Zanzibar. 
·13) 
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Figure 9.1 Arabuko-Sokoke Forest: Vegetation types, plot distribution and Akalat survey routes 
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Figure 9.2 Distribution of the East Coast Akalat in Arabuko-Sokoke Forest 
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The Akalat has been known to inhabit the lower forest strata and has been seen to fly-
catch insects from a perch or to search for food from the ground. In coastal forests like 
Arabuko-Sokoke it seemed to prefe(, moistersi~~~ @:nt~<?p,,~. ~H!~~~', 1979). ." 
Arabuk~SOkoke Forest:is the major temnanrof:the;{oreststhat once covered'much of 
. the ~tAfritan Coast (Collar & Stuart, 1988). niis-for~tcontainsanextraordinary diver-
sityofrare birrJ:species. These·inClude: SokokeScops Owl-(Otus irenae), Spotted Ground 
'Thrush (Zoothersguttata), Sokoke Pipit (Antbu{sokokenstiX AriiatifSunbird (Anthreptes 
reicbenowi); Clarke's Weaver (p/ocetis gOli:mdiXind f~ltili~ f6cusof this study: the East 
Coast;Akalat (Sheppardiagunni~gisokokensis).";"·;' .,;'1' ,". 
The aim of this stuclY was to investigate habitat s~lection/ah4<iis~ibution of the East 
Coast Akalat. The specific objectives were to: 
• Map out the distribution of the East Coast Akalat in Arabuko-Sokoke Forestj 
• Determine the East Coast Akalat's population size and density in Arabuko-Sokoke; 
• Investigate some habitat factors that might influence the distribution of the East Coast 
Akalat in Arabuko-Sokokej 
• Provide recommendations for the conservation of the East Coast Akalat in its habitats. 
Besides th~ir scientific value the results should pro~d~ii1forrnationfoftheforest man-
agement to maintain or improve the status ofArabuko-Sokoke fo~e~t~d the East Coast 
Akal~tthroughout its range. To unders~dwhythis bird is patchily distributed throughout 
its range and to formulate effective scientifically based management decisions/site-based 
research was crucial. 
Study Area, 
Arabuko-Sokoke Forest covers an area of some 400km2 and lies at rZO'Sand 39°55'E with 
rainfall of 600mm to llOO~m annually and annual mean minimum tempehttures ·vary 
between 26°(: and 30°C. The forest topography is c~~racterised by fl~t,coastal.plain.There 
are threesoil types in the forest: dark red, infertil~' ,magarini sa~d~~~ils, fO~~i~ga shelf 
. .. . . . - - " ;; 
60m above', sea level, and a variety of loose anp compact sands and c~rai' ragj)()rrledng the 
. ". . " ""' .." " . " ..... " '.: " "~";" 
coastal belt (Kelsey & Langton, 1984). 
The reserve, by nature of its diverse soil types,:encompasses three main fore.st habitats: 
namely the dense, almostimp~netrable Mixed forest, the structuraIiysi~ilar but lower 
canopied Cynometra-Manilkara Forest, and the thbre open Brachysiegia Woodland (Fig 
9.1). A detailed description of the forest vegetation was given by Britton'& Zimlnerman 
(1979) and.KeIsey & Langton (1984). 
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Table 9;1 AkalaFpopulalion SizearUi densiiy by foreSt tYpe' 
CYNO~ WDqDLN'ID 
MIXED FOREST 
REACTION : .... 
DISTANCE 
. '. Mii1imuril 
Mean 
Maxiirium 
MinimUm 
Mean 
Maximum 
. U3127 
.13732 
8632 
1520 
877 
537 
Matiku etal.' 
;.183 
138 
87 
35 
20 
12 
Table 9.2 T -test ~tween habitat parameters from Cynometr,a woodland andMixe4 forest . 
AkaJat present whole plots . . 
Utter depth (mm) 
Utter cover (%) 
Herb cover (%) 
No.of fallen trees 
No. of cut stems 
No.ofdead~ 
No. of m~logs 
'. 
·No.of stems<6cm dbh 
No.of stems>6aD dbh 
" 
% veg. cover at 0.2 m 
%~. coverat3-8 m' 
%veg. coverat>9m 
%' canopydens1ty 
'. ,Ant density{I)O/lOcm2) 
No. of ant coIllIllffi 
1. mean±sd 
* p<.05 
. '. 
MIXED .," 
FOREsr1 
1l.16± 333 . 
62.45 ±8.44 
237 ±3.21 
1.13 ± 0.47 
2.13 ± 1.32 
2.95± 1.77 
.' 
0~75 ± 0.51 
836±,90 
14.61 ± 4.i9 
. ' 
32.47 ± 13.11 
24~93 ± 10.02 
11.46 ± 6.18 
57.43 ±7:88 , 
7.35 ±, 4.94" 
O.OU ±0.03 
J CYNOMETRA :1 t-stat. WOODLAND 1 
9.87± 6.03 056 
56.28 ± 537 2.02 
2.6± 2.30 0.33 
1.56 ± 1.04 1.16 
3.63 ± 1.73 2.06 
9.72± 2.79 9.89* 
3.70 ±1.54 6.67*' 
1195 ±.228 3.55* 
i2.83 ± 2.71 1.04 
, . 
41.61 ±'9.64 2.56* 
22.94 ±7.53 0.93 
4.14 ±;2.04 3.55* 
62.92± 5.68 1.70 
- '. 
l02,± 1.57 351* 
,O.52±p.32 5.23* 
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PREUMINARY SURVEY 
139 
In the first month of the study (October 1995) a pilot study of Arabuko-Sokoke's Cynome-
tra, Bracbystegia woodland and Mixed forest habitats was carried out. Areas with East 
Coast Akalat were noted. 
DISTRIBUTION 
To determine the overall distribution of the Akalat point counts along straight or almost 
. straight transects, trails or old roads, w.ere conducted (Fig 9.1). AlLsinging East Coast 
Akalat were counted and localised as exactly as possible. Every SOOni' on road transects and 
every 100m, or if necessary every SOm, on trails a tape recording was played of the song or 
call of the species and the reactions of the bird recorded (singing, warning or approach-
ing). Bird registrations were recorded and extrapolateQ to produce an Akalat distribution 
map (Fig 9.2). 
To determine Akalat evenness of distribution, foot surveys were conducted in the Mixed 
. and Cynometra habitats. In each habitat, two transects were followed. The bird's call was 
played after every 100m. The presence or absence and numbers of the East Coast Akahit 
seen or heard were recorded against a cumulative distance. The total transect length was 
7100m and 6600m in Cynometra and Mixed forest respectively. All counts were 
conducted before 10.00 hours or after 17.00 hours. At these times the Akalat were 
observed to be most actively singing and their response was almost assured. 
HABITAT PREFERENCE 
. . 
Data on habitat preference were obtained following a plot based-design as used by Wiens 
-(1989). In the Mixed forest, Akalat presentl plots (200x200m each), were selected by 
numbering all the sites (recorded from earlier survey) containing East Coast Akalat. Num-
bered.papers were put in a box. Eleven sites (plots) were randomly selected by picking 
~umbered papers from the box without replacement. All the sites where no Akalat was 
registered during preliminary survey (except sites next to Akalat positive plots) were 
numbered. Ten Akalatabsentplots (200x200m each) were randomly selected by picking 
numbered papers withoutreplacement. . 
The Cynometrawoodland occurs in two forest blocks one in thesolithern (66km2) and 
the other in the northern part (33km2) ofArabuko-Sokoke. Two ,transects (old logging 
1 Also referred to as APresent and Aabsent sites respectively 
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roads) in each forest block were identified and divided into 200m blocks at an interval of 
200m. All the blocks were numbered. Seven and four plots in the northern and southern 
blocks respectively were randomly selected over the whole (99km2). Each 200x2oom plot 
was divided into perpendicular horizontal and vertical trails creating 5Ox50m grids. Trails 
. we.re at an interval of 50m. 
The observer walked at a slow pace along each trail. At every trail intercept the call of 
the bird was played for thirty seconds. If a bird was seenorlieard singing at 'Or near the 
grid that was taken as an Akalat positive grid. At every grid a smaller plot of 10m radius ~as 
'measured and habitat chara~teristics obtained.,AtAkalat.positive_grids five plots (four at an 
interval of 10m from.centraIplot) were obtained: Orilyone sam;pling plot was established 
- '. : .~ 
at Akalat negative:grids. 
Within each 200x200m plot the following parameters were determined: 
Canopy density above the observer by sighting through a cylinder of diameter 4.5cm (%)j 
Idem, the quantity of vegetation at 2m 'Oo~) ,3-8m (mid~ne) and above 9in (high) (%); 
All live stems less'and greater ~han6cm dbh within each plot; 
'. . 
Dead logs, mossy logs,fallen trees'and all cut stems of greater than 6cm dbh; 
Litter and herb cover in one quadrant of 1xlm placed randomly within each pfot (% ) j 
Litter depth as measured with a Culer to the nearest mm. 
FOOD ABUNDANCE 
Britton & Zimmerman. (1979) reported th~t the Akalat-feedson-.ant$c.and other creeping 
and flying invertebrates. Due to thisd~~t diversity a number of invertebrate sampliilg 
methods were efl1ployed. The presence or absence of insects and other invertebrates ~ 
each plot was recorded. Creeping invertebrates where ants dominated were generally 
called 'ants' and their density determined at randomly selected points by using a lOx10crn 
quadrant. Britto'n & Zimmerman (1979) also not~~~at Akalat. f()lloW ant (Siaju) columns 
and hence the columns along a transect running- through the plot were counted in aU ttte 
habitats studied; For detailed estimation of food abundance a pitfall inethodwas used. The 
traps were laid at an interval of 25m along a lOOOm transect at all the sites. They were 
fIlled with palm wine (Mnazt) to att~c::t and kill invertebrates inside the traps. They.~e~e 
collected after twentY-four hours .. 
DATA ANALYSIS . 
. . 
The distribution of the East Coast Akalat was plotted ona map o_f Arabuko-Sokoke (FIg 
9.2). Its evenness of distribution in the Cynometra and Mixed forest was analysed using 
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the Kolmogorov-Smirnov Goodness of Fit test. The variables entered in the test were 
cumulative distance and corresponding number of Akalat recorded for that distance. 
To de'termine the habitat factors important for theAkalai a series dfparametrictests 
were conducted;'T-test2 was used to detect between ,and within habitat variations by 
comparing habitat factors'from·different habitats, Akalat,plot·based densities as well as re-
cently cut stems from the Mixed forest Akalatpresent a:nd absent plots. ANOVA was used to 
compare food abundance fro~ these habitats. Subsequently habitat variables were cor-
related amongst thelJ.ls~lves. General Linear Interactive Model (GUM)3.7fwas.lIsed to 
select the habitat variables that are the best determinants of Akalat density and or distri-
bution. 
Results3' 
DISTRIBUTION 
Four habitats were recorded: (i) Cynometra woodland, (ii) Brachystegia woodland, (ill) 
, , 
Cynometra thicket, and (iv) intermediate Cynometra woodland. The East Coast AkaIat 
was recorded in the mixed· forest and Cynotnetra woodland habitats; only two records 
were made in the Brachystegia woodland and·norte in the Cynometra thicket ,{Fig 9.2). 
OcCasional records were made in the ecotone of high canopied and intermediate Cynome-
tra woodland. Such individuals were considered as wanderers and their site tenacity was 
ignored in the study on habitat analysis. In the Mixed forest, Akalat were observed to be 
absent in about a third of the total habitat area (Fig 9.2): This area was under heavy human 
exploi~tion through 10ggiI1g, cutting of small saplings and removal of dead logs' for fuel-
woo~;The Akalat was evenlydistributediil the CynOmetrd woodla.nd (Kolmog()rov-
Smirnov, n=80, D=0.095, p>.05), but not'in the Mixed for~st (Kolmogorov-Smirnov, 
n=17,D=0.232, p<.05). 
POPUlATION SIZE AND DENSI1Y 
Fifteen territories were identified and visited for a minimum of four times. Territor.y sizes 
, , 
(computed from' 'reaction distances', i.e. territory diameter}'varied between ,the two 
habitats; lower distance was recorded in the Cynometra compared to the Mixed forest 
(Table 9:1). Consequently, higher poplihitiOIt'sii~:·a:rid density (based on the transect 
touhtS) were recorded in the Cynometra woodland:'Furt~er, the mean densities were 
2 Statpac Gold Statistical Package (GOlD) 
3 Detailed results are given in Matiku (19%) 
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Tab\~ 9.5 ,Cl»,nparl$Qn,ojbabitalpatameters in~alat ''hotspots'' in,Cyrzometra tJ)()()(./klnd 
" "1iiuI Mixed foreSt. ,,' " , '" ',,' " ' . , ' " " 
,~" LIitterdepth{rtuil) :' 
" },~,ytter.,~!, ' ,i;,; 
,% herl> co~~t-
'j ;N6.'OffdIIentrees 
.;., i No. of rut stems " 
No. dead lOgs 
No. of mossy logs 
No. of stems < 6 em dbh 
, No. of stems > 6 em dbh 
'!;. ,,; ; 15;96.;t426' 
.74.37 :!;,8.63 ,;,' 
, 0~9i ± 1.62' " ' 
; .. / tl~,. O~87 ±oO.47 0:: 
1.19 ±:,O;63 ' 
4.25 ± 2.52 
2041 ± 1.55 
1243 ± 412 
15.09 ±3.69 
% Vegetation coverat 2 m 
• '%'Veg&tiori~coVer:it3-8in'" 
, %Vegetation,coverat>9 m 
47.55 ± 15.2 
2252±11.3 
8A7±7.74 
,%,C:m()py;denstty ,,',~' 
Ant density (N,Q./1Ocm2) " 
No. of ant cohirrins' ' , 
1 mean±sd'" 
*p<.05 
.. -:-,-.... 
".:-
'TabI~ 9.6 ',' .; 
,61.12 ± 18.40 
20.84 ± 18.40 , 
0.055 ±O.1S 
, 
".' .-
'; 8.62 ,±. 3.04 , ,5.49*" 
61.90, ± 9.85 ,3.22* 
, 
' o.sf:!: ():i4 0.19 
'1:27 ± 0;55'" ',', 1.91 
2.8t±2;69 
" 
,1.74 
10.46 ±2.20 7.18* 
5.10 ± 1.91 4.1S* 
1160 ±600 0047 
11.64 ± 5.72 1.94 
47.25 ± 11.4 0.06 
20.89 ±6.5S " ':0.'47 
,3.03 ± 1.83 2.68* 
69.17 ±7.07 1.39 
3.8O:t 1,.91 3.07* 
0.78 ±0.36 6.62* 
lOgistiC tl!gressiim models selectingbabilat parameters wbicbbestpredict tbe preSIinCe of East Coast 
/tka/al. in ,the Cynometrawood/and aM/be,Mixed forest AkaJat present and absent sites ('bot spots'J. 
. '.: 
' <:YN0METRA WOODlAND .... : MIXEO,~OREST 
, 
X2 df p< X2 df p< 
Full model 226.97 14 .05 17l.84 14 .05 
Ant density 
- - - 20.65 1 .05 
Mossy logs 15.11 1 .05 18.21' 1 .05 
: .' Herb cover ",9.63 1 .95 - - -
,}::ufs~ms,.. " ' " 8.23 1 .05 6.86 1 .05 
Veg. cover at 2 m 5.51 1 .05 7.83 1 .05 
, ,'Selecied'niOdeI" G(xi}=3.02 (±()~62) ~ " G(Xi)=-5.12 (±0:83) 
~ .:::' ' ,:t o.2.J (j;:9,06)mossylo,gs; , ' +0.1 1 (~Q.03) ant density '.,: ,.~' . 
-0.2 (±O.OS) herb cover +0.73 (±0.17) mossy logs 
" .. 
-0.18 (±O.07)cutstems ' '+0.04 :(:±O.02) veg.'coverat 2m 
+0.03 (±O.on veg.cover 2 m -004 (±0.17) cut stems 
' , 
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compared as computed from birds responding to playbacks between the Cynometra and 
.the Mixed forest plots. The former forest had a higher mean density (t=5.16, p<.05; un-
equal variance t-test for density) than the latter. 
HABITAT SELECTION AND OCCUPANC'Y 
Broad comparison between habitats 
It was found that the two habitats had differing habitat variables in the 200x200m plots, 
indicating that five (dead logs, mossy logs, number of stems less than 6cm dbh, vegetation 
cover at 2m high and ant columns) of the fifteen variables were higher in th~ Cynometra 
woodland compared to the Mixed forest, whereas two variables (vegetation cover at >9m 
and ant density) were significantly greater in the Mixed forest. Eight habitat variables 
(litter depth, ·litter cover, herb cover, fallen trees, cut stems, stems greater than 6cm dbh, 
vegetation cover at 3-Sm and canopy density) were similar. (Table 9.2, p<.05). 
Nine habitat variables out of 15 showed significant differences between Cynometra (A. 
present)and Mixedforest (A.absent). Of the nine variables there were seven that were 
higher in the Cynometra (litter cover, dead logs, mossy logs, stems less and greater than 
, 6cm dbh, vegetation cover at 2m high and canopy density) and· only two were higher in 
the Mixed forest (cut stems and vegetation cover at 9m). Within the Mixed forest ten vari-
ables out of 15 showed significant differences between A.absent and Apresent sites. Of the 
ten variables eight were ,higher in the Apresent sites (litter depth, litter cover, dead logs, 
mosSy logs, stems less and stems greater than 6cm dbh, canopy density and ant density). 
Only twq variables were higher,in the A. absent sites (fallen trees, cut stems). (Table 9.3, 
p<.OS). 
Within Cynometra subplots, four habitat variables were higher where the Akalat oc-
curred. These were litter cover, vegetation cover at 2m, canopy density and ant columns. 
In the Mixed forest Akalat present subplots were defined by greater litter depth, fewer 
fallen trees, more dead logs, more mossy logs, more stems less than 6cm dbh, higher ant 
density and more cover at 2m high. (Table 9.4, p<.05). 
HABITAT VARIABLES IN AKALAT 'HOT SPOTS' 
Within the 'hot spots', seven (litter depth, litter cover, dead logs, mossy logs, vegetation 
cover >9m, ant density and ant columns) out of the fifteen variables were significantly dif-
ferent (p~.05). Three variables (dead logs, mossy logs, and ant columns) had higher values 
in the Cynometra woodland compared to the Mixed forest, whereas four variables (litter 
depth, litter cover, vegetation cover at greater than 9m and ant density) were greater in 
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Table 9.7 Habitat parameters which best predicted the presence of East Coast Aka/at with (+) 
and Without (-) habitat as a factor. * 
(-) HABITAT (+) HABITAT . 
X2 df p< X2 df 
Full model 318.2 14 .05. 401.67 14 
Mossy logs 25.64 1 .05 25.29 1 
Veg.covedtt 2 m 19.98 1 .05 19.98 1 
COt stems 18.29 1 .05 18.29 1 
. Hem cover 10.77 1 .05 10.77 1. 
Selected model G(xi)= -3.17(:!:OA1) G(xi)=-3.17(:!:0.4I) 
p< 
.05 
.05 
.05 
.05 
.05 
+0.04 (:!:O.OI)veg. cover at 2m +O.04(:!:O.OI)veg. cover at 2m 
-O.24(:!:0.O7) cutstems -0.24( :!:O.07)cutstems 
+0.23(±0.OS) mossy logs +0.23(±0.05)mossy logs 
-0.I5( :!:0.06) herbcover -0.15( :!:0.06) herbcover 
. • All parameters :were tested with a stepwise"backward procedure calculating the change in scaled deviance that 
.. approximates X2 (change X2 with change df) when a parameter was excluded from the model. Only significant 
. results are presented in the table. 
Table 9.8 Normal multiple regression models selecting habitat parameters which best explain the 
variation of East Coast Akalat's densities in the Cynometra woodland and the Mixed forest * 
CYNOMETRA WOODLAND MIXED FOREST 
. Deviance X2 df p< Deviance X2 df 
Ant density 3.98 21.27 1 .05 - - -
Dead logs 2.37 12.66 1 .05 - - -
Mossy logs 1.70 9.09 1 .05 3.01 7.81 1 
Selected model Y(xi)= -0.31 (:!:0.35) Y(xi) = 1.44 (:!:0.41) 
p< 
-
-
.05 
+0.16 (:!:0.3I)ant density +0.45 (±0.10) Mossy logs 
+0.9 (:!:0.2)dead logs 
+2.511:!:0.7) Mossy logs 
• All deviances are assessed by removal of a parameter from the maximal model. 
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the MiXed forest (Table 9.4). Eight 'habitat varmbles were similar for the two-habitats and 
were considered to be important determinant variables in defining the 'hot spots' for the 
Akalat in either of the habitats (fable 9.5). 
To determine the relative role of the eight habitat vanables on thedistributionofthe 
Akalat,stepwise logistiC regression procedures were performed to select habitat variables 
within eathhabitat which were the best predictors of the Akalat's presence. Results 
showed that the best predictors in either ofthe hahitats were mossy logs and vegetation at 
2m. Apparenily,there were habitat-specific variables that best predicted the OCcurrence of 
the Akalat (Table 9.6). However, when data from the two habitats were pooled and 
analysed, neither of the habitats was' selected as one of the predietors; the best :predictors 
were mossy logs, vegetation cover at 2m high, cut stems and herb cover (Table 9:7). 
A last analysis was performed to determine which of the habitat variables best predicted 
the Akalat's density in either of the habitats. Mossy logs were the best prediCtors of the 
Akalat density in both the habitats, whereas within the Cynometra woodland ant density 
and dead logs were selected, in addition to mossy logs (Table 9.8). When data were 
pooled together, only the mossy logs were selected (Model: D(x)==1.3 (± 0.2) +0.5 (± 
0.1) mossy logs; F=7.56, df=l; p<.05). Mosses were recorded to be used by the bird in 
nest building. 
FOOD ABUNDANCE AND HUMAN DISTURBANCE 
This study showed Significant variations among the three study sites (F=7.048, p=.OOI3), 
indicating: (i) significantly higher food 'abundance in the sites within Mixed forest where 
Akalat were frequently recorded than where they were not present (t=2.4,df=38, 
, p<.05), and (li) significantly higher food abundance in the Cynometra woodland than 
Mixed forest sites where Akalat was absent (t=3.7, df=38, p<.OOI). Significant differences 
in means were not detected between Cynometra woodland,and' sites within the Mixed 
forest that had Akalat present. Significant differences were detected in the Mixed forest 
indicating that sites without Akalat had higher means of cut stems (t=7.417,df=8, 
p<.05). 
BEHAVIOURAL ASPECTS (f erritory size) 
To test whether differences in resources affected the territory sizes, the territories of birds 
located in the Mixed forest (with patchy distribution of birds) were compared 'to thOSe 
recorded in the Cynometra woodland. Results from 15 territories showed that territory 
holders were present in 13 of the 15 visits. Diameter of territories in the Mixed forest 
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were significantly higher than in the CynometraWoodland (t=4.225, df=13, p<.05). 
Discussion 
Results of the present study showed that there were differences between the Cynometra 
woodland and the Mixed forest. The Cynometra woodland was characterised by: An even 
distribution of Akalat; small territory sizes; and high population size and density. The best 
habitat variables that defined the woodland were: High number of dead logs,high number 
of mossy logs; large number of stems less than 6cm dbh; large number of vegetation at 2m 
high; and more ant coiumns. All these parameters were dissimilar to those recorded in the 
Mixed forest. For example, within .the Mixed forest, the bird had a patchy distribution, 
large territory .size, low ·population density and size. All these differences strongly sug-
gested that the two forest types were structurally and functionally different. 
There were, however, similarities between the two forest types, especially where the 
Akalat was recorded in 200x200m plots. These included: litter depth; litter cover; herb 
cover; cut stems; vegetation cover at 3~8m, canopy density and fallen trees. There were 
also similarities recorded in specific sites in which the Akalat were restricted. These were 
the litter cover, vegetation at 2m high, canopy density and ant columns. low number of 
fallen trees were associated with high numbers of Akalat in both forests. In addition, the 
. sites had high number of mossy logs, increased number of stems less than 6cm, high ant 
density, percentage cover in trees above 9m and percentage vegetation cover at 2m high. 
These observations suggested that Akalat were significantly associated with ecological 
niches with specific habitat characteristics. 
Habitat factors responsible for Akalat density variations in its habitats would be ex-
pected to show significant differences between Cynometra woodland and Mixed forest. 
Significant differences in habitat variables would also be expected between occupied and 
unoccupied micro sites within either of the habitats. Factors that acted as Akalat' habitat 
selection cues would.not differ significantly between 'hot spots' in both Mixed forest and 
Cynometra woodland and would be selected by Akalat density models. This was the case. 
Of the 15 experimental habitat variables, only two were selected in both forests (in com-
bination) as the best predictors for the presence of the Akalat. These were mossy logs and 
vegetation at 2m high. Only mossy logs were selected in the density model suggesting 
thCl,t they can be used as an index of habitat quality for the Akalat. In the previous studies 
Britton & Zimmerman (1979) argued that the Akalat preferred moist shady and dense 
habitats. These are habitats in which mosses are likely to be present in large numbers. The 
. observation that nest material comprised mainly of mossy bedding lends credence to Brit-
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ton' & Zimmerman's hypothesis and' further suggests that mossy logs are key sutvival re-
sources for.the AkaIat. 
. Other key factors that affected the Akalat were availability of food and minimum human 
irifluence through logging; As was expected more birds were located in areas that had the 
highest potential sources of food with· minimum recent cut stems. Apparently, the differ-
ence in the Akalat distribution in Arabuko-Sokoke is linked to the uniformity and patchi-
ness·of its survival Tesources in the Cynometrawoodland and Mixed forest, respectively. 
The heavy femovalof: dead logs and logging from the Mixed forest could be the two most 
irrtportantdeterminants of Akalarpatchinessin the habitat. 
'Environmental patchiness-may:have led to multimodal abundance. patterns, ur abrupt 
environmental changes -may have 'produced truncated. distributions in which abundance 
was.higherin the Cynometra woodland 'than in ·the Mixed forest. Logistic regression mod-
els'selected mossy logs .as the: one single most Importanthabitat variable for .bOth experi-
mental habitats; ·The,removal of dead logs for fuelwood in the Mixed forest, among other 
human activities (e.g. logging) might furtherreduce the range of the Akalat. 
In theory there is some basic corifigurationor pattern in the environment that an indi-. 
vidual animal ;wiI1seek out and settle in. This habitat selection process may be-based on a 
specific search image, early learned experience, the particular genetic make up of the in-
diVidual, or any combination of these factors (Klopfer, 1970). Presumably, then, habitat se-
lection is an~volutionary derived mechanism that ensures that individuals seek out and 
remain in the particularenvironmem to which they are best suited. The absence of the 
Akalat ina vast majority ofvegetation types even those adjacent to the most favourable 
habitats puts occupation by chance far from consideration. 
-The recogriitiOlYstirriuli- that induce a bird or any other animal to select a particular 
habitat may often appear to-be related to the actual survival and successful reproduction -of 
. that organism {Hilden, 1965} For example, in this study mossy logs correlated significantly 
with Akalatdensities. and appeared as a- common denominator for all the logistic models 
that·selected habitat parameters predictiveofAkalat presence in its ranges, suggesting its 
significant role in reproduction and survival of the species. Mossy log could therefore be a 
significant niche requirement as itprovidesnesting substrate. 
It ~as predkted that the patchy distribution of the Akalat ihthe Mixed.'forest was re-
lated to uneven distribution of survival resources in, the habitat. Even distribution of Akalat 
would be expected if sUrvival-resources were evenly distributed in the Mixed forest, If in-
dividuals respond to within-plot habitat variations inlocatipg their territories, a comparison 
of the habitat features in the occupied areas with those.in the unoccupied areas may reveal 
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non random patterns of habitat occupancy.{Wiens, 1992). On the other handjifportions of 
a plot are unoccupied by a species because of inter-specific territorial exclu.sion, low 
population density"or chance'effects in the placement of territories, consistent differences 
in habitats between occupied·and unoccupied areas.should not be evident (Wiens, 1992). 
Thus, the pattern of distribution of Akalat in thepresent:studywas <ietermined byfactors 
unrelated to chance alone .. 
Food is often thought to be an important factor in defining territory size. The range an 
animal occupies' to. satisfy its·, energetic- or reproductive requirements dep~nds on the 
abundance and distribution of food~:At one extreme, if the.resourceis·of PDQ!" ;quality and 
sparsely distributed the animal will have to roam over a large area and it is unlikely that it 
wilf be able to defend this economically (Krebs: & HQuston" 1989). The observation that 
-territory sizes were . larger in the Mixed' forest strongly suggested that the abundance of 
preferredJood was in short supply; Theobservatiortthat there were fewer ant columns in 
the Mixed forest supported this prediction. If thi~ reasoning is valid,one prediction can be 
made from the present study:. that the rate of reproduction of the Akalatin Arabuko-
Sokoke should be higher in the Cynometra woodland than in the Mixed forest. 
Svardson (1949) suggested. that increasingdensity should be associated with an increase 
in the range of habitats occupied by a.species because the intensified intra-specific compe-
titionforces some individuals to occupy marginal habitats. This thinking was formalised in 
the models of Brown (1969) and Fretwell & -Lucas (1970). The former proposed that habi-
tats differ in their suitability to a species and that individuals will preferentially select the 
most suitable habitat. The latter modelled habi.tat oCCupancy,as a function of the fitness 
potential (quality') of habitat types; Some habitats are of betterinherent quality than oth-
ers, and these will be occupied first. As density within that habitat increases,however, the 
fitness potential.of the habitat declines. Eventually a point is reached at which an individ-
ual may realise equivalent reproduction success by occupying 'instead another habitat of 
slightly poorer quality. Apparently, Cynometra woodland was the ,optimal habitat relative 
to.theMixed forest. The observation that -smallterritories were recorded in the Cynome-
tra compared to Mixed forest is consistent with this line of thinking. 
The ecological tolerances of species dictate the environmental situations. they can oc-
cupyand how these conditionsarerilet in space deterrhines where the species may occur 
(Wiens, 1992). Species that have restricted habitat affinities are Jikely to be, absent beyond 
the distribution of the appropriate habitat type (Mayfield,J960). In the present study (see 
also Nemeth, 1996) the bird was recorded in the north em and in onlyafew partsofthe 
southern Mixed forest and in the north-eastern and sou.th-western parts of the Cynometra 
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forest. Perhaps these were areas that provided adequate ecologica1requ\remenis to the 
Akalat. 
Conclusion 
The distribution of the East Coast Akalat was limited to Cyndmetra woodland arid Mixed 
forest. Akalat population size and density was higher in the Cynometra woodland than in 
the· Mixed forest. Habitat factors predicted to be important for the Akalat OCCUITe<i ·more 
readily in the Cynornetra 'woodland than in the Mixed forest. Mossy logs and vegetation 
cove,r at2m high were. the most signiQcaIltvariables that.pr~dicted the occurrence .of 
',': ", ,'. . :, .. , ." " ......... ,... '. ", .. ". . :", 
Akalat in the experimental habitats. Features of this study strongly suggest that human ac-
tivities (i.e. logging arid collection of dead· logs) influence the distribution patterns of the 
Akalat. Thus, urgent measures to provide alternativefuelwood, needtpbeadd~essed to 
",. . • 't •..• · . •. '. • • 
lower the illegal exploitation of trees that continues inside Arabuko-Sokoke. For example, 
. researchintb' tree nursery facilities and regeneration capacity: of the'indigenous forest 
would help alleviate the immediate social needs. 
Research into the diet and breeding success of the East Coast Akalat in its ranges is cru-
cial. It would be interesting to determine the role of mossy logs as indicators of habitat 
quality for other taxonomic groups. 
Abstract 
This study was carried out on a nearly threatened East Coast Akalat (Sheppardia gunningi sokokensis Van 
Someren 1921) in two forest types (CynomeLrawoodland .andMixed forest) in Arabuko-Sokoke Forest to de-
termine the proximate factors that influenced its spatial distribution. Playback was used to stimulate the bird to 
reveal its presence. Fifteen habitat factors predicted to be important as cues for habitat selection were recorded 
from territory and non-territory sites and compared. Normal.and logisticregression.mpdels were used to select 
the best habitat predictors of Akalat distribution and density. The best habitat predictors for the occurrence of 
Akalat (in both habitats combined) were mossy logs and vegetation cover at 2m; sites without AkaIat had higher 
numbers of cut stems. The greatest amount offood was associated with the presence of Akalat; larger territo-
ries were located in the Mixed forest compared to the Cynometra woodland; the bird waSffioreevenly dis-
tributed in the Cynometra than in the Mixed forest; higher population density was recorded in the Cynometra 
than in the Mixed forest. Results suggest that (i) East Coast Akalat has the ability to select micro habitats suitable 
for its suIVival; (ii) human activities affect the population density and distribution of Akalat by affecting veg-
etation structure suitable for the Akalat; (iii) mossy logs and vegetation cover at 2m high can be used as quick 
rapid indices in predicting habitat quality for the Akalat. 
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